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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.
Question 1: Silas is talking to his roommate, Salah, about the Olympic Games.
- Silas: "Do you think our country can host the Olympic Games some day in the future?"
- Salah: "______. We can't afford such a big event."

. You can say that againA . I can't agree with you moreB

. Yes, you're rightC . No, I don't think soD
Question 2: Laura is telling Bob about her exam results.
- Laura: "______"
- Bob: "That's great. Congratulations!"

. I hope I'll pass the exam tomorrow.A . I've passed the exam with an A.B

. I'll get the exam results tomorrow.C . I didn't do well in the exam.D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 3: Thanks  to  highly   technology,  scientists  have  made  many  importantsophisticated
discoveries in different fields.

. accessibleA . confusingB . effectiveC . advancedD
Question 4: It is firmly believed that books are a primary means for  knowledge and information.disseminating

. classifyingA . distributingB . adoptingC . inventingD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 5: With price increases on most necessities, many people have to  for fear oftighten their belt
getting into financial difficulties.

. dress in loose clothesA . spend money freelyB

. save on daily expensesC . put on tighter beltsD
Question 6: Today the number of  start-ups in Vietnam is  as the government has createdmounting
favourable conditions for them to develop their business.

. peakingA . varyingB . decreasingC . risingD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
Question 7: . delayA s . beginB s . attractC s . believeD s
Question 8: . A h dea . B b nea . C m lea . D t mea
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
Question 9: . sympathyA . povertyB . equipmentC . characterD
Question 10: . intendA . installB . followC . decideD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.
Question 11: It ______ to reason that Jason passed the exam with flying colours on account of his
working hard during the term.

. comesA . getsB . standsC . laysD
Question 12: Our father suggested ______ to Da Nang for this summer holiday.

. to goingA . goingB . goC . to goD
Question 13: The  patients  ______ with  the  new drug  showed better  signs  of  recovery  than  those
receiving conventional medicine.

. treatedA . having treatedB . treatingC . who treatedD



Question 14: Only after she ______ from a severe illness did she realise the importance of good health.
. A would recover . B has recovered . C had recovered . D was recovering

Question 15: Several measures have been proposed to ______ the problem of unemployment among
university graduates.

. poseA . admitB . addressC . createD
Question 16: There is no excuse for your late submission! You ______ the report by last Friday.

. mightn't have finishedA . should have finishedB

. needn't have finishedC . must have finishedD
Question 17: The  presenter  started  his  speech  with  a  few  ______  jokes  to  build  rapport  with  the
audience.

. whole-heartedA . light-heartedB . soft-heartedC . kind-heartedD
Question 18: It is advisable that the apprentice should be ______ to learn the ins and outs of the new job.

. permissiveA . noticeableB . acceptableC . observantD
Question 19: Mary rarely uses social networks, ______?

. isn't sheA . does sheB . doesn't sheC . is sheD
Question 20: Candidates are advised to dress formally to make a good ______ on job interviewers.

. A impress . B impressively . C impression . D impressive
Question 21: If Martin were here now, he ______ us to solve this difficult problem.

. would helpA . helpsB . will helpC . has helpedD
Question 22: You shouldn't lose heart; success often comes to those who are not ______ by failures.

. left outA . put offB . switched offC . turned onD
Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.
Question 23: It  many sociologists that inadequate  may lead to an increaseconcerns parents skills

A B
in the number of  of .incidents juvenile delinquency

C D
Question 24: It is  that  athletes have  to havethe ASEAN Para Games disabled an opportunity

  A                                B                                      C
their talents and efforts .                              recognised

D
Question 25: Teenagers  greatly influenced  not only their  but also their .is by parents peers

   A                               B                             C                              D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 26: I find it useful to join the sports club.
. Joining the sports club is not useful for me.A . It is useful for me to join the sports club.B
. I used to join the sports club.C . I never like joining the sports club.D

Question 27: It is believed that modern farming methods have greatly improved farmers' lives.
. Farmers are believed to have enjoyed a much better life thanks to modern farming methods.A
. Modern farming methods were believed to have greatly improved farmers' lives.B
. Modern farming methods are believed to have had negative effects on farmers' lives.C
. D People believe that there is little improvement in farmers' lives thanks to modern farming methods.

Question 28: "Would you like to go to the show with me?" Anna said to Bella.
. Anna reminded Bella to go to the show with her.A . B Anna persuaded Bella to go to the show with her.
. C Anna encouraged Bella to go to the show with her. . Anna invited Bella to go to the show with her.D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 29: Mary left home to start an independent life. She realised how much her family meant to her.
. A Only when Mary realised how much her family meant to her did she leave home to start an independent life.
. B To realise how much her family meant to her, Mary decided to leave home to start an independent life.
. Not until Mary had left home to start an independent life did she realise how much her familyC

meant to her.
. D Mary left home to start an independent life with a view to realising how much her family meant to her.
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Question 30: Kate  completed  her  higher  education.  She  then  decided  to  travel  the  world  before
getting a job.

. Without completing her higher education, Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job.A

. B Given that Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job, she completed her higher education.

. Having completed her higher education, Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job.C

. D Kate had scarcely travelled the world before getting a job when she completed her higher education.
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 31 to 35.

Urban development is having a direct impact on the weather in many cities worldwide. It has been
noticed that the difference ______ temperature is usually greater at  night  and the phenomenon
occurs in both winter and summer. Experts agree that this is due to urban development, when open
green spaces are replaced with asphalt roads and tall brick or concrete buildings. These materials retain
heat generated by the Sun and release it through the night. In Atlanta, in the US, this has even led to
thunderstorms ______  occur in the morning rather than, as is more common, in the afternoon.

Large cities around the world are adopting strategies to combat this issue ______ it  is  not
uncommon to find plants growing on top of roofs or down the walls of large buildings. In Singapore,
the government has ______ to transform it into a "city within a garden" and, in 2006, they held an
international competition calling for entries to develop a master plan to help bring this about. One
outcome was the creation of 18 "Supertrees" – 

(31)

(32)
(33)

(34)

metal constructions resembling very tall trees. Each one
is a vertical freestanding garden and is ______ (35) to exotic plants and ferns. They also contain solar
panels used to light the trees at night and also containers to collect rainwater, making them truly self-sufficient.

(Adapted from   by Pauline Cullen, Amanda French and Vanessa Jakeman)"The Official Cambridge Guide to IELTS"

:Question 31 . A on . B with . C in . D out
:Question 32 . whenA . whichB . whatC . whereD
:Question 33 . orA . forB . andC . butD
:Question 34 . pledgedA . committedB . confessedC . requiredD
:Question 35 . homeA . houseB . landC . placeD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 36 to 42.

A letter of application is a sales letter in which you are both salesperson and product,  for the
purpose of an application is to attract an employer's attention and persuade him or her to grant you an
interview. To do this, the letter presents what you can offer the employer, rather than what you want
from the job.

Like a résumé, the letter of application is a sample of your work and an opportunity to demonstrate
your skills and personality. If  is written with flair and understanding and prepared with professional
care, it is likely to be very effective. While the résumé must be factual, objective, and brief, the letter is
your chance to interpret and expand. It  should state  how your background relates to the
specific job, and it should emphasise your strongest and most relevant characteristics. The letter should
demonstrate that you know both yourself and the company.

The letter of application must communicate your ambition and enthusiasm. Yet it must be modest.
It should be neither aggressive nor compliant: neither pat yourself on the back nor ask for sympathy. It
should never express dissatisfaction with the present or former job or employer. And you should avoid
discussing your reasons for leaving your last job.

Finally, it is best that you not the subject on salary. Indeed, even if a job advertisement
requires that you mention your salary requirements, it is advisable simply to call them "negotiable."
However, when you go on an interview, you should be prepared to mention a salary range. For this
reason, you should investigate both your field and, if possible, the particular company. You don't want
to ask for less than you deserve or more than is reasonable. 

it

explicitly

broach

(Adapted from by Linda Lee and Erik Gundersen) "Select Readings - Intermediate" 

:Question 36 What is the passage mainly about?
. Advice on how to find a good jobA
. B Things to avoid during a job interview
. Tips for writing an effective letter of applicationC
. Differences between a résumé and a letter of applicationD
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:Question 37 According to paragraph 1, in a letter of application, the applicant tries to ______.
. A persuade the employer to grant him/her an interview
. get further information about the companyB
. C advertise a product to attract more customers
. present what he/she wants from the jobD

:Question 38 The word " " in paragraph 2 refers to ______.it
. the letter of applicationA . an opportunityB
. your workC . the résuméD

:Question 39 The word " " in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ______.explicitly
. clearlyA . shortlyB . slightlyC . quicklyD

:Question 40 According to the passage, which of the following is TRUE about a letter of application?
. It should express the applicant's dissatisfaction with his/her former employer.A
. It should refer to the applicant's reasons for leaving his/her previous job.B
. C It should be written very briefly, but in a formal style.
. It should expand upon the information contained in the applicant's résumé.D

:Question 41 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.broach
. avoidA . investigateB . introduceC . understandD

:Question 42 According to paragraph 4, in a job interview, the applicant should be ready to ______.
. accept any salary offeredA . negotiate working conditionsB
. mention their expected salary rangeC . talk about the company's budgetD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 43 to 50.

Henry is the undisputed star of Dronfield School near Sheffield. Whatever the achievements of
other members of the comprehensive school, it is Henry, with his soulful eyes and glossy hair, who has
hogged  the  limelight,  appearing  on  television  in  Britain  and  abroad.  Yet  despite  all  the  public

, Henry stirs up no envy or resentment among the 2000 students – in fact, they all adore him.
The dog, who first arrived six months ago, is a super dog, who has improved students' behaviour and
encouraged more students to focus on their academic achievement.

It was Andrew's teacher, Wendy Brown and the school counsellor, Julie Smart, who first proposed
buying a school dog. "Julie and I were talking one day about how looking after dogs can positively
affect children's conduct," says Brown. "We did some research and discovered that the presence of pets
has been shown to be therapeutic. A number of studies have shown that animals improve recovery after
surgery or illness and have a calming influence on people in a lot of settings. Some of my kids can be 

and some of the children Julie counsels have terrible problems."
Could the school dog become a craze? Other schools such as the Mulberry Bush, a primary school

for children with behavioural problems, have stepped forward to point out they already have . Rosie
Johnston, a Mulberry staff member has been bringing her golden retriever, Muskoka, into school for
three years. Apart from being a calming influence, Muskoka even plays his part in literacy lessons.
Children at the school can be too shy to read to adults so they read to Muskoka. "Their anxiety about
mispronouncing something or getting the words in the wrong order is reduced when they read to him,"
says Johnston.

Psychologist  Dr  Deborah  Wells  from Queen's  University  Belfast  specialises  in  animal-human
interaction. She believes that the underlying key to the Henry effect is that dogs offer unconditional
love  and  that  cheers  up  adults  and  children  and  helps  with  self-esteem.  But  traditionalist  Chris
Woodhead,  the former  chief  inspector  of  schools  says,  "I  don't  see why a teacher  cannot create  a
positive learning environment through the subject they teach and their personality. Dogs strike me as a
bit of a publicity stunt. It's the kind of sentimental story journalists love." Despite this sentiment, Henry
remains as popular as ever.

adulation

Andrew Wainwright, a student at Dronfield School, says there is something magical and calming
about being able to interact with Henry during his time at the school's catch-up classes, and that if he
falls behind, that opportunity will be denied. Even doubting staff have finally been won round. Perhaps
that is because Henry, who lies on the floor during staff meetings, has also had a calming effect on them.

a
handful

one

 (Adapted from  by Roy Norris and Amanda French with Miles Hordern)"Ready for Advanced"
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:Question 43 Which of the following best serves as the title for the passage?
. Having School Dogs: Pros and ConsA . Henry – a Super Dog in Dronfield SchoolB
. School Dogs: Useful Classroom AssistantsC . Keeping School Dogs – a Prevalent TrendD

:Question 44 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.adulation
. excessive admirationA . deserved attentionB
. C considerable controversy . unrealistic expectationD

:Question 45 The phrase " " in paragraph 3 is probably descriptive of a child who is ______.a handful
. difficult to controlA . reluctant to exploreB
. inclined to disagreeC . impossible to understandD

:Question 46 Which of the following is mentioned in paragraph 3 as a potential impact of keeping a pet?
. A stronger tendency to misbehaveA . Better recovery from illnessB
. A greater desire to influence othersC . Long-term changes in conductD

:Question 47 The word " " in paragraph 4 refers to _______.one
. a school dogA . a crazeB
. C a Mulberry staff member . a primary schoolD

:Question 48 According to paragraph 4, which of the following is one of the roles played by Muskoka
at the Mulberry Bush?

. Minimising the number of words mispronounced by its studentsA

. Helping its students to reduce their fear of making mistakesB

. Relieving its teaching staff of unnecessary workloadC

. Encouraging a more proactive approach to teaching literacyD

:Question 49 Which of the following best summarises Chris Woodhead's viewpoint in paragraph 5?
. Teachers underestimate the role of dogs in literacy lessons.A
. Schools have dogs just to attract media attention.B
. Students and dogs are inseparable companions in the classroom setting.C
. Dogs are capable of enlivening classroom atmosphere.D

:Question 50 Which of the following is implied in the passage?
. Rosie Johnston is more experienced than Wendy Brown in working with animals.A
. Interaction with Henry is used to boost students' learning motivation at Dronfield School.B
. Administrators at Dronfield School are sceptical as to whether Henry's companion will benefitC

their students.
. Wendy Brown and Julie Smart are dedicated animal rights activists who wish to get their messageD

across to young people.

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.

Question 1: Nancy and James are talking about their school days.
- Nancy: "I think school days are the best time of our lives."
- James: "______. We had sweet memories together then."

. I'm afraid soA . AbsolutelyB . That's nonsenseC . I doubt itD

Question 2: John and Mike are talking about Mike's new car.
- John: "______"
- Mike: "Thanks. I'm glad to hear that."

. Where did you buy your car?A . What a nice car!B

. Your car is new, isn't it?C . My car is very expensive.D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.

Question 3: . apartmentA . benefitB . argumentC . vacancyD

Question 4: . explainA . involveB . borrowC . discussD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.

Question 5: . gr tA ea . ch pB ea . cl nC ea . m nD ea

Question 6: . A improves . B destroys . C suggests . D reminds
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 7: The research findings were reliable since modern technology was used to increase the
 of the sampling procedure.precision

. exactnessA . inaccuracyB . insecurityC . flexibilityD

Question 8: Despite the traffic hold-ups, we were able to arrive at the airport  justin the nick of time
before the check-in counter closed.

. with all our luggageA . in a terrible conditionB

. at the very last momentC . with much time to spareD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 9: There is an increase in the  of electronic books as more people are turning toprevalence
digitalised reading materials.

. A scarcity . B deficiency . C popularity . D intensity

Question 10: Heavily  with wastes from nearby factories, the water in this river is notcontaminated
suitable for daily use.

. pollutedA . pureB . cleanedC . deadlyD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.

Question 11: If he didn't have to work today, he ______ his children to the zoo.
. will takeA . takesB . would takeC . has takenD

Question 12: Only after the bus ______ for a few miles did Jane realise she was on the wrong route.
. A was running . B had run . C has run . D runs



Question 13: Many people head for the countryside where the flat ______ of fields helps them escape
from the hectic city life.

. extension A . expansionB . extentC . expanseD

Question 14: It is believed that travelling is a good way to expand our ______ of the world.
. knowledgeableA . knowledgeably B . knowledgeC . knowD

Question 15: Maria decided ______ her education after a gap year.
. to continueA . to continuingB . continueC . continuingD

Question 16: We know that we are at fault for our third consecutive defeat, so there is no need to
______ salt into the wound.

. spreadA . rubB . applyC . putD

Question 17: Despacito,  ______ over  four  billion times on YouTube,  is  one of  the most  favourite
songs among teenagers worldwide.

. A is viewed . B which viewed . C viewing . D viewed

Question 18: The school drama club is ______ a play for the school's anniversary, which is due to take
place next month.

. turning upA . making off B . putting onC . bringing downD

Question 19: The students' plan for a musical show to raise money for charity received ______ support
from the school administrators.

. light-heartedA . warm-heartedB . big-heartedC . whole-heartedD

Question 20: Parents often advise their children to study hard in the hope that they will ______ success
in the future.

. gatherA . collectB . masterC . achieve D

Question 21: Adrian got surprisingly high grades in the final exam. He ______ his lessons very carefully.
. would have revisedA . needn't have revisedB . can't have revisedC . must have revisedD

Question 22: Sue rarely misses a chance to do voluntary work, ______?
. doesn't sheA . does sheB . is sheC . isn't sheD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

The knock-on effect of volunteering on the lives of individuals can be profound. Voluntary work
helps foster independence and imparts the ability to deal with different situations, often simultaneously,
thus teaching people how to ______ their way through different systems. It therefore brings people
into touch with the real world; and, hence, equips them for the future.

Initially, young adults in their late teens might not seem to have the expertise or knowledge to
impart to others that say a teacher or an agriculturalist or a nurse would have, ______ they do have
many  skills  that  can  help  others.  And  in  the  absence  of  any  particular  talent,  their  energy  and
enthusiasm can be harnessed for the benefit ______ their  fellow human beings,  and ultimately
themselves. From all this, the gain to any community no matter how many volunteers are involved is

______.
Employers will generally look favorably on people ______ have shown an ability to work as

part  of  a  team. It  demonstrates  a  willingness  to  learn  and  an independent  spirit,  which would  be
desirable qualities in any employee.

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)
(27)

(Adapted from by Sam McCarter)"IELTS Testbuilder 2" 

:Question 23 . takeA . workB . putC . giveD
:Question 24 . butA . soB . orC . forD
:Question 25 . underA . ofB . onC . outD
:Question 26 . impassableA . unattainableB . undetectableC . immeasurableD
:Question 27 . whichA . whatB . whoseC . whoD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

There are many African tribes but, for many people, the Masai are the most well-known. They
are  famous  for  their  bright  red  clothing  and  their  ceremonies  with  lots  of  music  and  dancing.
Probably, one of the most colorful ceremonies is the festival of "Eunoto," when the teenage boys of
the Masai become men.
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Eunoto lasts for many days and Masai people travel across the region to get to a special place near
the border between Kenya and Tanzania. The teenage boys who travel with them are called " ."
This is a traditional name from the past when young men fought with other tribes.

At the beginning of the ceremony, the teenagers paint their bodies while their mothers start to build
a place called the "Osingira," a sacred room in the middle of the celebrations. Later, the senior elders
from different tribes will sit inside this place and, at different times, the boys go inside to meet .
Later in the day, the boys run around the Osingira, going faster and faster each time.

The teenagers also have to  their appearance at Eunoto. Masai boys' hair is very long before
the ritual but they have to cut it off. In Masai culture, hair is an important symbol. For example, when a
baby grows into an infant, the mother cuts the child's hair and gives the child a name. At a Masai
wedding, the hair of the bride is also cut off as she becomes a woman. And so, at Eunoto, the teenage
boy's mother cuts his hair off at sunrise.

On the final day, the teenagers meet the senior elders one more time. They get this advice: "Now
you are men, use your heads and knowledge." Then, people start to travel back to their homes and
lands. The teenagers are no longer warriors. They are adult men and now they will get married and
have children. Later in life, they will be the leaders of their communities.

warriors

them

alter

(Adapted from "Life" by John Hughes, Helen Stephenson and Paul Dummett)

:Question 28 What is the passage mainly about?
. A The ceremony that marks the beginning of Masai boys' adulthood
. The journey by Masai teenage boys to the festival of EunotoB
. The importance of Eunoto in African people's livesC
. The reasons for the Masai's popularity over other African tribesD

:Question 29 The word " " in paragraph 2 mostly means ______.warriors
. dancersA . fightersB . musiciansC . travellersD

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.them
. different tribesA . their mothersB . the boysC . the senior eldersD

:Question 31 According to paragraph 3, the Osingira is built by ______.
. the Masai senior eldersA . Masai teenagersB
. C the Masai teenage boys' mothers . Masai menD

:Question 32 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.alter
. A differ . changeB . maintainC . D distinguish

:Question 33 According to the passage, what do the teenage boys do at Eunoto?
. Painting their bodiesA . Receiving new namesB
. Changing their clothesC . Fighting with other tribesD

:Question 34 According to the passage, which of the following is TRUE?
. The Masai teenage boys are given advice from senior elders before attending Eunoto.A
. The Masai teenage boys will become adults and get married after attending Eunoto.B
. Eunoto lasts for a day across the region between Kenya and Tanzania.C
. Eunoto is the ceremony for both Masai teenage boys and girls.D

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

In  this  modern  world  where  closed-circuit  television  (CCTV)  cameras  are  everywhere  and
smartphones in every pocket, the routine filming of everyday life is becoming pervasive. A number of
countries are rolling out body cams for police officers; other public-facing agencies such as schools,
councils and hospitals are also experimenting with cameras for their employees. Private citizens are
getting in on the act too: cyclists increasingly wear headcams as a deterrent to aggressive drivers. As
camera technology gets smaller and cheaper, it isn't hard to  a future where we're all filming
everything all the time, in every direction.

Would that be a good thing? There are some obvious potential upsides. If people know they are on
camera, especially when at work or using public services, they are surely less likely to misbehave. The
available evidence suggests that it discourages behaviours such as vandalism. Another upside is that it
would be harder to get away with crimes or to evade blame for accidents.

But a world on camera could have subtle negative effects. The deluge of data we pour into the
hands of Google, Facebook and others has already proved . Those companies would

envisage

a mixed blessing
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no doubt be willing to upload and curate our body-cam data for free, but at what cost to privacy and
freedom of choice?

Of course, there's always the argument that if you're not doing anything wrong, you have nothing
to fear. But most people have done something embarrassing, or even illegal, that they regret and would
prefer they hadn't been caught on film. People already censor their social media feeds – or avoid doing
anything incriminating in public – for fear of damaging their reputation. Would ubiquitous body cams
have a further chilling effect on our freedom?

The always-on-camera world could even threaten some of the attributes that make us human. We
are natural gossips and backbiters, and while those might not be desirable behaviours, they oil the
wheels of our social interactions. Once people assume  are being filmed, they are likely to clam up.

Body-cam data could also create a legal minefield. Disputes over the veracity and interpretation of
police footage have already surfaced. Eventually, events not caught on camera could be treated as if they
didn't happen. Alternatively, footage could be faked or doctored to dodge blame or incriminate others.

they
The argument in relation to body-cam ownership is a bit like that for guns: once you go past a

critical threshold, almost everyone will feel they need one as an insurance policy. We are nowhere near
that point yet – but we should think hard about whether we really want to say "lights, body cam, action."

(Adapted from )https://www.newscientist.com

:Question 35 What does the passage mainly discuss?
. The current public obsession with modern technologyA
. The ubiquity of cameras and ensuing problemsB
. Legal disputes fuelled by body-cam dataC
. Data overload experienced by social network usersD

:Question 36 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.envisage
. embraceA . fantasiseB . rejectC . visualiseD

:Question 37 As mentioned in paragraph 2, misbehaviour can be discouraged if potential offenders ______.
. are aware of being filmed at the timeA . know that they may be subjected to criticismB
. realise that they may be publicly punishedC . are employed in the public sectorD

:Question 38 The phrase " " in paragraph 3 probably means ______.a mixed blessing
. something that is neither good nor badA
. something that produces unexpected resultsB
. something that has both advantages and disadvantagesC
. something either negative or positive in natureD

:Question 39 What does the author imply in paragraph 3?
. Body-cam ownership could eventually give rise to information overload, which, in turn, raisesA

public concern.
. Social networks provide their users with greater freedom of choice while depriving them of theirB

privacy and anonymity.
. Companies like Facebook may have their own intentions behind their willingness to take care ofC

their users' body-cam data.
. D Google  and  similar  enterprises  tend  to  refrain  from harvesting  their  customers'  data  for

illicit purposes.
:Question 40 It is stated in paragraph 4 that unrecorded events ______.

. A ymay go unnoticed or be ignored completel

. B could be manipulated to charge innocent people

. should be kept open to interpretationC

. could provoke legal disputes among media companiesD
:Question 41 According to paragraph 5, why do social media users already act more carefully online?

. Because they regret doing something illegal.A

. Because they disapprove of uncensored social media feeds.B

. Because they want to avoid being recognised in public.C

. Because they wish to protect their image.D

:Question 42 The word " " in paragraph 6 refers to ______.they
. wheelsA . social interactionsB
. desirable behavioursC . peopleD
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 43: Laura practised playing the instrument a lot. She could hardly improve her performance.
. Hardly had Laura practised playing the instrument a lot when she could improve her performance.A
. Had Laura practised playing the instrument a lot, she could have performed much better.B
. However much Laura practised playing the instrument, she could hardly perform any better.C
. As soon as Laura practised playing the instrument a lot, she could perform much better.D

Question 44: Lucy paid a visit to the local orphanage. She then decided to donate part of her savings to
the children there.

. Lucy had hardly decided to donate part of her savings to the children when she paid a visit to theA
local orphanage.

. B It was only when Lucy had decided to donate part of her savings to the children that she paid a visit to the
local orphanage.

. C Before she paid a visit to the local orphanage, Lucy had decided to donate part of her savings to the
children there.

. D Having paid a visit to the local orphanage, Lucy decided to donate part of her savings to the children there.
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 45: My friend has stopped eating fast food.
. My friend sometimes eats fast food.A . My friend doesn't like eating fast food.B
. My friend no longer eats fast food.C . My friend has never eaten fast food.D

Question 46: "You should take better care of your health," said Tom's mother.
. Tom's mother promised to take better care of his health.A
. Tom's mother ordered him to take better care of his health.B
. Tom's mother required him to take better care of his health.C
. Tom's mother advised him to take better care of his health.D

Question 47: They report that soil pollution has seriously threatened the livelihood of many local farmers.
. The livelihood of many local farmers was reported to be seriously endangered by soil pollution.A
. It is reported that the livelihood of many local farmers has led to serious soil pollution.B
. Soil pollution is reported to have posed a serious threat to the livelihood of many local farmers.C
. It has been reported that soil pollution has actually put many local farmers' lives at risk.D

Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 48: The keynote speaker started with some  about the complementary remarks organisers
                                     A B C
of the conference, and then  with her speech.proceeded
                                                   D

Question 49: It was  that Vietnam  the Southeast Asian Games (SEA Games)the year 2003 hosted
 A                                   B

 the first .for time
 C                  D

Question 50:  classmates  going on  trip to Cuc Phuong National Park .My is a this weekend
A B C D

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part
differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.

Question 1: . A dr mea . B w rea . C tr tea . D m nea

Question 2: . attackA s . medalB s . concernC s . fingerD s
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.

Question 3: . behaveA . relaxB . enterC . allowD

Question 4: . disasterA . originB . charityC . agencyD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning
to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 5: Judy has just won a full scholarship to one of the most prestigious universities in the
country; she must be  now.on cloud nine

. extremely panickedA . obviously delightedB . incredibly optimisticC . desperately sadD

Question 6: People nationwide have acted without  to provide aids for the victims in thehesitation
disaster-stricken areas.

. uncertaintyA . willingnessB . awarenessC . reluctanceD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 7: The football final has been  until next Sunday due to the heavy snowstorm.postponed
. cancelledA . continued   B . changedC . delayedD

Question 8: The  chairman's  thought-provoking  question   a  lively  debate  among  theignited
participants in the workshop.

. triggeredA . aroseB . definedC . hostedD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.

Question 9: Two students are talking about the school curriculum.
- Ted: "Swimming should be made part of the school curriculum."
- Kate: "______. It is an essential life skill."

. Oh, that's a problemA . I can't agree with you moreB

. Not at allC . You can make itD

Question 10: Jane is talking to Mike, who has just helped her with her luggage.
- Jane: "______"
- Mike: "It's my pleasure."

. It's too heavy.A . It's not my duty.B . Thanks a lot, indeed.C . Welcome back.D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.

Question 11: Only after he ______ the job as a computer programmer did he realise how much he
loved it.

. has leftA . had leftB . was leavingC . would leaveD

Question 12: You must not ______ any step in the process; otherwise, you would not be able to cook
the dish properly.

. quitA . skipB . leave C . hideD

Question 13: If you didn't have to leave today, I ______ you around the city.
. have shownA . showedB . will showC . would showD



Question 14: I've been waiting for hours. You ______ to tell me you would come late.
. oughtn't to have phonedA . must have phonedB
. should have phonedC . needn't have phonedD

Question 15: The operation of the newly constructed plants is likely to lead to ______ environmental
consequences.

. far-reachingA . far-goneB . far-offC . far-flungD

Question 16: He promised ______ his daughter a new bicycle as a birthday present.
. buyA . to buyB . to buyingC . buyingD

Question 17: Many parents tend to make their children study hard in the belief that good education
will enable them to ______ in the future.

. turn upA . get onB . get outC . turn awayD
Question 18: The ______ prices of property in big cities may deter people on low incomes from
owning a house there.

. forbiddingA . competitiveB . prohibitiveC . inflatableD
Question 19: Michael rarely returns to his hometown, ______?

. hasn't heA . does heB . has heC . doesn't heD
Question 20: Susan has achieved great ______ in her career thanks to her hard work.

. A success . B succeed . C successful . D successfully
Question 21: After a momentary ______ of concentration, Simon managed to regain his focus and
completed the test.

. lapseA . faultB . failureC . errorD
Question 22: Drastic measures should be taken to tackle the problems ______ child abuse.

. involvedA . to involveB . involvingC . are involvingD
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

 The  costs  of  hosting  the  Olympics  can
______ tens of billions of dollars, and it is commonplace for budgets to double or even triple. In

addition  to  the  direct  costs  of  hosting  the  Games  (the  opening  and  closing  ceremonies,  athletes'
village, security, etc.), cities often must build expensive new venues ______ 

While costs are the ______ concern for a host city, there are other factors to consider. For
one,  an  Olympic  host  city  may  receive  substantial  revenue  from  ticket  sales,  tourist  spending,
corporate  sponsorship,  and television rights.  Cities such as Los Angeles (1984) and Seoul (1988)
actually made a large profit from the Games they hosted. ______, hosting the Olympic Games
confers  prestige  on a  host  city  and country,  which  can lead  to  increased  trade  and  tourism.  The
Olympics are also an opportunity to invest in projects ______ improve the city's quality of life,
such as new transportation systems.

When hosting an Olympic Games, a country has to take account of several considerations, among
which  the  financial  one  is  by  far  the  most  important.
(23)

 (24) lesser-known sports.
Once constructed, sports venues often incur additional maintenance costs long after the Games have ended.

 (25)

(26)

(27)

(Adapted from  by Mike Boyle and Lindsay Warwick)"Skillful Reading & Writing 4"

:Question 23 . outnumberA . exceedB . overchargeC . surmountD
:Question 24 . onA . atB . inC . forD
:Question 25 . instrumentalA . primaryB . influentialC . supplementaryD
:Question 26 . In additionA . OtherwiseB . For exampleC . HoweverD

:Question 27 . whichA . whoB . whatC . whomD
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

Another form of body language that is used differently, depending on the culture, is distance. In
North America people don't generally stand as close to each other as in South America. Two North

Body language is a vital form of communication. In fact, it is believed that the various forms
of  body  language  contribute  about  70  percent  to  our  comprehension.  It  is  important  to  note,
however, that body language varies in different cultures. Take for example, eye movement. In the
USA a child is expected to look directly at a parent or teacher who is scolding him/her. In other
cultures  the  opposite  is  true.  Looking  directly  at  a  teacher  or  parent  in  such  a  situation  is
considered a sign of disrespect.
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Americans who don't know each other well will keep a distance of four feet between them, whereas
South Americans in the same situation will stand two to three feet apart. North Americans will stand
closer than two feet apart only if they are having a confidential conversation or if there is 
between them.

Gestures are often used to communicate. We point a finger, raise an eyebrow, wave an arm – or
move any other part of the body – to show what we want to say. However, this does not mean that
people all over the world use the same gestures to express the same meanings. Very often we find that
the same gestures can communicate different meanings, depending on the country. An example of a
gesture that could be  is sticking out the tongue. In many cultures it is a sign of making
a mistake, but in some places  communicates ridicule.

intimacy

misinterpreted
it

The dangers of  misunderstanding one another are great.  Obviously,  it  is  not  enough to  learn the
language  of  another  culture.  You must  also  learn  its  non-verbal  signals  if  you  want  to  communicate
successfully.

(Adapted from by Judy Rapoport, Ronit Broder and Sarah Feingold)"Reading Academic English" 

:Question 28 What is the passage mainly about?
. A The significance of non-verbal signals in America
. Misunderstandings in communicationB
. C Interpretations of gestures in different cultures
. Non-verbal communication across culturesD

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, when scolded by his/her parent or teacher, an American
child is expected to ______.

. A stand close to the person . look directly at the personB

. C raise his/her eyebrows . D point a finger at the person

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ______.intimacy
. enjoymentA . closenessB . strengthC . agreementD

:Question 31 "The word " in paragraph 3 is closest in meaning to ______.misinterpreted
. misbehavedA . misunderstoodB . mispronouncedC . misspelledD

:Question 32 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.it
. an exampleA . making a mistakeB . the countryC . D sticking out the tongue

:Question 33 As stated  in  the  passage,  in  order  to  communicate  successfully  with  people  from
another culture, it is advisable for a person ______.

. to learn only non-verbal signals of that cultureA

. to travel to as many countries as possibleB

. to use the body language of the people from that cultureC

. to learn both the language and non-verbal signals of that cultureD

:Question 34 Which form of body language is NOT mentioned in the passage?
. postureA . gestureB . distanceC . eye movementD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

The green building movement, started in the 1970s as a way to reduce environmental destruction,
is changing the way buildings are constructed. In the early years, green builders were a small minority,
and their goals of reducing the environmental impact of buildings were considered unrealistic. Now,
however, the movement is growing, as builders have been able to take advantage of new technology.

Another solution is to reduce the amount of energy required in a building. It is possible to cut
electricity  use  noticeably  by improving natural  lighting  and installing  low-energy  light  bulbs.  To
reduce the amount of fuel needed for heating or cooling, builders also add  to the walls so

Green  builders  try  to  make use  of  recycled  materials,  which  means less  waste  in  dumps.
Also, they reduce environmental impact by reducing the energy requirements of a building. One
way is  to  provide an alternative,  non-polluting source of  energy.  First,  with  solar  panels,  it  is
possible to produce electricity from the rays of the sun. Once installed, provide energy at nothey
cost and with no pollution.

insulation
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that the building stays warmer in winter and cooler in summer.
One  example  of  this  advanced  design  is  the  Genzyme  Center  of  Cambridge,  the  most

environmentally responsible office building in America. Every aspect of the design and building had
to consider two things: the need for a safe and pleasant workplace for employees and the need to
lessen  the  negative  environmental  impact.  75  percent  of  the  building  materials  were  recycled
materials, and the energy use has been reduced by 43 percent and water use by 32 percent, compared
with other buildings of the same size.

A larger project is  in China. The first phase of this project will include houses for 400
families built with solar power, non-polluting bricks, and recycled wall insulation. In a second phase,
entire neighborhoods in six cities will be built. If all goes well, the Chinese government plans to copy
these ideas in new neighborhoods across China.

Green  building  ideas,  on  a  small  or  large  scale,  are  spreading.  Individuals,  companies,  and
governments are beginning to see their benefits. Not only are they environmentally friendly, green
buildings improve living and working conditions and also save money in the long run.

In  other  parts  of  the  world,  several  large-scale  projects  have  recently  been  developed
according to green building principles. One of these is in Vauban, Germany, in an area that was
once the site  of  army housing.  The site  has  been completely rebuilt  with  houses  requiring 30
percent  less  energy  than  conventional  ones.  These  houses,  heated  by  special  non-polluting
systems, are also equipped with solar panels.

under way

(Adapted from  by Beatrice S. Mikulecky and Linda Jeffries)"Advanced Reading Power"

:Question 35 Which of the following does the passage mainly discuss?
. Economic benefits of environmentally responsible buildingsA
. Successful green building projects all over the worldB
. New technologies applied to constructing office buildingsC
. An environmentally friendly approach to constructing buildingsD

:Question 36 According to paragraph 1, the environmental goals set by green builders were initially
considered unrealistic presumably because ______.

. there was a lack of green builders at the beginning of the 20th centuryA

. the potential applications of technology to constructing green buildings were not recognised thenB

. the problems of environment destruction were not prevalent at the timeC

. there was an abundance of natural materials for the construction of conventional buildingsD
:Question 37 The word " " in paragraph 2 refers to ______.they

. rays of the sunA . recycled materialsB . green buildersC . solar panelsD
:Question 38 The word " " in paragraph 3 mostly means ______.insulation

. systems that protect buildings from the sun's raysA

. devices that monitor changes in temperatureB

. panels that convert solar energy into electricityC

. materials that prevent heat loss and absorptionD
:Question 39 What is one common characteristic shared by the Genzyme Center of Cambridge and

the project in Vauban, Germany?
. A Both were built based on green building principles, which reduces energy use considerably.
. B Both took advantage of new insulation technology, which cuts down on construction costs.
. C Both were built out of entirely recycled materials instead of conventional ones.
. D Both are housing complexes with special, non-polluting heating systems.

:Question 40 The phrase " " in paragraph 6 mostly means ______.under way
. being notifiedA . being certifiedB . being inspectedC . being launchedD

:Question 41 Which  of  the  following  is  NOT  mentioned  in  paragraph  7  as  a  merit  of  green
buildings?

. Improving living conditionsA . Proving more economical eventuallyB

. Being friendly to the environmentC . Increasing work productivityD
:Question 42 According to the passage, which of the following statements about green buildings is TRUE?

. They are gaining in popularity in different parts of the world.A

. They are more economical and produce no pollution.B

. They have only been built in technologically developed countries.C

. They are environmentally responsible constructions with gardens.D
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Mark the letter A,  B, C, or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate the sentence that  is  closest  in
meaning to each of the following questions.
Question 43: "Don't forget to submit your assignments by Thursday," said the teacher to the students.

. The teacher reminded the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.A

. The teacher allowed the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.B

. The teacher ordered the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.C

. The teacher encouraged the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.D
Question 44: They expect that recent changes will bring about an overall improvement in the quality
of the country's education.

. Recent changes are expected to lead to an overall improvement in the quality of the country'sA
education.

. The quality of the country's education is expected to be the consequence of recent changes.B

. It is expected that recent changes are caused by an overall improvement in the quality of theC
country's education.

. It was expected that recent changes would result in an overall improvement in the quality of theD
country's education.

Question 45: She wasn't early enough to catch the bus.
. She wasn't late for the bus.A . She didn't arrive late for the bus.B
. She arrived too early for the bus.C . She was too late to catch the bus.D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet  to indicate the underlined part  that needs
correction in each of the following questions.
Question 46: They have carried out  research  the effects of smartphones onexhausting into

 A B
schoolchildren's  and their .behaviour academic performance

C D
Question 47: Most workers  to be happy  their  working .seems with new conditions

   A                           B             C                        D
Question 48: It is  that people  light bonfires and havethe night of 5  Novemberth in Britain

 A                                              B
fireworks as a  tradition.national

  C                   D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.
Question 49: His friends supported and encouraged him. He did really well in the competition.

. If his friends had given him support and encouragement, he could have done really well in theA
competition.

.  No matter  how much his friends supported and encouraged him, he couldn't  do well  in  theB
competition.

.  Such  were  his  friends'  support  and  encouragement  that  he  couldn't  do  really  well  in  theC
competition.

. Had it not been for his friends' support and encouragement, he couldn't have done so well in theD
competition.

Question 50: Joe has finished his first-aid course. He proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.
. A Although Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker, he hasn't finished his first-aid course.
. B Without finishing his first-aid course, Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.
. C However helpful Joe proves as a rescue worker, he hasn't finished his first-aid course.
. D Having finished his first-aid course, Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.

Question 1: Although she had been told quite sternly to ______ herself together, she simply couldn't
stop the tears from flowing.

. bringA . pullB . force C . pushD

Question 2: In  most  countries,  photocopying books without  the publisher's  permission is  clearly  a
copyright ______.

. interferenceA . interpretationB . infringementC . inflictionD

Question 3:  ______  to  fame  at  an  early  age  may  have  a  negative  influence  on  children's
psychological development.

. ApproachingA . ReachingB . GoingC . RisingD

Question 4: The  coastal  city  is  ______ extra  buses  during  the  summer  because  of  a  considerable
increase in the number of tourists.

. making upA . turning outB . putting onC . taking offD

Question 5: Participating in teamwork activities helps students develop their ______ skills.
. socialA . societyB . sociallyC . socialiseD

Question 6: If our teacher were here now, he ______ us with this difficult exercise.
. has helpedA . helpsB . will helpC . would helpD

Question 7: The children ______ by social networks are likely to suffer from depression and other
health problems.

. A are obsessed . B obsessing . C obsessed . D who obsessed

Question 8: The boy denied ______ the cake even though there was some cream left on his chin.
. to eat A . eatB . to eatingC . eatingD

Question 9: Her parents rarely let her stay out late, ______?
. do theyA . don't theyB . does sheC . doesn't sheD

Question 10: Only after the teacher  ______ the procedure clearly were the students allowed to go
ahead with the experiment.

. would explainA . had explainedB . was explainingC . has explainedD

Question 11: These volunteer programmes aim to provide education for children in ______ regions.
. far-reachingA . far-flungB . far-fetchedC . far-sightedD

Question 12: They were at the stadium with us last night, so they ______ at the theatre then.
. A needn't have been . B should have been . C might have been . D can't have been

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.

Question 13: Adam and Janet are at the school canteen.
- Adam: "______"
- Janet: "Yes, please."

. Do you mind if I sit here?A . Can you pass me the salt, please?B

. It's a bit hot in here, isn't it?C . Would you like a cup of coffee?D

Question 14: Jenny and Jimmy are talking about university education.
- Jenny: "I think having a university degree is the only way to succeed in life."
- Jimmy: "______. There are successful people without a degree."

. That's lifeA . That's all rightB

. I don't quite agreeC . I can't agree moreD



Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 15: Despite  careful  preparation,  the  candidate   when  asked  a  challenginggot  cold  feet
question and gave an unsatisfactory answer.

. had a feverA . stayed confidentB . got nervousC . became aggressiveD
Question 16: Winning the first prize in the National Math Competition was the highest  heachievement
got when he was at school.

. failureA . successB . comprehensionC . completionD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 17: It is high time more intensive campaigns were  to protect endangered species allinitiated
over the world.

. rebuiltA . adaptedB . improvedC . introducedD
Question 18: The team entered the competition with great confidence after getting  advice fromsound
their coach.

. tentativeA . sensitiveB . audibleC . sensibleD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
Question 19: . m tA ea . thr tB ea . b tC ea . s tD ea
Question 20: . A wonders . B problems . C mountains . D moments
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
Question 21: . presidentA . opponentB . assistantC . companionD
Question 22: . obtainA . performB . affectC . happenD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.
Question 23: He fulfilled his dream of travelling the world. He decided to get a job and settle down.

. A If he had fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he would have decided to get a job and settle down.

. Having fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he decided to get a job and settle down.B

. C Although he had fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he decided not to get a job and settle down.

. As he decided to get a job and settle down, he didn't fulfil his dream of travelling the world.D
Question 24: She gave a great performance at the festival. We now know she has artistic talent.

. Amazing as her artistic talent is, we don't know about her great performance at the festival.A

. Hardly had we known about her artistic talent when she gave a great performance at the festival.B

.  C Although she  gave  a  great  performance  at  the  festival,  now we still  don't  know she  has
artistic talent.

. But for her great performance at the festival, we wouldn't know about her artistic talent now.D
Mark the letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate the  underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.
Question 25: My  friends  most  their free time  the homeless people in the community.close spends of helping

A                  B             C                           D
Question 26: It was  that Trang An Scenic Landscape Complex the year 2014 was made a

 A                                                                                       B       C
World Heritage Site  UNESCO.by

D
Question 27: Drawing on her own experience , the writer successfully in psychology portrayed

A    B
a volatile  with  of mood.character dramatic alternatives

C D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.
Question 28: "I'm sorry I haven't finished the assignment," Fiona said.

. Fiona denied having finished the assignment.A . B Fiona regretted having finished the assignment.

. Fiona refused to finish the assignment. C . D Fiona apologised for not finishing the assignment.
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Question 29: Many people think that the new regulations will encourage people to use less energy.
. Lower consumption of energy is thought to lead to the introduction of the new regulations.A
. The new regulations are thought to encourage lower consumption of energy.B
. It is thought that the new regulations will encourage people to consume more energy.C
. It was thought that lower consumption of energy was stimulated by the new regulations.D

Question 30: It usually takes her an hour to drive to work.
. She usually spends an hour driving to work.A . She used to drive to work in an hour.B
. She doesn't usually drive to work in an hour.C . She never spends an hour driving to work.D

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 31 to 35.

Taking piano lessons and solving math puzzles on a computer significantly improve specific math
skills of elementary schoolchildren, according to a new study. The results, ______ were published(31)
in  the  journal  ,  are  the  latest  in  a  series  that  links  musical  training  to  theNeurological  Research
development of higher brain functions.

Researchers worked with 135 second-grade students at a school in Los Angeles after ______ a(32)
pilot study with 102 students. Children that were given four months of piano training as well as time
playing ______ newly designed computer software scored 27 percent higher on math and fraction(33)
tests than other children.

Piano instruction is thought to enhance the brain's "hard wiring" for spatial-temporal reasoning, or
the ability to visualise and transform objects in space and time, says Professor Gordon Shaw, who led
the study. At the same time, the computer game allows children to solve geometric and math puzzles

to ______ shapes in their mind.that boost their ability  (34)
The findings are significant ______ a grasp of proportional math and fractions is a prerequisite(35)

to math at higher levels, and children who do not master these areas of math cannot understand more
advanced math that is critical to high-tech fields.

(Adapted from  by Joyce S. Cain)"Eye on Editing 2"

:Question 31 . whoseA . whichB . thatC . whoD
:Question 32 . conductingA . carryingB . composingC . concerningD
:Question 33 . forA . ofB . atC . withD
:Question 34 . manipulateA . accumulateB . stimulateC . accommodateD
:Question 35 . beforeA . becauseB . althoughC . unlessD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 36 to 42.

When we meet people for the first time, we often make decisions about them based entirely on
how they look. And of course, we too are being judged on our appearance. Undoubtedly, it's what's
inside that's important but sometimes we can send out the wrong signals and so get a negative reaction,
simply by wearing inappropriate clothing.

When selecting your clothes each day, it is therefore important to think about who you're likely to
meet, where you are going to be spending most of your time and what tasks you are likely to perform.
Clearly, on a practical level, some  will be more appropriate to different sorts of activity and this
will  dictate  your  choice  to  an  extent.  However,  there's  no  need  to  abandon  your  individual  taste
completely. After all, if you dress to please somebody else's idea of what looks good, you may end up
feeling uncomfortable and not quite yourself.

Some  colours  bring  your  natural  colouring  to  life  and   can  give  you  a  washed-out
appearance. Try out new ones by all means, but remember that dressing in bright colours when you
really like subtle neutral tones or vice versa will make you feel self-conscious and uncomfortable. You
know deep down where your own taste boundaries lie. It may be fun to cross these sometimes, but do
take care not to go too far all at once.

outfits

others

Reappraising your image isn't selfish because everyone who comes into contact with you will
benefit. You'll look better and you'll feel a better person all round. And if in doubt, you only need to
read Professor Albert Mehrabian's book , which showed that the impact we make onSilent Messages
each other depends 55 percent on how we look and behave, 38 percent on how we speak, and only
seven percent on what we actually say.

(Adapted from  by Jan Bell and Roger Gower)"Expert First"
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:Question 36 Which could be the best title for the passage?
. A Making Your Image Work for You
. B Choosing Appropriate Business Suits
. C Making Judgements about People's Appearance
. D Creating a Professional Image

:Question 37 According to paragraph 1, people can get a negative reaction from others by ______.
. A wearing inappropriate clothes . B expressing too strong emotions
. C sending out right signals . D talking about other people's behaviours

:Question 38 The word " " in paragraph 2 mostly means ______.outfits
. types of gesturesA . sets of equipmentB
. sets of clothesC . types of signalsD

:Question 39 Which of the following is NOT mentioned in paragraph 2 as a factor to be considered
when choosing clothes?

. A Places you spend time in . B Kinds of tasks you perform

. C Other people's views on beauty . D People you meet
:Question 40 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.others

. taste boundariesA . B colours . meansC . D neutral tones
:Question 41 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.Reappraising

. A reconsidering . B reapplying . C reminding . recallingD
:Question 42 According  to  Professor  Albert  Mehrabian,  the  impact  we  make  on  each  other

depends mainly on ______.
. A how we look and behave . B what we read
. C what we actually say . D how we speak

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 43 to 50.

While watching sports on TV, the chances are children will  see professional  players cheating,
having tantrums, fighting, or abusing officials. In addition, it's highly likely that children will be aware
of well-known cases  of  sportspeople  being caught  using drugs to  improve their  performance.  The
danger of all this is that it could give children the idea that winning is all that counts and you should
win at all costs. Good behaviour and fair play aren't the message that comes across. Instead, it looks as
if cheating and bad behaviour are reasonable ways of getting what you want. This message is further

 by the fact that some of these sportspeople acquire enormous fame and wealth, making it
seem they are being handsomely rewarded either despite or because of their bad behaviour.

What can parents do about this? They can regard sport on television as an opportunity to discuss
attitudes and behaviour with their children. When watching sports together,  if  parents see a player
swearing at the referee, they can get the child's opinion on that behaviour and discuss whether a player's
skill is more important than their behaviour. Ask what the child thinks the player's contribution to the
team is. Point out that no player can win a team game on their own, so it's important for members to
work well together.

Another thing to focus on is what the commentators say. Do they frown on bad behaviour from
players, think it's amusing or even consider it's a good thing? What about the officials? If they let
players get away with a clear foul, parents can discuss with children whether this is right and what
effect it has on the game. Look too at the reactions of coaches and managers. Do they accept losing
with good grace or scowl and show a bad attitude? Parents can use this to talk about attitudes to
winning and losing and to remind children that both are part of sport.

However, what children learn from watching sports is by no means all negative and parents should
make sure they too. They should emphasise to children the high reputation
that well-behaved players have, not just with their teammates but also with spectators and the media.

can focus on the contribution made by such players during a game, discussing how valuable they
are in the team. In the interviews after a game, point out to a child that the well-behaved sportspeople
don't  gloat  when they win or  sulk when they lose.  And parents  can stress  how well  these  people
conduct themselves in their personal lives and the good work they do for others when not playing. In
other words, parents should get their children to focus on the positive role models, rather than the antics
of the badly behaved but often more publicised players.

bolstered

accentuate the positives 

They

(Adapted from "New English File - Advanced" by Will Maddox)
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:Question 43 Which of the following does the passage mainly discuss?
. A Different attitudes toward bad behaviour in sport . B Moral lessons for children from watching sports
. The importance of team spirit in sportC . D The influence of model sportspeople on children

:Question 44 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.bolstered
. inspiredA . reinforcedB . representedC . energisedD

:Question 45 According to paragraph 1, misconduct exhibited by players may lead children to think
that ______.

. it brings about undesirable resultsA . it is an acceptable way to win the gameB

. it is necessary in almost any gameC . it is disadvantageous to all concernedD

:Question 46 According to paragraph 2, what should parents teach their children through watching sports?
. Cheating is frowned upon by the majority of players.A
. A player's performance is of greater value than his behaviour.B
. Collaboration is fundamental to any team's success.C
. A team with badly-behaved players will not win a game.D

:Question 47 The word " " in paragraph 4 can be best replaced by  ______.accentuate
. emboldenA . actualiseB . highlightC . consolidateD

:Question 48 The word " " in paragraph 4 refers to ______.They
. teammatesA . spectatorsB . parentsC . childrenD

:Question 49 Which of the following about sport is NOT mentioned in the passage?
. Misconduct from sportspeople may go unpunished despite the presence of officials.A
. Many sportspeople help others so as to project good images of themselves.B
. A well-behaved player enjoys a good reputation among his teammates, spectators and the media.C
. Reactions of coaches and managers when their teams lose a game may be of educational value.D

:Question 50 Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?
. Well-mannered players sometimes display strong emotions after winning or losing a game.A
. B The media tend to turn the spotlight more on sportspeople's wrongdoings than on their good deeds.
. The well-behaved players in a game invariably display desirable conducts when not playing.C
. Players with good attitudes make a greater contribution to their teams' budgets than others.D

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.

Question 1: If you didn't have to leave today, I ______ you around the city.
. showedA . would showB . have shownC . will showD

Question 2: I've been waiting for hours. You ______ to tell me you would come late.
. needn't have phonedA . must have phonedB
. should have phonedC . oughtn't to have phonedD

Question 3: He promised ______ his daughter a new bicycle as a birthday present.
. buyA . buyingB . to buyingC . to buyD

Question 4: Many parents tend to make their children study hard in the belief that good education will
enable them to ______ in the future.

. turn awayA . turn upB . get onC . get outD

Question 5: You must not ______ any step in the process; otherwise, you would not be able to cook the
dish properly.

. quitA . skipB . hideC . leave D
Question 6: The operation of the newly constructed plants is likely to lead to ______ environmental
consequences.

. far-flungA . far-offB . far-reachingC . far-goneD
Question 7: Michael rarely returns to his hometown, ______?

. has heA . doesn't heB . does heC . hasn't heD
Question 8: After  a  momentary ______ of  concentration,  Simon managed  to  regain  his  focus and
completed the test.

. failureA . faultB . errorC . lapseD

Question 9: Only after he ______ the job as a computer programmer did he realise how much he
loved it.

. had leftA . has leftB . was leavingC . would leaveD

Question 10: Susan has achieved great ______ in her career thanks to her hard work.
. A success . B successful . C succeed . D successfully

Question 11: Drastic measures should be taken to tackle the problems ______ child abuse.
. to involveA . involvingB . are involvingC . involvedD

Question 12: The ______ prices  of  property in  big cities  may deter  people  on  low incomes  from
owning a house there.

. inflatableA . competitiveB . prohibitiveC . forbiddingD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 13: People nationwide have acted without  to provide aids for the victims in thehesitation
disaster-stricken areas.

. awarenessA . reluctanceB . uncertaintyC . willingnessD
Question 14: Judy has just won a full scholarship to one of the most prestigious universities in the
country; she must be  now.on cloud nine

. incredibly optimisticA . obviously delightedB . extremely panickedC . desperately sadD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 15: The  chairman's  thought-provoking  question   a  lively  debate  among  theignited
participants in the workshop.

. triggeredA . definedB . aroseC . hostedD



Question 16: The football final has been  until next Sunday due to the heavy snowstorm.postponed
. cancelledA . delayedB . continued   C . changedD

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.

Question 17: . agencyA . originB . charityC . disasterD

Question 18: . enterA . allowB . relaxC . behaveD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.

Question 19: . A tr tea . B w rea . C dr mea . D m nea

Question 20: . concernA s . fingerB s . attackC s . medalD s
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.

Question 21: Two students are talking about the school curriculum.
- Ted: "Swimming should be made part of the school curriculum."
- Kate: "______. It is an essential life skill."

. Not at allA . Oh, that's a problemB

. You can make itC . I can't agree with you moreD

Question 22: Jane is talking to Mike, who has just helped her with her luggage.
- Jane: "______"
- Mike: "It's my pleasure."

. Thanks a lot, indeed.A . Welcome back.B . It's too heavy.C . It's not my duty.D
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

 The costs of hosting the Olympics can ______
tens of billions of dollars, and it is commonplace for budgets to double or even triple. In addition to the
direct costs of hosting the Games (the opening and closing ceremonies, athletes' village, security, etc.),
cities often must build expensive new venues ______ 

While costs are the ______ concern for a host city, there are other factors to consider. For one,
an Olympic host city may receive substantial revenue from ticket sales, tourist spending, corporate
sponsorship, and television rights. Cities such as Los Angeles (1984) and Seoul (1988) actually made a
large profit from the Games they hosted. ______, hosting the Olympic Games confers prestige on a
host  city  and  country,  which  can  lead  to  increased  trade  and  tourism.  The  Olympics  are  also  an
opportunity  to  invest  in  projects  ______  improve  the  city's  quality  of  life,  such  as  new
transportation systems.

When hosting an Olympic Games, a country has to take account of several considerations, among
which the financial one is by far the most important. (23)

 (24) lesser-known sports. Once constructed, sports
venues often incur additional maintenance costs long after the Games have ended.

 (25)

(26)

(27)

(Adapted from  by Mike Boyle and Lindsay Warwick)"Skillful Reading & Writing 4"

:Question 23 . surmountA . exceedB . overchargeC . outnumberD
:Question 24 . atA . inB . forC . onD
:Question 25 . instrumentalA . influentialB . primaryC . supplementaryD
:Question 26 . OtherwiseA . For exampleB . HoweverC . In additionD
:Question 27 . whatA . whichB . whoC . whomD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

Another form of body language that is used differently, depending on the culture, is distance. In
North America people don't generally stand as close to each other as in South America. Two North
Americans who don't know each other well will keep a distance of four feet between them, whereas

Body language is a vital form of communication. In fact, it is believed that the various forms of
body language contribute about 70 percent to our comprehension. It is important to note, however,
that body language varies in different cultures. Take for example, eye movement. In the USA a child
is expected to look directly at  a parent or teacher who is scolding him/her.  In other cultures the
opposite is true. Looking directly at a teacher or parent in such a situation is considered a sign of
disrespect.
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South Americans in the same situation will stand two to three feet apart. North Americans will stand
closer than two feet apart only if they are having a confidential conversation or if there is 
between them.

Gestures are often used to communicate. We point a finger, raise an eyebrow, wave an arm – or
move any other part of the body – to show what we want to say. However, this does not mean that
people all over the world use the same gestures to express the same meanings. Very often we find that
the same gestures can communicate different meanings, depending on the country. An example of a
gesture that could be  is sticking out the tongue. In many cultures it is a sign of making
a mistake, but in some places  communicates ridicule.

intimacy

misinterpreted
it

The dangers of misunderstanding one another are great. Obviously, it is not enough to learn the language
of another culture. You must also learn its non-verbal signals if you want to communicate successfully.

(Adapted from by Judy Rapoport, Ronit Broder and Sarah Feingold)"Reading Academic English" 

:Question 28 What is the passage mainly about?
. Misunderstandings in communicationA
. Non-verbal communication across culturesB
. C Interpretations of gestures in different cultures
. D The significance of non-verbal signals in America

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, when scolded by his/her parent or teacher, an American child
is expected to ______.

. A point a finger at the person . look directly at the personB

. C stand close to the person . D raise his/her eyebrows

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ______.intimacy
. strengthA . agreementB . enjoymentC . closenessD

:Question 31 "The word " in paragraph 3 is closest in meaning to ______.misinterpreted
. misunderstoodA . misspelledB . misbehavedC . mispronouncedD

:Question 32 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.it
. making a mistakeA . an exampleB . the countryC . D sticking out the tongue

:Question 33 As stated in the passage, in order to communicate successfully with people from another
culture, it is advisable for a person ______.

. to learn both the language and non-verbal signals of that cultureA

. to travel to as many countries as possibleB

. to use the body language of the people from that cultureC

. to learn only non-verbal signals of that cultureD

:Question 34 Which form of body language is NOT mentioned in the passage?
. eye movementA . gestureB . postureC . distanceD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

The green building movement, started in the 1970s as a way to reduce environmental destruction,
is changing the way buildings are constructed. In the early years, green builders were a small minority,
and their goals of reducing the environmental impact of buildings were considered unrealistic. Now,
however, the movement is growing, as builders have been able to take advantage of new technology.

Another solution is to reduce the amount of energy required in a building. It is possible to cut
electricity use noticeably by improving natural lighting and installing low-energy light bulbs. To reduce
the amount of fuel needed for heating or cooling, builders also add  to the walls so that the
building stays warmer in winter and cooler in summer.

One  example  of  this  advanced  design  is  the  Genzyme  Center  of  Cambridge,  the  most
environmentally responsible office building in America. Every aspect of the design and building had to

Green builders try to make use of recycled materials, which means less waste in dumps. Also,
they reduce environmental impact by reducing the energy requirements of a building. One way is
to provide an alternative, non-polluting source of energy. First, with solar panels, it is possible to
produce electricity from the rays of the sun. Once installed, provide energy at no cost andthey
with no pollution.

insulation
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consider two things: the need for a safe and pleasant workplace for employees and the need to lessen
the negative environmental impact. 75 percent of the building materials were recycled materials, and
the energy use has been reduced by 43 percent and water use by 32 percent, compared with other
buildings of the same size.

A larger project is  in China. The first phase of this project will include houses for 400
families built with solar power, non-polluting bricks, and recycled wall insulation. In a second phase,
entire neighborhoods in six cities will be built. If all goes well, the Chinese government plans to copy
these ideas in new neighborhoods across China.

Green  building  ideas,  on  a  small  or  large  scale,  are  spreading.  Individuals,  companies,  and
governments are beginning to see their benefits.  Not only are they environmentally friendly,  green
buildings improve living and working conditions and also save money in the long run.

In  other  parts  of  the  world,  several  large-scale  projects  have  recently  been  developed
according to green building principles. One of these is in Vauban, Germany, in an area that was
once  the  site  of  army  housing.  The  site  has  been  completely  rebuilt  with  houses  requiring  30
percent less energy than conventional ones. These houses, heated by special non-polluting systems,
are also equipped with solar panels.

under way

(Adapted from  by Beatrice S. Mikulecky and Linda Jeffries)"Advanced Reading Power"

:Question 35 Which of the following does the passage mainly discuss?
. An environmentally friendly approach to constructing buildingsA
. Economic benefits of environmentally responsible buildingsB
. Successful green building projects all over the worldC
. New technologies applied to constructing office buildingsD

:Question 36 According to paragraph 1, the environmental goals set by green builders were initially
considered unrealistic presumably because ______.

. there was a lack of green builders at the beginning of the 20th centuryA

. the potential applications of technology to constructing green buildings were not recognised thenB

. the problems of environment destruction were not prevalent at the timeC

. there was an abundance of natural materials for the construction of conventional buildingsD

:Question 37 The word " " in paragraph 2 refers to ______.they
. green buildersA . solar panelsB . recycled materialsC . rays of the sunD

:Question 38 The word " " in paragraph 3 mostly means ______.insulation
. materials that prevent heat loss and absorptionA
. devices that monitor changes in temperatureB
. panels that convert solar energy into electricityC
. systems that protect buildings from the sun's raysD

:Question 39 What is one common characteristic shared by the Genzyme Center of Cambridge and the
project in Vauban, Germany?

. A Both took advantage of new insulation technology, which cuts down on construction costs.

. B Both were built out of entirely recycled materials instead of conventional ones.

. C Both are housing complexes with special, non-polluting heating systems.

. D Both were built based on green building principles, which reduces energy use considerably.

:Question 40 The phrase " " in paragraph 6 mostly means ______.under way
. being inspectedA . being certifiedB . being launchedC . being notifiedD

:Question 41 Which of the following is NOT mentioned in paragraph 7 as a merit of green buildings?
. Being friendly to the environmentA . Improving living conditionsB
. Increasing work productivityC . Proving more economical eventuallyD

:Question 42 According to the passage, which of the following statements about green buildings is TRUE?
. They have only been built in technologically developed countries.A
. They are more economical and produce no pollution.B
. They are environmentally responsible constructions with gardens.C
. They are gaining in popularity in different parts of the world.D
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Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 43: They have carried out  research  the effects of smartphones onexhausting into
 A B

schoolchildren's  and their .behaviour academic performance
C D

Question 44: Most workers  to be happy  their  working .seems with new conditions
   A                           B             C                        D

Question 45: It is  that people  light bonfires and havethe night of 5  Novemberth in Britain
 A                                              B

fireworks as a  tradition.national
  C                   D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 46: "Don't forget to submit your assignments by Thursday," said the teacher to the students.
. The teacher encouraged the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.A
. The teacher ordered the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.B
. The teacher allowed the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.C
. The teacher reminded the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.D

Question 47: She wasn't early enough to catch the bus.
. She didn't arrive late for the bus.A . She arrived too early for the bus.B
. She was too late to catch the bus.C . She wasn't late for the bus.D

Question 48: They expect that recent changes will bring about an overall improvement in the quality of
the country's education.

. It was expected that recent changes would result in an overall improvement in the quality of theA
country's education.

. The quality of the country's education is expected to be the consequence of recent changes.B

.  It  is expected that recent changes are caused by an overall improvement in the quality of theC
country's education.

. Recent changes are expected to lead to an overall improvement in the quality of the country'sD
education.

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 49: His friends supported and encouraged him. He did really well in the competition.
.  Such  were  his  friends'  support  and  encouragement  that  he  couldn't  do  really  well  in  theA

competition.
. If his friends had given him support and encouragement, he could have done really well in theB

competition.
. Had it not been for his friends' support and encouragement, he couldn't have done so well in theC

competition.
.  No matter  how much his  friends  supported  and  encouraged  him,  he  couldn't  do well  in  theD

competition.

Question 50: Joe has finished his first-aid course. He proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.
. A Although Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker, he hasn't finished his first-aid course.
. B Without finishing his first-aid course, Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.
. C Having finished his first-aid course, Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.
. D However helpful Joe proves as a rescue worker, he hasn't finished his first-aid course.

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
Question 1: . assistantA . presidentB . companionC . opponentD
Question 2: . performA . affectB . obtainC . happenD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
Question 3: . A wonders . B mountains . C problems . D moments
Question 4: . s tA ea . thr tB ea . b tC ea . m tD ea
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.
Question 5: Jenny and Jimmy are talking about university education.
- Jenny: "I think having a university degree is the only way to succeed in life."
- Jimmy: "______. There are successful people without a degree."

. I can't agree moreA . That's lifeB

. I don't quite agreeC . That's all rightD
Question 6: Adam and Janet are at the school canteen.
- Adam: "______"
- Janet: "Yes, please."

. Do you mind if I sit here?A . Can you pass me the salt, please?B

. It's a bit hot in here, isn't it?C . Would you like a cup of coffee?D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 7: The team entered the competition with great confidence after getting  advice fromsound
their coach.

. sensibleA . audibleB . tentativeC . sensitiveD
Question 8: It is high time more intensive campaigns were  to protect endangered species allinitiated
over the world.

. adaptedA . rebuiltB . introducedC . improvedD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 9: Winning the first prize in the National Math Competition was the highest  heachievement
got when he was at school.

. completionA . comprehensionB . successC . failureD
Question 10: Despite  careful  preparation,  the  candidate   when  asked  a  challenginggot  cold  feet
question and gave an unsatisfactory answer.

. had a feverA . stayed confidentB . got nervousC . became aggressiveD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.
Question 11: In most countries,  photocopying books without the publisher's permission is clearly a
copyright ______.

. interferenceA . interpretationB . infringementC . inflictionD
Question 12: These volunteer programmes aim to provide education for children in ______ regions.

. far-reachingA . far-fetchedB . far-sightedC . far-flungD
Question 13: Her parents rarely let her stay out late, ______?

. doesn't sheA . does sheB . don't theyC . do theyD



Question 14: They were at the stadium with us last night, so they ______ at the theatre then.
. A might have been . B should have been . C can't have been . D needn't have been

Question 15: Although she had been told quite sternly to ______ herself together, she simply couldn't
stop the tears from flowing.

. force A . bringB . pullC . pushD
Question 16: The coastal  city is  ______ extra  buses during the summer because of a considerable
increase in the number of tourists.

. taking offA . turning outB . making upC . putting onD
Question 17: Participating in teamwork activities helps students develop their ______ skills.

. socialiseA . societyB . socialC . sociallyD
Question 18: The children ______ by social networks are likely to suffer from depression and other
health problems.

. A obsessed . B obsessing . C who obsessed . D are obsessed
Question 19: Only after  the teacher ______ the procedure clearly were the students allowed to go
ahead with the experiment.

. had explainedA . was explainingB . has explainedC . would explainD
Question 20: If our teacher were here now, he ______ us with this difficult exercise.

. would helpA . will helpB . helpsC . has helpedD

Question 21: The boy denied ______ the cake even though there was some cream left on his chin.
. to eatingA . eatingB . to eat C . eatD

Question 22:  ______  to  fame  at  an  early  age  may  have  a  negative  influence  on  children's
psychological development.

. ReachingA . RisingB . ApproachingC . GoingD
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

Taking piano lessons and solving math puzzles on a computer significantly improve specific math
skills of elementary schoolchildren, according to a new study. The results, ______ were published(23)
in  the  journal  ,  are  the  latest  in  a  series  that  links  musical  training  to  theNeurological  Research
development of higher brain functions.

Researchers worked with 135 second-grade students at a school in Los Angeles after ______ a(24)
pilot study with 102 students. Children that were given four months of piano training as well as time
playing ______ newly designed computer software scored 27 percent higher on math and fraction(25)
tests than other children.

Piano instruction is thought to enhance the brain's "hard wiring" for spatial-temporal reasoning, or
the ability to visualise and transform objects in space and time, says Professor Gordon Shaw, who led
the study. At the same time, the computer game allows children to solve geometric and math puzzles

to ______ shapes in their mind.that boost their ability  (26)
The findings are significant ______ a grasp of proportional math and fractions is a prerequisite(27)

to math at higher levels, and children who do not master these areas of math cannot understand more
advanced math that is critical to high-tech fields.

(Adapted from  by Joyce S. Cain)"Eye on Editing 2"

:Question 23 . whoA . whichB . thatC . whoseD
:Question 24 . carryingA . conductingB . composingC . concerningD
:Question 25 . forA . withB . ofC . atD
:Question 26 . manipulateA . accommodateB . stimulateC . accumulateD
:Question 27 . unlessA . becauseB . beforeC . althoughD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

When we meet people for the first time, we often make decisions about them based entirely on
how they look. And of course, we too are being judged on our appearance. Undoubtedly, it's what's
inside that's important but sometimes we can send out the wrong signals and so get a negative reaction,
simply by wearing inappropriate clothing.

When selecting your clothes each day, it is therefore important to think about who you're likely to
meet, where you are going to be spending most of your time and what tasks you are likely to perform.
Clearly, on a practical level, some  will be more appropriate to different sorts of activity and thisoutfits
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will  dictate  your  choice  to  an  extent.  However,  there's  no  need  to  abandon  your  individual  taste
completely. After all, if you dress to please somebody else's idea of what looks good, you may end up
feeling uncomfortable and not quite yourself.

Some  colours  bring  your  natural  colouring  to  life  and   can  give  you  a  washed-out
appearance. Try out new ones by all means, but remember that dressing in bright colours when you
really like subtle neutral tones or vice versa will make you feel self-conscious and uncomfortable. You
know deep down where your own taste boundaries lie. It may be fun to cross these sometimes, but do
take care not to go too far all at once.

others

Reappraising your image isn't selfish because everyone who comes into contact with you will
benefit. You'll look better and you'll feel a better person all round. And if in doubt, you only need to
read Professor Albert Mehrabian's book , which showed that the impact we make onSilent Messages
each other depends 55 percent on how we look and behave, 38 percent on how we speak, and only
seven percent on what we actually say.

(Adapted from  by Jan Bell and Roger Gower)"Expert First"

:Question 28 Which could be the best title for the passage?
. A Creating a Professional Image
. B Making Your Image Work for You
. C Choosing Appropriate Business Suits
. D Making Judgements about People's Appearance

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, people can get a negative reaction from others by ______.
. A talking about other people's behaviours . B wearing inappropriate clothes
. C expressing too strong emotions . D sending out right signals

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 mostly means ______.outfits
. sets of equipmentA . types of signalsB
. types of gesturesC . sets of clothesD

:Question 31 Which of the following is NOT mentioned in paragraph 2 as a factor to be considered
when choosing clothes?

. A Places you spend time in . B People you meet

. C Other people's views on beauty . D Kinds of tasks you perform

:Question 32 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.others
. A colours . taste boundariesB . meansC . D neutral tones

:Question 33 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.Reappraising
. A reapplying . B reconsidering . C reminding . recallingD

:Question 34 According  to  Professor  Albert  Mehrabian,  the  impact  we  make  on  each  other
depends mainly on ______.

. A how we look and behave . B what we read

. C what we actually say . D how we speak
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

While watching sports on TV, the chances are children will  see professional  players  cheating,
having tantrums, fighting, or abusing officials. In addition, it's highly likely that children will be aware
of  well-known cases  of  sportspeople being caught  using drugs to  improve  their  performance.  The
danger of all this is that it could give children the idea that winning is all that counts and you should
win at all costs. Good behaviour and fair play aren't the message that comes across. Instead, it looks as
if cheating and bad behaviour are reasonable ways of getting what you want. This message is further

 by the fact that some of these sportspeople acquire enormous fame and wealth, making it
seem they are being handsomely rewarded either despite or because of their bad behaviour.

What can parents do about this? They can regard sport on television as an opportunity to discuss
attitudes and behaviour with their children. When watching sports together,  if  parents see a player
swearing at the referee, they can get the child's opinion on that behaviour and discuss whether a player's
skill is more important than their behaviour. Ask what the child thinks the player's contribution to the
team is. Point out that no player can win a team game on their own, so it's important for members to
work well together.

bolstered
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Another thing to focus on is what the commentators say. Do they frown on bad behaviour from
players, think it's amusing or even consider it's a good thing? What about the officials? If they let
players get away with a clear foul, parents can discuss with children whether this is right and what
effect it has on the game. Look too at the reactions of coaches and managers. Do they accept losing
with good grace or  scowl and show a bad attitude? Parents can use this to  talk about attitudes to
winning and losing and to remind children that both are part of sport.

However, what children learn from watching sports is by no means all negative and parents should
make sure they too. They should emphasise to children the high reputation
that well-behaved players have, not just with their teammates but also with spectators and the media.

can focus on the contribution made by such players during a game, discussing how valuable they
are in the team. In the interviews after a game, point out to a child that the well-behaved sportspeople
don't  gloat  when they win or  sulk when they lose.  And parents  can stress how well  these people
conduct themselves in their personal lives and the good work they do for others when not playing. In
other words, parents should get their children to focus on the positive role models, rather than the antics
of the badly behaved but often more publicised players.

accentuate the positives 

They

(Adapted from "New English File - Advanced" by Will Maddox)

:Question 35 Which of the following does the passage mainly discuss?
. The importance of team spirit in sportA . B Moral lessons for children from watching sports
. C Different attitudes toward bad behaviour in sport . D The influence of model sportspeople on children

:Question 36 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.bolstered
. energisedA . representedB . inspiredC . reinforcedD

:Question 37 According to paragraph 1, misconduct exhibited by players may lead children to think
that ______.

. it is necessary in almost any gameA . it brings about undesirable resultsB

. it is an acceptable way to win the gameC . it is disadvantageous to all concernedD

:Question 38 According to paragraph 2, what should parents teach their children through watching sports?
. Collaboration is fundamental to any team's success.A
. A team with badly-behaved players will not win a game.B
. A player's performance is of greater value than his behaviour.C
. Cheating is frowned upon by the majority of players.D

:Question 39 The word " " in paragraph 4 can be best replaced by  ______.accentuate
. highlightA . consolidateB . actualiseC . emboldenD

:Question 40 The word " " in paragraph 4 refers to ______.They
. teammatesA . childrenB . spectatorsC . parentsD

:Question 41 Which of the following about sport is NOT mentioned in the passage?
. Reactions of coaches and managers when their teams lose a game may be of educational value.A
. Misconduct from sportspeople may go unpunished despite the presence of officials.B
. A well-behaved player enjoys a good reputation among his teammates, spectators and the media.C
. Many sportspeople help others so as to project good images of themselves.D

:Question 42 Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?
. A The media tend to turn the spotlight more on sportspeople's wrongdoings than on their good deeds.
. Players with good attitudes make a greater contribution to their teams' budgets than others.B
. The well-behaved players in a game invariably display desirable conducts when not playing.C
. Well-mannered players sometimes display strong emotions after winning or losing a game.D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 43: He fulfilled his dream of travelling the world. He decided to get a job and settle down.
. Having fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he decided to get a job and settle down.A
. B Although he had fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he decided not to get a job and settle down.
. As he decided to get a job and settle down, he didn't fulfil his dream of travelling the world.C
. D If he had fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he would have decided to get a job and settle down.
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Question 44: She gave a great performance at the festival. We now know she has artistic talent.
. But for her great performance at the festival, we wouldn't know about her artistic talent now.A
.  B Although  she  gave  a  great  performance  at  the  festival,  now we still  don't  know she  has

artistic talent.
. Hardly had we known about her artistic talent when she gave a great performance at the festival.C
. Amazing as her artistic talent is, we don't know about her great performance at the festival.D

Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 45: Drawing on her own experience , the writer successfully in psychology portrayed
A    B

a volatile  with  of mood.character dramatic alternatives
C D

Question 46: It was  that Trang An Scenic Landscape Complex the year 2014 was made a
 A                                                                                       B       C

World Heritage Site  UNESCO.by
D

Question 47: My  friends  most  their free time  the homeless people in the community.close spends of helping
A                  B             C                           D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 48: Many people think that the new regulations will encourage people to use less energy.
. The new regulations are thought to encourage lower consumption of energy.A
. Lower consumption of energy is thought to lead to the introduction of the new regulations.B
. It was thought that lower consumption of energy was stimulated by the new regulations.C
. It is thought that the new regulations will encourage people to consume more energy.D

Question 49: It usually takes her an hour to drive to work.
. She doesn't usually drive to work in an hour.A . She used to drive to work in an hour.B
. She usually spends an hour driving to work.C . She never spends an hour driving to work.D

Question 50: "I'm sorry I haven't finished the assignment," Fiona said.
. Fiona denied having finished the assignment.A . B Fiona regretted having finished the assignment.
. C Fiona apologised for not finishing the assignment. . Fiona refused to finish the assignment. D

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
Question 1: . installA . decideB . followC . intendD
Question 2: . characterA . povertyB . sympathyC . equipmentD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
Question 3: . believeA s . delayB s . attractC s . beginD s
Question 4: . A h dea . B t mea . C m lea . D b nea
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.
Question 5: Mary rarely uses social networks, ______?

. does sheA . doesn't sheB . is sheC . isn't sheD
Question 6: It is advisable that the apprentice should be ______ to learn the ins and outs of the new job.

. acceptableA . noticeableB . observantC . permissiveD
Question 7: Several measures have been proposed to ______ the problem of unemployment among
university graduates.

. createA . addressB . poseC . admitD
Question 8: You shouldn't lose heart; success often comes to those who are not ______ by failures.

. turned onA . put offB . switched offC . left outD
Question 9: If Martin were here now, he ______ us to solve this difficult problem.

. will helpA . helpsB . has helpedC . would helpD
Question 10: It ______ to reason that Jason passed the exam with flying colours on account of his
working hard during the term.

. standsA . laysB . comesC . getsD
Question 11: The patients  ______  with  the  new drug  showed better  signs  of  recovery  than  those
receiving conventional medicine.

. treatingA . treatedB . who treatedC . having treatedD
Question 12: Only after she ______ from a severe illness did she realise the importance of good health.

. A would recover . B has recovered . C had recovered . D was recovering
Question 13: There is no excuse for your late submission! You ______ the report by last Friday.

. must have finishedA . mightn't have finishedB

. needn't have finishedC . should have finishedD
Question 14: Our father suggested ______ to Da Nang for this summer holiday.

. to goingA . goingB . goC . to goD
Question 15: The  presenter  started  his  speech  with  a  few  ______  jokes  to  build  rapport  with  the
audience.

. whole-heartedA . kind-heartedB . soft-heartedC . light-heartedD
Question 16: Candidates are advised to dress formally to make a good ______ on job interviewers.

. A impression . B impressive . C impress . D impressively
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 17: It is firmly believed that books are a primary means for  knowledge and information.disseminating

. inventingA . distributingB . adoptingC . classifyingD

Question 18: Thanks  to  highly   technology,  scientists  have  made  many  importantsophisticated
discoveries in different fields.

. advancedA . accessibleB . effectiveC . confusingD



Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 19: With price increases on most necessities, many people have to  for feartighten their belt
of getting into financial difficulties.

. dress in loose clothesA . save on daily expensesB

. spend money freelyC . put on tighter beltsD
Question 20: Today the number of start-ups in Vietnam is  as the government has createdmounting
favourable conditions for them to develop their business.

. peakingA . decreasingB . varyingC . risingD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.
Question 21: Laura is telling Bob about her exam results.
- Laura: "______"
- Bob: "That's great. Congratulations!"

. I've passed the exam with an A.A . I'll get the exam results tomorrow.B

. I didn't do well in the exam.C . I hope I'll pass the exam tomorrow.D
Question 22: Silas is talking to his roommate, Salah, about the Olympic Games.
- Silas: "Do you think our country can host the Olympic Games some day in the future?"
- Salah: "______. We can't afford such a big event."

. No, I don't think soA . Yes, you're rightB

. I can't agree with you moreC . You can say that againD
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

Urban development is having a direct impact on the weather in many cities worldwide. It has been
noticed that the difference ______ temperature is usually greater at  night  and the phenomenon
occurs in both winter and summer. Experts agree that this is due to urban development, when open
green spaces are replaced with asphalt roads and tall brick or concrete buildings. These materials retain
heat generated by the Sun and release it through the night. In Atlanta, in the US, this has even led to
thunderstorms ______  occur in the morning rather than, as is more common, in the afternoon.

Large cities around the world are adopting strategies to combat this issue ______ it  is  not
uncommon to find plants growing on top of roofs or down the walls of large buildings. In Singapore,
the government has ______ to transform it into a "city within a garden" and, in 2006, they held an
international competition calling for entries to develop a master plan to help bring this about. One
outcome was the creation of 18 "Supertrees" – 

(23)

(24)
(25)

(26)

metal constructions resembling very tall trees. Each one
is a vertical freestanding garden and is ______ (27) to exotic plants and ferns. They also contain solar
panels used to light the trees at night and also containers to collect rainwater, making them truly self-sufficient.

(Adapted from   by Pauline Cullen, Amanda French and Vanessa Jakeman)"The Official Cambridge Guide to IELTS"

:Question 23 . A with . B out . C in . D on
:Question 24 . whenA . whatB . whichC . whereD
:Question 25 . andA . forB . butC . orD
:Question 26 . requiredA . pledgedB . committedC . confessedD
:Question 27 . homeA . houseB . placeC . landD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

A letter of application is a sales letter in which you are both salesperson and product,  for the
purpose of an application is to attract an employer's attention and persuade him or her to grant you an
interview. To do this, the letter presents what you can offer the employer, rather than what you want
from the job.

Like a résumé, the letter of application is a sample of your work and an opportunity to demonstrate
your skills and personality. If  is written with flair and understanding and prepared with professional
care, it is likely to be very effective. While the résumé must be factual, objective, and brief, the letter is
your chance to interpret and expand. It  should state  how your background relates to the
specific job, and it should emphasise your strongest and most relevant characteristics. The letter should
demonstrate that you know both yourself and the company.

it

explicitly
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The letter of application must communicate your ambition and enthusiasm. Yet it must be modest.
It should be neither aggressive nor compliant: neither pat yourself on the back nor ask for sympathy. It
should never express dissatisfaction with the present or former job or employer. And you should avoid
discussing your reasons for leaving your last job.

Finally, it is best that you not the subject on salary. Indeed, even if a job advertisement
requires that you mention your salary requirements, it is advisable simply to call them "negotiable."
However, when you go on an interview, you should be prepared to mention a salary range. For this
reason, you should investigate both your field and, if possible, the particular company. You don't want
to ask for less than you deserve or more than is reasonable. 

broach

(Adapted from by Linda Lee and Erik Gundersen) "Select Readings - Intermediate" 

:Question 28 What is the passage mainly about?
. A Things to avoid during a job interview
. Differences between a résumé and a letter of applicationB
. Tips for writing an effective letter of applicationC
. Advice on how to find a good jobD

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, in a letter of application, the applicant tries to ______.
. get further information about the companyA
. B persuade the employer to grant him/her an interview
. present what he/she wants from the jobC
. D advertise a product to attract more customers

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 refers to ______.it
. the résuméA . your workB
. an opportunityC . the letter of applicationD

:Question 31 The word " " in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ______.explicitly
. slightlyA . clearlyB . quicklyC . shortlyD

:Question 32 According to the passage, which of the following is TRUE about a letter of application?
. It should expand upon the information contained in the applicant's résumé.A
. It should express the applicant's dissatisfaction with his/her former employer.B
. C It should be written very briefly, but in a formal style.
. It should refer to the applicant's reasons for leaving his/her previous job.D

:Question 33 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.broach
. understandA . introduceB . investigateC . avoidD

:Question 34 According to paragraph 4, in a job interview, the applicant should be ready to ______.
. accept any salary offeredA . mention their expected salary rangeB
. negotiate working conditionsC . talk about the company's budgetD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

Henry is the undisputed star of Dronfield School near Sheffield. Whatever the achievements of
other members of the comprehensive school, it is Henry, with his soulful eyes and glossy hair, who has
hogged  the  limelight,  appearing  on  television  in  Britain  and  abroad.  Yet  despite  all  the  public

, Henry stirs up no envy or resentment among the 2000 students – in fact, they all adore him.
The dog, who first arrived six months ago, is a super dog, who has improved students' behaviour and
encouraged more students to focus on their academic achievement.

It was Andrew's teacher, Wendy Brown and the school counsellor, Julie Smart, who first proposed
buying a school dog. "Julie and I were talking one day about how looking after dogs can positively
affect children's conduct," says Brown. "We did some research and discovered that the presence of pets
has been shown to be therapeutic. A number of studies have shown that animals improve recovery after
surgery or illness and have a calming influence on people in a lot of settings. Some of my kids can be 

and some of the children Julie counsels have terrible problems."

adulation

Andrew Wainwright, a student at Dronfield School, says there is something magical and calming
about being able to interact with Henry during his time at the school's catch-up classes, and that if he
falls behind, that opportunity will be denied. Even doubting staff have finally been won round. Perhaps
that is because Henry, who lies on the floor during staff meetings, has also had a calming effect on them.

a
handful
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Could the school dog become a craze? Other schools such as the Mulberry Bush, a primary school
for children with behavioural problems, have stepped forward to point out they already have . Rosie
Johnston, a Mulberry staff member has been bringing her golden retriever, Muskoka, into school for
three years. Apart from being a calming influence, Muskoka even plays his part in literacy lessons.
Children at the school can be too shy to read to adults so they read to Muskoka. "Their anxiety about
mispronouncing something or getting the words in the wrong order is reduced when they read to him,"
says Johnston.

Psychologist  Dr  Deborah  Wells  from Queen's  University  Belfast  specialises  in  animal-human
interaction. She believes that the underlying key to the Henry effect is that dogs offer unconditional
love  and  that  cheers  up  adults  and  children  and  helps  with  self-esteem.  But  traditionalist  Chris
Woodhead,  the former  chief  inspector  of  schools  says,  "I  don't  see why a teacher  cannot create  a
positive learning environment through the subject they teach and their personality. Dogs strike me as a
bit of a publicity stunt. It's the kind of sentimental story journalists love." Despite this sentiment, Henry
remains as popular as ever.

one

 (Adapted from  by Roy Norris and Amanda French with Miles Hordern)"Ready for Advanced"

:Question 35 Which of the following best serves as the title for the passage?
. Having School Dogs: Pros and ConsA . Keeping School Dogs – a Prevalent TrendB
. Henry – a Super Dog in Dronfield SchoolC . School Dogs: Useful Classroom AssistantsD

:Question 36 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.adulation
. unrealistic expectationA . deserved attentionB
. excessive admirationC . D considerable controversy

:Question 37 The phrase " " in paragraph 3 is probably descriptive of a child who is ______.a handful
. impossible to understandA . inclined to disagreeB
. difficult to controlC . reluctant to exploreD

:Question 38 Which of the following is mentioned in paragraph 3 as a potential impact of keeping a pet?
. A greater desire to influence othersA . A stronger tendency to misbehaveB
. Better recovery from illnessC . Long-term changes in conductD

:Question 39 The word " " in paragraph 4 refers to _______.one
. a primary schoolA . a crazeB
. C a Mulberry staff member . a school dogD

:Question 40 According to paragraph 4, which of the following is one of the roles played by Muskoka
at the Mulberry Bush?

. Encouraging a more proactive approach to teaching literacyA

. Relieving its teaching staff of unnecessary workloadB

. Helping its students to reduce their fear of making mistakesC

. Minimising the number of words mispronounced by its studentsD

:Question 41 Which of the following best summarises Chris Woodhead's viewpoint in paragraph 5?
. Students and dogs are inseparable companions in the classroom setting.A
. Dogs are capable of enlivening classroom atmosphere.B
. Schools have dogs just to attract media attention.C
. Teachers underestimate the role of dogs in literacy lessons.D

:Question 42 Which of the following is implied in the passage?
. Administrators at Dronfield School are sceptical as to whether Henry's companion will benefitA

their students.
. Rosie Johnston is more experienced than Wendy Brown in working with animals.B
. Wendy Brown and Julie Smart are dedicated animal rights activists who wish to get their messageC

across to young people.
. Interaction with Henry is used to boost students' learning motivation at Dronfield School.D
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 43: Mary left home to start an independent life. She realised how much her family meant to her.
. A To realise how much her family meant to her, Mary decided to leave home to start an independent life.
. B Mary left home to start an independent life with a view to realising how much her family meant to her.
. C Only when Mary realised how much her family meant to her did she leave home to start an independent life.
. Not until Mary had left home to start an independent life did she realise how much her familyD

meant to her.

Question 44: Kate  completed  her  higher  education.  She  then  decided  to  travel  the  world  before
getting a job.

. A Kate had scarcely travelled the world before getting a job when she completed her higher education.

. B Given that Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job, she completed her higher education.

. Without completing her higher education, Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job.C

. Having completed her higher education, Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job.D
Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 45: It  many sociologists that inadequate  may lead to an increaseconcerns parents skills
A B

in the number of  of .incidents juvenile delinquency
C D

Question 46: Teenagers  greatly influenced  not only their  but also their .is by parents peers
   A                               B                             C                              D

Question 47: It is  that  athletes have  to havethe ASEAN Para Games disabled an opportunity
  A                                B                                      C

their talents and efforts .                              recognised
D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.
Question 48: "Would you like to go to the show with me?" Anna said to Bella.

. A Anna persuaded Bella to go to the show with her. . Anna reminded Bella to go to the show with her.B

. C Anna encouraged Bella to go to the show with her. . Anna invited Bella to go to the show with her.D

Question 49: I find it useful to join the sports club.
. I never like joining the sports club.A . I used to join the sports club.B
. Joining the sports club is not useful for me.C . It is useful for me to join the sports club.D

Question 50: It is believed that modern farming methods have greatly improved farmers' lives.
. Modern farming methods are believed to have had negative effects on farmers' lives.A
. Modern farming methods were believed to have greatly improved farmers' lives.B
. Farmers are believed to have enjoyed a much better life thanks to modern farming methods.C
. D People believe that there is little improvement in farmers' lives thanks to modern farming methods.

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.

Question 1: . borrowA . involveB . discussC . explainD

Question 2: . argumentA . apartmentB . benefitC . vacancyD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.

Question 3: . gr tA ea . ch pB ea . cl nC ea . m nD ea

Question 4: . A improves . B destroys . C suggests . D reminds
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 5: The research findings were reliable since modern technology was used to increase the
 of the sampling procedure.precision

. insecurityA . exactnessB . inaccuracyC . flexibilityD

Question 6: Despite the traffic hold-ups, we were able to arrive at the airport  justin the nick of time
before the check-in counter closed.

. at the very last momentA . with all our luggageB

. in a terrible conditionC . with much time to spareD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 7: There is an increase in the  of electronic books as more people are turning toprevalence
digitalised reading materials.

. A scarcity . B intensity . C deficiency . D popularity

Question 8: Heavily  with wastes from nearby factories,  the water in this river is  notcontaminated
suitable for daily use.

. deadlyA . pureB . cleanedC . pollutedD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.

Question 9: Despacito, ______ over four billion times on YouTube, is one of the most favourite songs
among teenagers worldwide.

. A which viewed . B is viewed . C viewed . D viewing

Question 10: Adrian got surprisingly high grades in the final exam. He ______ his lessons very carefully.
. must have revisedA . can't have revisedB . would have revisedC . needn't have revisedD

Question 11: The school drama club is ______ a play for the school's anniversary, which is due to take
place next month.

. bringing downA . turning upB . making off C . putting onD

Question 12: Sue rarely misses a chance to do voluntary work, ______?
. doesn't sheA . isn't sheB . is sheC . does sheD

Question 13: If he didn't have to work today, he ______ his children to the zoo.
. has takenA . will takeB . takesC . would takeD

Question 14: Maria decided ______ her education after a gap year.
. to continueA . continuingB . to continuingC . continueD

Question 15: Only after the bus ______ for a few miles did Jane realise she was on the wrong route.
. A was running . B had run . C has run . D runs



Question 16: We know that we are at fault for our third consecutive defeat, so there is no need to
______ salt into the wound.

. putA . rubB . spreadC . applyD

Question 17: Many people head for the countryside where the flat ______ of fields helps them escape
from the hectic city life.

. expanseA . extentB . expansionC . extension D

Question 18: The students' plan for a musical show to raise money for charity received ______ support
from the school administrators.

. warm-heartedA . big-heartedB . light-heartedC . whole-heartedD

Question 19: It is believed that travelling is a good way to expand our ______ of the world.
. knowledgeableA . knowB . knowledgeC . knowledgeably D

Question 20: Parents often advise their children to study hard in the hope that they will ______ success
in the future.

. achieve A . masterB . collectC . gatherD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.

Question 21: John and Mike are talking about Mike's new car.
- John: "______"
- Mike: "Thanks. I'm glad to hear that."

. My car is very expensive.A . Where did you buy your car?B

. What a nice car!C . Your car is new, isn't it?D

Question 22: Nancy and James are talking about their school days.
- Nancy: "I think school days are the best time of our lives."
- James: "______. We had sweet memories together then."

. I'm afraid soA . I doubt itB . AbsolutelyC . That's nonsenseD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 23: Lucy paid a visit to the local orphanage. She then decided to donate part of her savings to
the children there.

. Lucy had hardly decided to donate part of her savings to the children when she paid a visit to theA
local orphanage.

. B Before she paid a visit to the local orphanage, Lucy had decided to donate part of her savings to the
children there.

. C Having paid a visit to the local orphanage, Lucy decided to donate part of her savings to the children there.

. D It was only when Lucy had decided to donate part of her savings to the children that she paid a visit to the
local orphanage.

Question 24: Laura practised playing the instrument a lot. She could hardly improve her performance.
. Had Laura practised playing the instrument a lot, she could have performed much better.A
. However much Laura practised playing the instrument, she could hardly perform any better.B
. As soon as Laura practised playing the instrument a lot, she could perform much better.C
. Hardly had Laura practised playing the instrument a lot when she could improve her performance.D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 25: They report that soil pollution has seriously threatened the livelihood of many local farmers.
. Soil pollution is reported to have posed a serious threat to the livelihood of many local farmers.A
. It has been reported that soil pollution has actually put many local farmers' lives at risk.B
. The livelihood of many local farmers was reported to be seriously endangered by soil pollution.C
. It is reported that the livelihood of many local farmers has led to serious soil pollution.D

Question 26: My friend has stopped eating fast food.
. My friend doesn't like eating fast food.A . My friend sometimes eats fast food.B
. My friend no longer eats fast food.C . My friend has never eaten fast food.D
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Question 27: "You should take better care of your health," said Tom's mother.
. Tom's mother promised to take better care of his health.A
. Tom's mother ordered him to take better care of his health.B
. Tom's mother required him to take better care of his health.C
. Tom's mother advised him to take better care of his health.D

Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.
Question 28: It was  that Vietnam  the Southeast Asian Games (SEA Games)the year 2003 hosted

 A                                   B
 the first .for time

 C                  D
Question 29: The keynote speaker started with some  about the complementary remarks organisers
                                     A B C
of the conference, and then  with her speech.proceeded
                                                   D
Question 30:  classmates  going on  trip to Cuc Phuong National Park .My is a this weekend

A B C D
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 31 to 35.

The knock-on effect of volunteering on the lives of individuals can be profound. Voluntary work
helps foster independence and imparts the ability to deal with different situations, often simultaneously,
thus teaching people how to ______ their way through different systems. It therefore brings people
into touch with the real world; and, hence, equips them for the future.

Initially, young adults in their late teens might not seem to have the expertise or knowledge to
impart to others that say a teacher or an agriculturalist or a nurse would have, ______ they do have
many  skills  that  can  help  others.  And  in  the  absence  of  any  particular  talent,  their  energy  and
enthusiasm can be harnessed for the benefit ______ their  fellow human beings,  and ultimately
themselves. From all this, the gain to any community no matter how many volunteers are involved is

______.
Employers will generally look favorably on people ______ have shown an ability to work as

part  of  a  team. It  demonstrates  a  willingness  to  learn  and  an independent  spirit,  which would  be
desirable qualities in any employee.

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)
(35)

(Adapted from by Sam McCarter)"IELTS Testbuilder 2" 

:Question 31 . putA . giveB . takeC . workD
:Question 32 . soA . orB . forC . butD
:Question 33 . underA . outB . ofC . onD
:Question 34 . unattainableA . immeasurableB . impassableC . undetectableD
:Question 35 . whichA . whoB . whoseC . whatD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 36 to 42.

Eunoto lasts for many days and Masai people travel across the region to get to a special place near
the border between Kenya and Tanzania. The teenage boys who travel with them are called " ."
This is a traditional name from the past when young men fought with other tribes.

At the beginning of the ceremony, the teenagers paint their bodies while their mothers start to build
a place called the "Osingira," a sacred room in the middle of the celebrations. Later, the senior elders
from different tribes will sit inside this place and, at different times, the boys go inside to meet .
Later in the day, the boys run around the Osingira, going faster and faster each time.

The teenagers also have to  their appearance at Eunoto. Masai boys' hair is very long before
the ritual but they have to cut it off. In Masai culture, hair is an important symbol. For example, when a
baby grows into an infant, the mother cuts the child's hair and gives the child a name. At a Masai

There are many African tribes but, for many people, the Masai are the most well-known. They
are  famous  for  their  bright  red  clothing  and  their  ceremonies  with  lots  of  music  and  dancing.
Probably, one of the most colorful ceremonies is the festival of "Eunoto," when the teenage boys of
the Masai become men.

warriors

them

alter
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wedding, the hair of the bride is also cut off as she becomes a woman. And so, at Eunoto, the teenage
boy's mother cuts his hair off at sunrise.

On the final day, the teenagers meet the senior elders one more time. They get this advice: "Now
you are men, use your heads and knowledge." Then, people start to travel back to their homes and
lands. The teenagers are no longer warriors. They are adult men and now they will get married and
have children. Later in life, they will be the leaders of their communities.

(Adapted from "Life" by John Hughes, Helen Stephenson and Paul Dummett)

:Question 36 What is the passage mainly about?
. A The ceremony that marks the beginning of Masai boys' adulthood
. The importance of Eunoto in African people's livesB
. The journey by Masai teenage boys to the festival of EunotoC
. The reasons for the Masai's popularity over other African tribesD

:Question 37 The word " " in paragraph 2 mostly means ______.warriors
. fightersA . dancersB . travellersC . musiciansD

:Question 38 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.them
. the boysA . different tribesB . the senior eldersC . their mothersD

:Question 39 According to paragraph 3, the Osingira is built by ______.
. Masai teenagersA . Masai menB
. the Masai senior eldersC . D the Masai teenage boys' mothers

:Question 40 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.alter
. changeA . B differ . C distinguish . maintainD

:Question 41 According to the passage, what do the teenage boys do at Eunoto?
. Painting their bodiesA . Receiving new namesB
. Changing their clothesC . Fighting with other tribesD

:Question 42 According to the passage, which of the following is TRUE?
. The Masai teenage boys are given advice from senior elders before attending Eunoto.A
. The Masai teenage boys will become adults and get married after attending Eunoto.B
. Eunoto lasts for a day across the region between Kenya and Tanzania.C
. Eunoto is the ceremony for both Masai teenage boys and girls.D

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 43 to 50.

In  this  modern  world  where  closed-circuit  television  (CCTV)  cameras  are  everywhere  and
smartphones in every pocket, the routine filming of everyday life is becoming pervasive. A number of
countries are rolling out body cams for police officers; other public-facing agencies such as schools,
councils and hospitals are also experimenting with cameras for their employees. Private citizens are
getting in on the act too: cyclists increasingly wear headcams as a deterrent to aggressive drivers. As
camera technology gets smaller and cheaper, it isn't hard to  a future where we're all filming
everything all the time, in every direction.

Would that be a good thing? There are some obvious potential upsides. If people know they are on
camera, especially when at work or using public services, they are surely less likely to misbehave. The
available evidence suggests that it discourages behaviours such as vandalism. Another upside is that it
would be harder to get away with crimes or to evade blame for accidents.

But a world on camera could have subtle negative effects. The deluge of data we pour into the
hands of Google, Facebook and others has already proved . Those companies would
no doubt be willing to upload and curate our body-cam data for free, but at what cost to privacy and
freedom of choice?

Of course, there's always the argument that if you're not doing anything wrong, you have nothing
to fear. But most people have done something embarrassing, or even illegal, that they regret and would
prefer they hadn't been caught on film. People already censor their social media feeds – or avoid doing
anything incriminating in public – for fear of damaging their reputation. Would ubiquitous body cams
have a further chilling effect on our freedom?

envisage

a mixed blessing

Body-cam data could also create a legal minefield. Disputes over the veracity and interpretation of
police footage have already surfaced. Eventually, events not caught on camera could be treated as if they
didn't happen. Alternatively, footage could be faked or doctored to dodge blame or incriminate others.
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The always-on-camera world could even threaten some of the attributes that make us human. We
are natural gossips and backbiters, and while those might not be desirable behaviours, they oil the
wheels of our social interactions. Once people assume  are being filmed, they are likely to clam up.they

The argument in relation to body-cam ownership is a bit like that for guns: once you go past a
critical threshold, almost everyone will feel they need one as an insurance policy. We are nowhere near
that point yet – but we should think hard about whether we really want to say "lights, body cam, action."

(Adapted from )https://www.newscientist.com

:Question 43 What does the passage mainly discuss?
. Data overload experienced by social network usersA
. Legal disputes fuelled by body-cam dataB
. The ubiquity of cameras and ensuing problemsC
. The current public obsession with modern technologyD

:Question 44 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.envisage
. embraceA . fantasiseB . rejectC . visualiseD

:Question 45 As mentioned in paragraph 2, misbehaviour can be discouraged if potential offenders ______.
. know that they may be subjected to criticismA . realise that they may be publicly punishedB
. are aware of being filmed at the timeC . are employed in the public sectorD

:Question 46 The phrase " " in paragraph 3 probably means ______.a mixed blessing
. something that is neither good nor badA
. something that has both advantages and disadvantagesB
. something that produces unexpected resultsC
. something either negative or positive in natureD

:Question 47 What does the author imply in paragraph 3?
. Body-cam ownership could eventually give rise to information overload, which, in turn, raisesA

public concern.
. Companies like Facebook may have their own intentions behind their willingness to take care ofB

their users' body-cam data.
. C Google  and  similar  enterprises  tend  to  refrain  from harvesting  their  customers'  data  for

illicit purposes.
. Social networks provide their users with greater freedom of choice while depriving them of theirD

privacy and anonymity.

:Question 48 It is stated in paragraph 4 that unrecorded events ______.
. could provoke legal disputes among media companiesA
. should be kept open to interpretationB
. C could be manipulated to charge innocent people
. D ymay go unnoticed or be ignored completel

:Question 49 According to paragraph 5, why do social media users already act more carefully online?
. Because they disapprove of uncensored social media feeds.A
. Because they wish to protect their image.B
. Because they want to avoid being recognised in public.C
. Because they regret doing something illegal.D

:Question 50 The word " " in paragraph 6 refers to ______.they
. desirable behavioursA . peopleB
. social interactionsC . wheelsD

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.
Question 1: It is advisable that the apprentice should be ______ to learn the ins and outs of the new job.

. acceptableA . observantB . permissiveC . noticeableD
Question 2: Only after she ______ from a severe illness did she realise the importance of good health.

. A had recovered . B has recovered . C was recovering . D would recover
Question 3: You shouldn't lose heart; success often comes to those who are not ______ by failures.

. put offA . turned onB . left outC . switched offD
Question 4: The  patients  ______  with  the  new  drug  showed  better  signs  of  recovery  than  those
receiving conventional medicine.

. treatedA . having treatedB . treatingC . who treatedD
Question 5: The presenter started his speech with a few ______ jokes to build rapport with the audience.

. kind-heartedA . whole-heartedB . light-heartedC . soft-heartedD
Question 6: There is no excuse for your late submission! You ______ the report by last Friday.

. needn't have finishedA . must have finishedB

. should have finishedC . mightn't have finishedD
Question 7: Candidates are advised to dress formally to make a good ______ on job interviewers.

. A impressive . B impressively . C impress . D impression
Question 8: It  ______ to reason that  Jason passed the exam with flying colours on account of his
working hard during the term.

. laysA . standsB . comesC . getsD
Question 9: Mary rarely uses social networks, ______?

. isn't sheA . doesn't sheB . does sheC . is sheD
Question 10: Several measures have been proposed to ______ the problem of unemployment among
university graduates.

. admitA . addressB . poseC . createD
Question 11: If Martin were here now, he ______ us to solve this difficult problem.

. will helpA . would helpB . helpsC . has helpedD
Question 12: Our father suggested ______ to Da Nang for this summer holiday.

. goA . to goingB . goingC . to goD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
Question 13: . A b nea . B t mea . C m lea . D h dea
Question 14: . attractA s . beginB s . believeC s . delayD s
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
Question 15: . decideA . intendB . installC . followD
Question 16: . characterA . sympathyB . povertyC . equipmentD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.
Question 17: Silas is talking to his roommate, Salah, about the Olympic Games.
- Silas: "Do you think our country can host the Olympic Games some day in the future?"
- Salah: "______. We can't afford such a big event."

. Yes, you're rightA . No, I don't think soB

. I can't agree with you moreC . You can say that againD



Question 18: Laura is telling Bob about her exam results.
- Laura: "______"
- Bob: "That's great. Congratulations!"

. I hope I'll pass the exam tomorrow.A . I've passed the exam with an A.B

. I'll get the exam results tomorrow.C . I didn't do well in the exam.D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 19: Today the number of start-ups in Vietnam is  as the government has createdmounting
favourable conditions for them to develop their business.

. decreasingA . varyingB . risingC . peakingD

Question 20: With price increases on most necessities, many people have to  for feartighten their belt
of getting into financial difficulties.

. spend money freelyA . save on daily expensesB

. dress in loose clothesC . put on tighter beltsD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 21: Thanks  to  highly   technology,  scientists  have  made  many  importantsophisticated
discoveries in different fields.

. effectiveA . accessibleB . advancedC . confusingD

Question 22: It is firmly believed that books are a primary means for  knowledge and information.disseminating
. distributingA . classifyingB . adoptingC . inventingD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

Urban development is having a direct impact on the weather in many cities worldwide. It has been
noticed that the difference ______ temperature is usually greater at  night  and the phenomenon
occurs in both winter and summer. Experts agree that this is due to urban development, when open
green spaces are replaced with asphalt roads and tall brick or concrete buildings. These materials retain
heat generated by the Sun and release it through the night. In Atlanta, in the US, this has even led to
thunderstorms ______  occur in the morning rather than, as is more common, in the afternoon.

Large cities around the world are adopting strategies to combat this issue ______ it  is  not
uncommon to find plants growing on top of roofs or down the walls of large buildings. In Singapore,
the government has ______ to transform it into a "city within a garden" and, in 2006, they held an
international competition calling for entries to develop a master plan to help bring this about. One
outcome was the creation of 18 "Supertrees" – 

(23)

(24)
(25)

(26)

metal constructions resembling very tall trees. Each one
is a vertical freestanding garden and is ______ (27) to exotic plants and ferns. They also contain solar
panels used to light the trees at night and also containers to collect rainwater, making them truly self-sufficient.

(Adapted from   by Pauline Cullen, Amanda French and Vanessa Jakeman)"The Official Cambridge Guide to IELTS"

:Question 23 . A with . B out . C on . D in

:Question 24 . whatA . whereB . whenC . whichD

:Question 25 . orA . andB . butC . forD

:Question 26 . pledgedA . committedB . requiredC . confessedD

:Question 27 . landA . placeB . homeC . houseD
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

A letter of application is a sales letter in which you are both salesperson and product,  for the
purpose of an application is to attract an employer's attention and persuade him or her to grant you an
interview. To do this, the letter presents what you can offer the employer, rather than what you want
from the job.

Like a résumé, the letter of application is a sample of your work and an opportunity to demonstrate
your skills and personality. If  is written with flair and understanding and prepared with professional
care, it is likely to be very effective. While the résumé must be factual, objective, and brief, the letter is
your chance to interpret and expand. It  should state  how your background relates to the

it

explicitly
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specific job, and it should emphasise your strongest and most relevant characteristics. The letter should
demonstrate that you know both yourself and the company.

The letter of application must communicate your ambition and enthusiasm. Yet it must be modest.
It should be neither aggressive nor compliant: neither pat yourself on the back nor ask for sympathy. It
should never express dissatisfaction with the present or former job or employer. And you should avoid
discussing your reasons for leaving your last job.

Finally, it is best that you not the subject on salary. Indeed, even if a job advertisement
requires that you mention your salary requirements, it is advisable simply to call them "negotiable."
However, when you go on an interview, you should be prepared to mention a salary range. For this
reason, you should investigate both your field and, if possible, the particular company. You don't want
to ask for less than you deserve or more than is reasonable. 

broach

(Adapted from by Linda Lee and Erik Gundersen) "Select Readings - Intermediate" 

:Question 28 What is the passage mainly about?
. Differences between a résumé and a letter of applicationA
. Tips for writing an effective letter of applicationB
. Advice on how to find a good jobC
. D Things to avoid during a job interview

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, in a letter of application, the applicant tries to ______.
. get further information about the companyA
. present what he/she wants from the jobB
. C persuade the employer to grant him/her an interview
. D advertise a product to attract more customers

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 refers to ______.it
. an opportunityA . the letter of applicationB
. the résuméC . your workD

:Question 31 The word " " in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ______.explicitly
. clearlyA . quicklyB . shortlyC . slightlyD

:Question 32 According to the passage, which of the following is TRUE about a letter of application?
. It should expand upon the information contained in the applicant's résumé.A
. B It should be written very briefly, but in a formal style.
. It should express the applicant's dissatisfaction with his/her former employer.C
. It should refer to the applicant's reasons for leaving his/her previous job.D

:Question 33 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.broach
. investigateA . introduceB . understandC . avoidD

:Question 34 According to paragraph 4, in a job interview, the applicant should be ready to ______.
. negotiate working conditionsA . accept any salary offeredB
. talk about the company's budgetC . mention their expected salary rangeD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

Henry is the undisputed star of Dronfield School near Sheffield. Whatever the achievements of
other members of the comprehensive school, it is Henry, with his soulful eyes and glossy hair, who has
hogged  the  limelight,  appearing  on  television  in  Britain  and  abroad.  Yet  despite  all  the  public

, Henry stirs up no envy or resentment among the 2000 students – in fact, they all adore him.
The dog, who first arrived six months ago, is a super dog, who has improved students' behaviour and
encouraged more students to focus on their academic achievement.

It was Andrew's teacher, Wendy Brown and the school counsellor, Julie Smart, who first proposed
buying a school dog. "Julie and I were talking one day about how looking after dogs can positively
affect children's conduct," says Brown. "We did some research and discovered that the presence of pets

adulation

Andrew Wainwright, a student at Dronfield School, says there is something magical and calming
about being able to interact with Henry during his time at the school's catch-up classes, and that if he
falls behind, that opportunity will be denied. Even doubting staff have finally been won round. Perhaps
that is because Henry, who lies on the floor during staff meetings, has also had a calming effect on them.
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has been shown to be therapeutic. A number of studies have shown that animals improve recovery after
surgery or illness and have a calming influence on people in a lot of settings. Some of my kids can be 

and some of the children Julie counsels have terrible problems."
Could the school dog become a craze? Other schools such as the Mulberry Bush, a primary school

for children with behavioural problems, have stepped forward to point out they already have . Rosie
Johnston, a Mulberry staff member has been bringing her golden retriever, Muskoka, into school for
three years. Apart from being a calming influence, Muskoka even plays his part in literacy lessons.
Children at the school can be too shy to read to adults so they read to Muskoka. "Their anxiety about
mispronouncing something or getting the words in the wrong order is reduced when they read to him,"
says Johnston.

Psychologist  Dr  Deborah  Wells  from Queen's  University  Belfast  specialises  in  animal-human
interaction. She believes that the underlying key to the Henry effect is that dogs offer unconditional
love  and  that  cheers  up  adults  and  children  and  helps  with  self-esteem.  But  traditionalist  Chris
Woodhead,  the former  chief  inspector  of  schools  says,  "I  don't  see why a teacher  cannot create  a
positive learning environment through the subject they teach and their personality. Dogs strike me as a
bit of a publicity stunt. It's the kind of sentimental story journalists love." Despite this sentiment, Henry
remains as popular as ever.

a
handful

one

 (Adapted from  by Roy Norris and Amanda French with Miles Hordern)"Ready for Advanced"

:Question 35 Which of the following best serves as the title for the passage?
. Keeping School Dogs – a Prevalent TrendA . School Dogs: Useful Classroom AssistantsB
. Having School Dogs: Pros and ConsC . Henry – a Super Dog in Dronfield SchoolD

:Question 36 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.adulation
. unrealistic expectationA . deserved attentionB
. excessive admirationC . D considerable controversy

:Question 37 The phrase " " in paragraph 3 is probably descriptive of a child who is ______.a handful
. difficult to controlA . reluctant to exploreB
. impossible to understandC . inclined to disagreeD

:Question 38 Which of the following is mentioned in paragraph 3 as a potential impact of keeping a pet?
. Long-term changes in conductA . A greater desire to influence othersB
. A stronger tendency to misbehaveC . Better recovery from illnessD

:Question 39 The word " " in paragraph 4 refers to _______.one
. a crazeA . B a Mulberry staff member
. a school dogC . a primary schoolD

:Question 40 According to paragraph 4, which of the following is one of the roles played by Muskoka
at the Mulberry Bush?

. Minimising the number of words mispronounced by its studentsA

. Helping its students to reduce their fear of making mistakesB

. Relieving its teaching staff of unnecessary workloadC

. Encouraging a more proactive approach to teaching literacyD

:Question 41 Which of the following best summarises Chris Woodhead's viewpoint in paragraph 5?
. Teachers underestimate the role of dogs in literacy lessons.A
. Dogs are capable of enlivening classroom atmosphere.B
. Students and dogs are inseparable companions in the classroom setting.C
. Schools have dogs just to attract media attention.D

:Question 42 Which of the following is implied in the passage?
. Wendy Brown and Julie Smart are dedicated animal rights activists who wish to get their messageA

across to young people.
. Rosie Johnston is more experienced than Wendy Brown in working with animals.B
. Interaction with Henry is used to boost students' learning motivation at Dronfield School.C
. Administrators at Dronfield School are sceptical as to whether Henry's companion will benefitD

their students.
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 43: Kate  completed  her  higher  education.  She  then  decided  to  travel  the  world  before
getting a job.

. A Kate had scarcely travelled the world before getting a job when she completed her higher education.

. Without completing her higher education, Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job.B

. Having completed her higher education, Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job.C

. D Given that Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job, she completed her higher education.

Question 44: Mary left home to start an independent life. She realised how much her family meant to her.
. A To realise how much her family meant to her, Mary decided to leave home to start an independent life.
. B Mary left home to start an independent life with a view to realising how much her family meant to her.
. Not until Mary had left home to start an independent life did she realise how much her familyC

meant to her.
. D Only when Mary realised how much her family meant to her did she leave home to start an independent life.

Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.
Question 45: It  many sociologists that inadequate  may lead to an increaseconcerns parents skills

A B
in the number of  of .incidents juvenile delinquency

C D
Question 46: Teenagers  greatly influenced  not only their  but also their .is by parents peers

   A                               B                             C                              D
Question 47: It is  that  athletes have  to havethe ASEAN Para Games disabled an opportunity

  A                                B                                      C
their talents and efforts .                              recognised

D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 48: "Would you like to go to the show with me?" Anna said to Bella.
. A Anna persuaded Bella to go to the show with her. . B Anna encouraged Bella to go to the show with her.
. Anna reminded Bella to go to the show with her.C . Anna invited Bella to go to the show with her.D

Question 49: It is believed that modern farming methods have greatly improved farmers' lives.
. A People believe that there is little improvement in farmers' lives thanks to modern farming methods.
. Modern farming methods were believed to have greatly improved farmers' lives.B
. Modern farming methods are believed to have had negative effects on farmers' lives.C
. Farmers are believed to have enjoyed a much better life thanks to modern farming methods.D

Question 50: I find it useful to join the sports club.
. Joining the sports club is not useful for me.A . I used to join the sports club.B
. I never like joining the sports club.C . It is useful for me to join the sports club.D

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.
Question 1: Adrian got surprisingly high grades in the final exam. He ______ his lessons very carefully.

. can't have revisedA . would have revisedB . needn't have revisedC . must have revisedD
Question 2: We know that  we are at  fault  for our  third consecutive defeat,  so  there is  no need to
______ salt into the wound.

. rubA . spreadB . applyC . putD
Question 3: Many people head for the countryside where the flat ______ of fields helps them escape
from the hectic city life.

. extension A . extentB . expanseC . expansionD
Question 4: Despacito, ______ over four billion times on YouTube, is one of the most favourite songs
among teenagers worldwide.

. A viewed . B viewing . C which viewed . D is viewed
Question 5: Sue rarely misses a chance to do voluntary work, ______?

. isn't sheA . does sheB . doesn't sheC . is sheD
Question 6: Parents often advise their children to study hard in the hope that they will ______ success
in the future.

. gatherA . achieve B . collectC . masterD
Question 7: Maria decided ______ her education after a gap year.

. continuingA . to continueB . continueC . to continuingD
Question 8: It is believed that travelling is a good way to expand our ______ of the world.

. knowledgeA . knowledgeableB . knowledgeably C . knowD
Question 9: Only after the bus ______ for a few miles did Jane realise she was on the wrong route.

. A was running . B runs . C had run . D has run
Question 10: The students' plan for a musical show to raise money for charity received ______ support
from the school administrators.

. light-heartedA . big-heartedB . warm-heartedC . whole-heartedD
Question 11: If he didn't have to work today, he ______ his children to the zoo.

. takesA . will takeB . would takeC . has takenD
Question 12: The school drama club is ______ a play for the school's anniversary, which is due to take
place next month.

. putting onA . making off B . bringing downC . turning upD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 13: Heavily  with wastes from nearby factories, the water in this river is notcontaminated
suitable for daily use.

. deadlyA . pollutedB . pureC . cleanedD
Question 14: There is an increase in the  of electronic books as more people are turning toprevalence
digitalised reading materials.

. A scarcity . B popularity . C intensity . D deficiency
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 15: Despite the traffic hold-ups, we were able to arrive at the airport  justin the nick of time
before the check-in counter closed.

. with much time to spareA . with all our luggageB

. in a terrible conditionC . at the very last momentD



Question 16: The research findings were reliable since modern technology was used to increase the
 of the sampling procedure.precision

. flexibilityA . exactnessB . inaccuracyC . insecurityD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.

Question 17: Nancy and James are talking about their school days.
- Nancy: "I think school days are the best time of our lives."
- James: "______. We had sweet memories together then."

. That's nonsenseA . I'm afraid soB . I doubt itC . AbsolutelyD

Question 18: John and Mike are talking about Mike's new car.
- John: "______"
- Mike: "Thanks. I'm glad to hear that."

. What a nice car!A . Where did you buy your car?B

. My car is very expensive.C . Your car is new, isn't it?D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.

Question 19: . explainA . involveB . borrowC . discussD

Question 20: . argumentA . benefitB . vacancyC . apartmentD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.

Question 21: . gr tA ea . m nB ea . ch pC ea . cl nD ea

Question 22: . A suggests . B improves . C reminds . D destroys
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

The knock-on effect of volunteering on the lives of individuals can be profound. Voluntary work
helps foster independence and imparts the ability to deal with different situations, often simultaneously,
thus teaching people how to ______ their way through different systems. It therefore brings people
into touch with the real world; and, hence, equips them for the future.

Initially, young adults in their late teens might not seem to have the expertise or knowledge to
impart to others that say a teacher or an agriculturalist or a nurse would have, ______ they do have
many  skills  that  can  help  others.  And  in  the  absence  of  any  particular  talent,  their  energy  and
enthusiasm can be harnessed for the benefit ______ their  fellow human beings,  and ultimately
themselves. From all this, the gain to any community no matter how many volunteers are involved is

______.
Employers will generally look favorably on people ______ have shown an ability to work as

part  of  a  team. It  demonstrates  a  willingness  to  learn  and  an independent  spirit,  which would  be
desirable qualities in any employee.

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)
(27)

(Adapted from by Sam McCarter)"IELTS Testbuilder 2" 

:Question 23 . giveA . putB . takeC . workD
:Question 24 . orA . forB . butC . soD
:Question 25 . outA . onB . ofC . underD
:Question 26 . impassableA . immeasurableB . unattainableC . undetectableD
:Question 27 . whatA . whoB . whoseC . whichD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

Eunoto lasts for many days and Masai people travel across the region to get to a special place near
the border between Kenya and Tanzania. The teenage boys who travel with them are called " ."
This is a traditional name from the past when young men fought with other tribes.

There are many African tribes but, for many people, the Masai are the most well-known. They
are  famous  for  their  bright  red  clothing  and  their  ceremonies  with  lots  of  music  and  dancing.
Probably, one of the most colorful ceremonies is the festival of "Eunoto," when the teenage boys of
the Masai become men.

warriors
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At the beginning of the ceremony, the teenagers paint their bodies while their mothers start to build
a place called the "Osingira," a sacred room in the middle of the celebrations. Later, the senior elders
from different tribes will sit inside this place and, at different times, the boys go inside to meet .
Later in the day, the boys run around the Osingira, going faster and faster each time.

The teenagers also have to  their appearance at Eunoto. Masai boys' hair is very long before
the ritual but they have to cut it off. In Masai culture, hair is an important symbol. For example, when a
baby grows into an infant, the mother cuts the child's hair and gives the child a name. At a Masai
wedding, the hair of the bride is also cut off as she becomes a woman. And so, at Eunoto, the teenage
boy's mother cuts his hair off at sunrise.

On the final day, the teenagers meet the senior elders one more time. They get this advice: "Now
you are men, use your heads and knowledge." Then, people start to travel back to their homes and
lands. The teenagers are no longer warriors. They are adult men and now they will get married and
have children. Later in life, they will be the leaders of their communities.

them

alter

(Adapted from "Life" by John Hughes, Helen Stephenson and Paul Dummett)

:Question 28 What is the passage mainly about?
. A The ceremony that marks the beginning of Masai boys' adulthood
. The reasons for the Masai's popularity over other African tribesB
. The journey by Masai teenage boys to the festival of EunotoC
. The importance of Eunoto in African people's livesD

:Question 29 The word " " in paragraph 2 mostly means ______.warriors
. musiciansA . fightersB . travellersC . dancersD

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.them
. the boysA . the senior eldersB . their mothersC . different tribesD

:Question 31 According to paragraph 3, the Osingira is built by ______.
. Masai teenagersA . the Masai senior eldersB
. C the Masai teenage boys' mothers . Masai menD

:Question 32 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.alter
. changeA . maintainB . C distinguish . D differ

:Question 33 According to the passage, what do the teenage boys do at Eunoto?
. Fighting with other tribesA . Changing their clothesB
. Painting their bodiesC . Receiving new namesD

:Question 34 According to the passage, which of the following is TRUE?
. Eunoto lasts for a day across the region between Kenya and Tanzania.A
. The Masai teenage boys are given advice from senior elders before attending Eunoto.B
. The Masai teenage boys will become adults and get married after attending Eunoto.C
. Eunoto is the ceremony for both Masai teenage boys and girls.D

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

In  this  modern  world  where  closed-circuit  television  (CCTV)  cameras  are  everywhere  and
smartphones in every pocket, the routine filming of everyday life is becoming pervasive. A number of
countries are rolling out body cams for police officers; other public-facing agencies such as schools,
councils and hospitals are also experimenting with cameras for their employees. Private citizens are
getting in on the act too: cyclists increasingly wear headcams as a deterrent to aggressive drivers. As
camera technology gets smaller and cheaper, it isn't hard to  a future where we're all filming
everything all the time, in every direction.

Would that be a good thing? There are some obvious potential upsides. If people know they are on
camera, especially when at work or using public services, they are surely less likely to misbehave. The
available evidence suggests that it discourages behaviours such as vandalism. Another upside is that it
would be harder to get away with crimes or to evade blame for accidents.

But a world on camera could have subtle negative effects. The deluge of data we pour into the
hands of Google, Facebook and others has already proved . Those companies would
no doubt be willing to upload and curate our body-cam data for free, but at what cost to privacy and
freedom of choice?

envisage

a mixed blessing
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Of course, there's always the argument that if you're not doing anything wrong, you have nothing
to fear. But most people have done something embarrassing, or even illegal, that they regret and would
prefer they hadn't been caught on film. People already censor their social media feeds – or avoid doing
anything incriminating in public – for fear of damaging their reputation. Would ubiquitous body cams
have a further chilling effect on our freedom?

The always-on-camera world could even threaten some of the attributes that make us human. We
are natural gossips and backbiters, and while those might not be desirable behaviours, they oil the
wheels of our social interactions. Once people assume  are being filmed, they are likely to clam up.

Body-cam data could also create a legal minefield. Disputes over the veracity and interpretation of
police footage have already surfaced. Eventually, events not caught on camera could be treated as if they
didn't happen. Alternatively, footage could be faked or doctored to dodge blame or incriminate others.

they
The argument in relation to body-cam ownership is a bit like that for guns: once you go past a

critical threshold, almost everyone will feel they need one as an insurance policy. We are nowhere near
that point yet – but we should think hard about whether we really want to say "lights, body cam, action."

(Adapted from )https://www.newscientist.com

:Question 35 What does the passage mainly discuss?
. The ubiquity of cameras and ensuing problemsA
. The current public obsession with modern technologyB
. Legal disputes fuelled by body-cam dataC
. Data overload experienced by social network usersD

:Question 36 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.envisage
. fantasiseA . visualiseB . embraceC . rejectD

:Question 37 As mentioned in paragraph 2, misbehaviour can be discouraged if potential offenders ______.
. are employed in the public sectorA . know that they may be subjected to criticismB
. realise that they may be publicly punishedC . are aware of being filmed at the timeD

:Question 38 The phrase " " in paragraph 3 probably means ______.a mixed blessing
. something that is neither good nor badA
. something either negative or positive in natureB
. something that produces unexpected resultsC
. something that has both advantages and disadvantagesD

:Question 39 What does the author imply in paragraph 3?
. A Google  and  similar  enterprises  tend  to  refrain  from harvesting  their  customers'  data  for

illicit purposes.
. Body-cam ownership could eventually give rise to information overload, which, in turn, raisesB

public concern.
. Social networks provide their users with greater freedom of choice while depriving them of theirC

privacy and anonymity.
. Companies like Facebook may have their own intentions behind their willingness to take care ofD

their users' body-cam data.

:Question 40 It is stated in paragraph 4 that unrecorded events ______.
. should be kept open to interpretationA
. B ymay go unnoticed or be ignored completel
. could provoke legal disputes among media companiesC
. D could be manipulated to charge innocent people

:Question 41 According to paragraph 5, why do social media users already act more carefully online?
. Because they want to avoid being recognised in public.A
. Because they regret doing something illegal.B
. Because they wish to protect their image.C
. Because they disapprove of uncensored social media feeds.D

:Question 42 The word " " in paragraph 6 refers to ______.they
. social interactionsA . wheelsB
. desirable behavioursC . peopleD
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 43: Laura practised playing the instrument a lot. She could hardly improve her performance.
. Hardly had Laura practised playing the instrument a lot when she could improve her performance.A
. Had Laura practised playing the instrument a lot, she could have performed much better.B
. However much Laura practised playing the instrument, she could hardly perform any better.C
. As soon as Laura practised playing the instrument a lot, she could perform much better.D

Question 44: Lucy paid a visit to the local orphanage. She then decided to donate part of her savings to
the children there.

. A Before she paid a visit to the local orphanage, Lucy had decided to donate part of her savings to the
children there.

. Lucy had hardly decided to donate part of her savings to the children when she paid a visit to theB
local orphanage.

. C Having paid a visit to the local orphanage, Lucy decided to donate part of her savings to the children there.

. D It was only when Lucy had decided to donate part of her savings to the children that she paid a visit to the
local orphanage.

Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 45: The keynote speaker started with some  about the complementary remarks organisers
                                     A B C
of the conference, and then  with her speech.proceeded
                                                   D
Question 46:  classmates  going on  trip to Cuc Phuong National Park .My is a this weekend

A B C D
Question 47: It was  that Vietnam  the Southeast Asian Games (SEA Games)the year 2003 hosted

 A                                   B
 the first .for time

 C                  D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 48: My friend has stopped eating fast food.
. My friend doesn't like eating fast food.A . My friend sometimes eats fast food.B
. My friend has never eaten fast food.C . My friend no longer eats fast food.D

Question 49: They report that soil pollution has seriously threatened the livelihood of many local farmers.
. The livelihood of many local farmers was reported to be seriously endangered by soil pollution.A
. It has been reported that soil pollution has actually put many local farmers' lives at risk.B
. It is reported that the livelihood of many local farmers has led to serious soil pollution.C
. Soil pollution is reported to have posed a serious threat to the livelihood of many local farmers.D

Question 50: "You should take better care of your health," said Tom's mother.
. Tom's mother promised to take better care of his health.A
. Tom's mother ordered him to take better care of his health.B
. Tom's mother advised him to take better care of his health.C
. Tom's mother required him to take better care of his health.D

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.
Question 1: Only after he ______ the job as a computer programmer did he realise how much he
loved it.

. had leftA . would leaveB . was leavingC . has leftD
Question 2: Michael rarely returns to his hometown, ______?

. has heA . doesn't heB . does heC . hasn't heD
Question 3: I've been waiting for hours. You ______ to tell me you would come late.

. should have phonedA . needn't have phonedB

. must have phonedC . oughtn't to have phonedD
Question 4: After  a  momentary ______ of  concentration,  Simon managed  to  regain  his  focus and
completed the test.

. faultA . lapseB . failureC . errorD
Question 5: Susan has achieved great ______ in her career thanks to her hard work.

. A success . B succeed . C successful . D successfully
Question 6: You must not ______ any step in the process; otherwise, you would not be able to cook the
dish properly.

. quitA . hideB . leave C . skipD
Question 7: The ______ prices of property in big cities may deter people on low incomes from owning
a house there.

. forbiddingA . prohibitiveB . inflatableC . competitiveD
Question 8: He promised ______ his daughter a new bicycle as a birthday present.

. buyA . to buyB . buyingC . to buyingD
Question 9: The operation of the newly constructed plants is likely to lead to ______ environmental
consequences.

. far-flungA . far-offB . far-goneC . far-reachingD
Question 10: Many parents tend to make their children study hard in the belief that good education
will enable them to ______ in the future.

. turn awayA . turn upB . get onC . get outD
Question 11: Drastic measures should be taken to tackle the problems ______ child abuse.

. involvingA . involvedB . to involveC . are involvingD
Question 12: If you didn't have to leave today, I ______ you around the city.

. have shownA . will showB . would showC . showedD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.
Question 13: Jane is talking to Mike, who has just helped her with her luggage.
- Jane: "______"
- Mike: "It's my pleasure."

. It's too heavy.A . Thanks a lot, indeed.B . It's not my duty.C . Welcome back.D
Question 14: Two students are talking about the school curriculum.
- Ted: "Swimming should be made part of the school curriculum."
- Kate: "______. It is an essential life skill."

. Oh, that's a problemA . Not at allB

. You can make itC . I can't agree with you moreD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
Question 15: . agencyA . charityB . originC . disasterD
Question 16: . allowA . relaxB . enterC . behaveD



Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
Question 17: . A w rea . B dr mea . C tr tea . D m nea
Question 18: . concernA s . medalB s . fingerC s . attackD s
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 19: Judy has just won a full scholarship to one of the most prestigious universities in the
country; she must be  now.on cloud nine

. incredibly optimisticA . desperately sadB . extremely panickedC . obviously delightedD
Question 20: People nationwide have acted without  to provide aids for the victims in thehesitation
disaster-stricken areas.

. reluctanceA . awarenessB . willingnessC . uncertaintyD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 21: The  chairman's  thought-provoking  question   a  lively  debate  among  theignited
participants in the workshop.

. definedA . triggeredB . hostedC . aroseD
Question 22: The football final has been  until next Sunday due to the heavy snowstorm.postponed

. changedA . continued   B . delayedC . cancelledD
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

 The costs of hosting the Olympics can ______
tens of billions of dollars, and it is commonplace for budgets to double or even triple. In addition to the
direct costs of hosting the Games (the opening and closing ceremonies, athletes' village, security, etc.),
cities often must build expensive new venues ______ 

While costs are the ______ concern for a host city, there are other factors to consider. For one,
an Olympic host city may receive substantial revenue from ticket sales, tourist spending, corporate
sponsorship, and television rights. Cities such as Los Angeles (1984) and Seoul (1988) actually made a
large profit from the Games they hosted. ______, hosting the Olympic Games confers prestige on a
host  city  and  country,  which  can  lead  to  increased  trade  and  tourism.  The  Olympics  are  also  an
opportunity  to  invest  in  projects  ______  improve  the  city's  quality  of  life,  such  as  new
transportation systems.

When hosting an Olympic Games, a country has to take account of several considerations, among
which the financial one is by far the most important. (23)

 (24) lesser-known sports. Once constructed, sports
venues often incur additional maintenance costs long after the Games have ended.

 (25)

(26)

(27)

(Adapted from  by Mike Boyle and Lindsay Warwick)"Skillful Reading & Writing 4"

:Question 23 . outnumberA . overchargeB . exceedC . surmountD
:Question 24 . atA . inB . forC . onD
:Question 25 . supplementaryA . primaryB . influentialC . instrumentalD
:Question 26 . For exampleA . HoweverB . OtherwiseC . In additionD
:Question 27 . whoA . whichB . whatC . whomD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

Another form of body language that is used differently, depending on the culture, is distance. In
North America people don't generally stand as close to each other as in South America. Two North
Americans who don't know each other well will keep a distance of four feet between them, whereas
South Americans in the same situation will stand two to three feet apart. North Americans will stand
closer than two feet apart only if they are having a confidential conversation or if there is 
between them.

Body language is a vital form of communication. In fact, it is believed that the various forms of
body language contribute about 70 percent to our comprehension. It is important to note, however,
that body language varies in different cultures. Take for example, eye movement. In the USA a child
is expected to look directly at  a parent or teacher who is scolding him/her.  In other cultures the
opposite is true. Looking directly at a teacher or parent in such a situation is considered a sign of
disrespect.

intimacy
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Gestures are often used to communicate. We point a finger, raise an eyebrow, wave an arm – or
move any other part of the body – to show what we want to say. However, this does not mean that
people all over the world use the same gestures to express the same meanings. Very often we find that
the same gestures can communicate different meanings, depending on the country. An example of a
gesture that could be  is sticking out the tongue. In many cultures it is a sign of making
a mistake, but in some places  communicates ridicule.

misinterpreted
it

The dangers of misunderstanding one another are great. Obviously, it is not enough to learn the language
of another culture. You must also learn its non-verbal signals if you want to communicate successfully.

(Adapted from by Judy Rapoport, Ronit Broder and Sarah Feingold)"Reading Academic English" 

:Question 28 What is the passage mainly about?
. A The significance of non-verbal signals in America
. B Interpretations of gestures in different cultures
. Non-verbal communication across culturesC
. Misunderstandings in communicationD

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, when scolded by his/her parent or teacher, an American child
is expected to ______.

. A point a finger at the person . B stand close to the person

. C raise his/her eyebrows . look directly at the personD

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ______.intimacy
. enjoymentA . closenessB . agreementC . strengthD

:Question 31 "The word " in paragraph 3 is closest in meaning to ______.misinterpreted
. misunderstoodA . mispronouncedB . misbehavedC . misspelledD

:Question 32 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.it
. making a mistakeA . an exampleB . the countryC . D sticking out the tongue

:Question 33 As stated in the passage, in order to communicate successfully with people from another
culture, it is advisable for a person ______.

. to learn both the language and non-verbal signals of that cultureA

. to use the body language of the people from that cultureB

. to learn only non-verbal signals of that cultureC

. to travel to as many countries as possibleD

:Question 34 Which form of body language is NOT mentioned in the passage?
. distanceA . gestureB . postureC . eye movementD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

The green building movement, started in the 1970s as a way to reduce environmental destruction,
is changing the way buildings are constructed. In the early years, green builders were a small minority,
and their goals of reducing the environmental impact of buildings were considered unrealistic. Now,
however, the movement is growing, as builders have been able to take advantage of new technology.

Another solution is to reduce the amount of energy required in a building. It is possible to cut
electricity use noticeably by improving natural lighting and installing low-energy light bulbs. To reduce
the amount of fuel needed for heating or cooling, builders also add  to the walls so that the
building stays warmer in winter and cooler in summer.

One  example  of  this  advanced  design  is  the  Genzyme  Center  of  Cambridge,  the  most
environmentally responsible office building in America. Every aspect of the design and building had to
consider two things: the need for a safe and pleasant workplace for employees and the need to lessen
the negative environmental impact. 75 percent of the building materials were recycled materials, and
the energy use has been reduced by 43 percent and water use by 32 percent, compared with other
buildings of the same size.

Green builders try to make use of recycled materials, which means less waste in dumps. Also,
they reduce environmental impact by reducing the energy requirements of a building. One way is
to provide an alternative, non-polluting source of energy. First, with solar panels, it is possible to
produce electricity from the rays of the sun. Once installed, provide energy at no cost andthey
with no pollution.

insulation
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A larger project is  in China. The first phase of this project will include houses for 400
families built with solar power, non-polluting bricks, and recycled wall insulation. In a second phase,
entire neighborhoods in six cities will be built. If all goes well, the Chinese government plans to copy
these ideas in new neighborhoods across China.

Green  building  ideas,  on  a  small  or  large  scale,  are  spreading.  Individuals,  companies,  and
governments are beginning to see their benefits.  Not only are they environmentally friendly,  green
buildings improve living and working conditions and also save money in the long run.

In  other  parts  of  the  world,  several  large-scale  projects  have  recently  been  developed
according to green building principles. One of these is in Vauban, Germany, in an area that was
once  the  site  of  army  housing.  The  site  has  been  completely  rebuilt  with  houses  requiring  30
percent less energy than conventional ones. These houses, heated by special non-polluting systems,
are also equipped with solar panels.

under way

(Adapted from  by Beatrice S. Mikulecky and Linda Jeffries)"Advanced Reading Power"

:Question 35 Which of the following does the passage mainly discuss?
. An environmentally friendly approach to constructing buildingsA
. New technologies applied to constructing office buildingsB
. Economic benefits of environmentally responsible buildingsC
. Successful green building projects all over the worldD

:Question 36 According to paragraph 1, the environmental goals set by green builders were initially
considered unrealistic presumably because ______.

. there was an abundance of natural materials for the construction of conventional buildingsA

. the problems of environment destruction were not prevalent at the timeB

. the potential applications of technology to constructing green buildings were not recognised thenC

. there was a lack of green builders at the beginning of the 20th centuryD

:Question 37 The word " " in paragraph 2 refers to ______.they
. rays of the sunA . solar panelsB . recycled materialsC . green buildersD

:Question 38 The word " " in paragraph 3 mostly means ______.insulation
. panels that convert solar energy into electricityA
. devices that monitor changes in temperatureB
. materials that prevent heat loss and absorptionC
. systems that protect buildings from the sun's raysD

:Question 39 What is one common characteristic shared by the Genzyme Center of Cambridge and the
project in Vauban, Germany?

. A Both were built out of entirely recycled materials instead of conventional ones.

. B Both were built based on green building principles, which reduces energy use considerably.

. C Both are housing complexes with special, non-polluting heating systems.

. D Both took advantage of new insulation technology, which cuts down on construction costs.

:Question 40 The phrase " " in paragraph 6 mostly means ______.under way
. being notifiedA . being certifiedB . being launchedC . being inspectedD

:Question 41 Which of the following is NOT mentioned in paragraph 7 as a merit of green buildings?
. Being friendly to the environmentA . Increasing work productivityB
. Proving more economical eventuallyC . Improving living conditionsD

:Question 42 According to the passage, which of the following statements about green buildings is TRUE?
. They are more economical and produce no pollution.A
. They are environmentally responsible constructions with gardens.B
. They have only been built in technologically developed countries.C
. They are gaining in popularity in different parts of the world.D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.
Question 43: Joe has finished his first-aid course. He proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.

. A Having finished his first-aid course, Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.

. B Although Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker, he hasn't finished his first-aid course.

. C However helpful Joe proves as a rescue worker, he hasn't finished his first-aid course.

. D Without finishing his first-aid course, Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.
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Question 44: His friends supported and encouraged him. He did really well in the competition.
. If his friends had given him support and encouragement, he could have done really well in theA

competition.
.  No matter  how much his  friends  supported  and  encouraged  him,  he  couldn't  do  well  in  theB

competition.
.  Such  were  his  friends'  support  and  encouragement  that  he  couldn't  do  really  well  in  theC

competition.
. Had it not been for his friends' support and encouragement, he couldn't have done so well in theD

competition.
Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 45: Most workers  to be happy  their  working .seems with new conditions
   A                           B             C                        D

Question 46: They have carried out  research  the effects of smartphones onexhausting into
 A B

schoolchildren's  and their .behaviour academic performance
C D

Question 47: It is  that people  light bonfires and havethe night of 5  Novemberth in Britain
 A                                              B

fireworks as a  tradition.national
  C                   D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 48: "Don't forget to submit your assignments by Thursday," said the teacher to the students.
. The teacher encouraged the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.A
. The teacher reminded the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.B
. The teacher allowed the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.C
. The teacher ordered the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.D

Question 49: They expect that recent changes will bring about an overall improvement in the quality of
the country's education.

. The quality of the country's education is expected to be the consequence of recent changes.A

.  It  is  expected that recent changes are caused by an overall improvement in the quality of theB
country's education.

. It was expected that recent changes would result in an overall improvement in the quality of theC
country's education.

. Recent changes are expected to lead to an overall improvement in the quality of the country'sD
education.

Question 50: She wasn't early enough to catch the bus.
. She didn't arrive late for the bus.A . She arrived too early for the bus.B
. She wasn't late for the bus.C . She was too late to catch the bus.D

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.

Question 1: . presidentA . assistantB . companionC . opponentD

Question 2: . happenA . obtainB . affectC . performD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.

Question 3: . A mountains . B problems . C moments . D wonders

Question 4: . s tA ea . thr tB ea . b tC ea . m tD ea
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 5: The team entered the competition with great confidence after getting  advice fromsound
their coach.

. audibleA . tentativeB . sensibleC . sensitiveD

Question 6: It is high time more intensive campaigns were  to protect endangered species allinitiated
over the world.

. adaptedA . introducedB . rebuiltC . improvedD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 7: Despite careful preparation, the candidate  when asked a challenging questiongot cold feet
and gave an unsatisfactory answer.

. got nervousA . stayed confidentB . became aggressiveC . had a feverD

Question 8: Winning the first prize in the National Math Competition was the highest  heachievement
got when he was at school.

. completionA . successB . failureC . comprehensionD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.

Question 9: Jenny and Jimmy are talking about university education.
- Jenny: "I think having a university degree is the only way to succeed in life."
- Jimmy: "______. There are successful people without a degree."

. That's lifeA . That's all rightB

. I don't quite agreeC . I can't agree moreD

Question 10: Adam and Janet are at the school canteen.
- Adam: "______"
- Janet: "Yes, please."

. It's a bit hot in here, isn't it?A . Can you pass me the salt, please?B

. Would you like a cup of coffee?C . Do you mind if I sit here?D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.

Question 11: The coastal  city  is  ______ extra buses  during the summer because of  a  considerable
increase in the number of tourists.

. putting onA . making upB . taking offC . turning outD

Question 12: Only after  the teacher ______ the procedure clearly were the students allowed to go
ahead with the experiment.

. would explainA . had explainedB . was explainingC . has explainedD



Question 13: Although she had been told quite sternly to ______ herself together, she simply couldn't
stop the tears from flowing.

. force A . pushB . bringC . pullD

Question 14: Participating in teamwork activities helps students develop their ______ skills.
. socialA . societyB . socialiseC . sociallyD

Question 15: The boy denied ______ the cake even though there was some cream left on his chin.
. to eatingA . eatB . to eat C . eatingD

Question 16: These volunteer programmes aim to provide education for children in ______ regions.
. far-fetchedA . far-sightedB . far-reachingC . far-flungD

Question 17: In most countries, photocopying books without the publisher's permission is clearly a
copyright ______.

. infringementA . interferenceB . inflictionC . interpretationD

Question 18:  ______  to  fame  at  an  early  age  may  have  a  negative  influence  on  children's
psychological development.

. GoingA . RisingB . ApproachingC . ReachingD

Question 19: If our teacher were here now, he ______ us with this difficult exercise.
. would helpA . has helpedB . will helpC . helpsD

Question 20: Her parents rarely let her stay out late, ______?
. do theyA . don't theyB . doesn't sheC . does sheD

Question 21: They were at the stadium with us last night, so they ______ at the theatre then.
. A can't have been . B needn't have been . C should have been . D might have been

Question 22: The children ______ by social networks are likely to suffer from depression and other
health problems.

. A are obsessed . B obsessed . C who obsessed . D obsessing
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

Taking piano lessons and solving math puzzles on a computer significantly improve specific math
skills of elementary schoolchildren, according to a new study. The results, ______ were published(23)
in  the  journal  ,  are  the  latest  in  a  series  that  links  musical  training  to  theNeurological  Research
development of higher brain functions.

Researchers worked with 135 second-grade students at a school in Los Angeles after ______ a(24)
pilot study with 102 students. Children that were given four months of piano training as well as time
playing ______ newly designed computer software scored 27 percent higher on math and fraction(25)
tests than other children.

Piano instruction is thought to enhance the brain's "hard wiring" for spatial-temporal reasoning, or
the ability to visualise and transform objects in space and time, says Professor Gordon Shaw, who led
the study. At the same time, the computer game allows children to solve geometric and math puzzles

to ______ shapes in their mind.that boost their ability  (26)
The findings are significant ______ a grasp of proportional math and fractions is a prerequisite(27)

to math at higher levels, and children who do not master these areas of math cannot understand more
advanced math that is critical to high-tech fields.

(Adapted from  by Joyce S. Cain)"Eye on Editing 2"

:Question 23 . thatA . whoseB . whoC . whichD
:Question 24 . composingA . conductingB . concerningC . carryingD
:Question 25 . atA . withB . ofC . forD
:Question 26 . manipulateA . accumulateB . stimulateC . accommodateD
:Question 27 . althoughA . becauseB . unlessC . beforeD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

When we meet people for the first time, we often make decisions about them based entirely on
how they look. And of course, we too are being judged on our appearance. Undoubtedly, it's what's
inside that's important but sometimes we can send out the wrong signals and so get a negative reaction,
simply by wearing inappropriate clothing.
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When selecting your clothes each day, it is therefore important to think about who you're likely to
meet, where you are going to be spending most of your time and what tasks you are likely to perform.
Clearly, on a practical level, some  will be more appropriate to different sorts of activity and this
will  dictate  your  choice  to  an  extent.  However,  there's  no  need  to  abandon  your  individual  taste
completely. After all, if you dress to please somebody else's idea of what looks good, you may end up
feeling uncomfortable and not quite yourself.

Some  colours  bring  your  natural  colouring  to  life  and   can  give  you  a  washed-out
appearance. Try out new ones by all means, but remember that dressing in bright colours when you
really like subtle neutral tones or vice versa will make you feel self-conscious and uncomfortable. You
know deep down where your own taste boundaries lie. It may be fun to cross these sometimes, but do
take care not to go too far all at once.

outfits

others

Reappraising your image isn't selfish because everyone who comes into contact with you will
benefit. You'll look better and you'll feel a better person all round. And if in doubt, you only need to
read Professor Albert Mehrabian's book , which showed that the impact we make onSilent Messages
each other depends 55 percent on how we look and behave, 38 percent on how we speak, and only
seven percent on what we actually say.

(Adapted from  by Jan Bell and Roger Gower)"Expert First"

:Question 28 Which could be the best title for the passage?
. A Creating a Professional Image
. B Choosing Appropriate Business Suits
. C Making Judgements about People's Appearance
. D Making Your Image Work for You

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, people can get a negative reaction from others by ______.
. A wearing inappropriate clothes . B sending out right signals
. C talking about other people's behaviours . D expressing too strong emotions

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 mostly means ______.outfits
. types of gesturesA . sets of clothesB
. types of signalsC . sets of equipmentD

:Question 31 Which of the following is NOT mentioned in paragraph 2 as a factor to be considered
when choosing clothes?

. A Other people's views on beauty . B People you meet

. C Kinds of tasks you perform . D Places you spend time in

:Question 32 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.others
. A neutral tones . meansB . taste boundariesC . D colours

:Question 33 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.Reappraising
. recallingA . B reapplying . C reminding . D reconsidering

:Question 34 According  to  Professor  Albert  Mehrabian,  the  impact  we  make  on  each  other
depends mainly on ______.

. A how we look and behave . B how we speak

. C what we read . D what we actually say
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

While watching sports on TV, the chances are children will  see professional  players  cheating,
having tantrums, fighting, or abusing officials. In addition, it's highly likely that children will be aware
of  well-known cases  of  sportspeople being caught  using drugs to  improve  their  performance.  The
danger of all this is that it could give children the idea that winning is all that counts and you should
win at all costs. Good behaviour and fair play aren't the message that comes across. Instead, it looks as
if cheating and bad behaviour are reasonable ways of getting what you want. This message is further

 by the fact that some of these sportspeople acquire enormous fame and wealth, making it
seem they are being handsomely rewarded either despite or because of their bad behaviour.

What can parents do about this? They can regard sport on television as an opportunity to discuss
attitudes and behaviour with their children. When watching sports together,  if  parents see a player
swearing at the referee, they can get the child's opinion on that behaviour and discuss whether a player's

bolstered
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skill is more important than their behaviour. Ask what the child thinks the player's contribution to the
team is. Point out that no player can win a team game on their own, so it's important for members to
work well together.

Another thing to focus on is what the commentators say. Do they frown on bad behaviour from
players, think it's amusing or even consider it's a good thing? What about the officials? If they let
players get away with a clear foul, parents can discuss with children whether this is right and what
effect it has on the game. Look too at the reactions of coaches and managers. Do they accept losing
with good grace or  scowl and show a bad attitude? Parents can use this to  talk about attitudes to
winning and losing and to remind children that both are part of sport.

However, what children learn from watching sports is by no means all negative and parents should
make sure they too. They should emphasise to children the high reputation
that well-behaved players have, not just with their teammates but also with spectators and the media.

can focus on the contribution made by such players during a game, discussing how valuable they
are in the team. In the interviews after a game, point out to a child that the well-behaved sportspeople
don't  gloat  when they win or  sulk when they lose.  And parents  can stress how well  these people
conduct themselves in their personal lives and the good work they do for others when not playing. In
other words, parents should get their children to focus on the positive role models, rather than the antics
of the badly behaved but often more publicised players.

accentuate the positives 

They

(Adapted from "New English File - Advanced" by Will Maddox)

:Question 35 Which of the following does the passage mainly discuss?
. A Different attitudes toward bad behaviour in sport . B Moral lessons for children from watching sports
. C The influence of model sportspeople on children . The importance of team spirit in sportD

:Question 36 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.bolstered
. energisedA . representedB . inspiredC . reinforcedD

:Question 37 According to paragraph 1, misconduct exhibited by players may lead children to think
that ______.

. it brings about undesirable resultsA . it is an acceptable way to win the gameB

. it is necessary in almost any gameC . it is disadvantageous to all concernedD

:Question 38 According to paragraph 2, what should parents teach their children through watching sports?
. Cheating is frowned upon by the majority of players.A
. Collaboration is fundamental to any team's success.B
. A player's performance is of greater value than his behaviour.C
. A team with badly-behaved players will not win a game.D

:Question 39 The word " " in paragraph 4 can be best replaced by  ______.accentuate
. actualiseA . emboldenB . consolidateC . highlightD

:Question 40 The word " " in paragraph 4 refers to ______.They
. spectatorsA . parentsB . childrenC . teammatesD

:Question 41 Which of the following about sport is NOT mentioned in the passage?
. Misconduct from sportspeople may go unpunished despite the presence of officials.A
. A well-behaved player enjoys a good reputation among his teammates, spectators and the media.B
. Reactions of coaches and managers when their teams lose a game may be of educational value.C
. Many sportspeople help others so as to project good images of themselves.D

:Question 42 Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?
. A The media tend to turn the spotlight more on sportspeople's wrongdoings than on their good deeds.
. Players with good attitudes make a greater contribution to their teams' budgets than others.B
. The well-behaved players in a game invariably display desirable conducts when not playing.C
. Well-mannered players sometimes display strong emotions after winning or losing a game.D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 43: It usually takes her an hour to drive to work.
. She never spends an hour driving to work.A . She usually spends an hour driving to work.B
. She doesn't usually drive to work in an hour.C . She used to drive to work in an hour.D
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Question 44: "I'm sorry I haven't finished the assignment," Fiona said.
. Fiona refused to finish the assignment. A . Fiona denied having finished the assignment.B
. C Fiona regretted having finished the assignment. . D Fiona apologised for not finishing the assignment.

Question 45: Many people think that the new regulations will encourage people to use less energy.
. Lower consumption of energy is thought to lead to the introduction of the new regulations.A
. It is thought that the new regulations will encourage people to consume more energy.B
. It was thought that lower consumption of energy was stimulated by the new regulations.C
. The new regulations are thought to encourage lower consumption of energy.D

Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 46: My  friends  most  their free time  the homeless people in the community.close spends of helping
A                  B             C                           D

Question 47: Drawing on her own experience , the writer successfully in psychology portrayed
A    B

a volatile  with  of mood.character dramatic alternatives
C D

Question 48: It was  that Trang An Scenic Landscape Complex the year 2014 was made a
 A                                                                                       B       C

World Heritage Site  UNESCO.by
D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 49: He fulfilled his dream of travelling the world. He decided to get a job and settle down.
. A If he had fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he would have decided to get a job and settle down.
. B Although he had fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he decided not to get a job and settle down.
. As he decided to get a job and settle down, he didn't fulfil his dream of travelling the world.C
. Having fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he decided to get a job and settle down.D

Question 50: She gave a great performance at the festival. We now know she has artistic talent.
. Amazing as her artistic talent is, we don't know about her great performance at the festival.A
. Hardly had we known about her artistic talent when she gave a great performance at the festival.B
.  C Although she  gave  a  great  performance  at  the  festival,  now we  still  don't  know she  has

artistic talent.
. But for her great performance at the festival, we wouldn't know about her artistic talent now.D

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.
Question 1: After  a  momentary ______ of  concentration,  Simon managed  to  regain  his  focus and
completed the test.

. failureA . lapseB . faultC . errorD
Question 2: Michael rarely returns to his hometown, ______?

. doesn't heA . hasn't heB . does heC . has heD
Question 3: If you didn't have to leave today, I ______ you around the city.

. have shownA . will showB . would showC . showedD
Question 4: The ______ prices of property in big cities may deter people on low incomes from owning
a house there.

. competitiveA . forbiddingB . prohibitiveC . inflatableD
Question 5: The operation of the newly constructed plants is likely to lead to ______ environmental
consequences.

. far-reachingA . far-goneB . far-flungC . far-offD
Question 6: He promised ______ his daughter a new bicycle as a birthday present.

. to buyingA . buyingB . buyC . to buyD
Question 7: Many parents tend to make their children study hard in the belief that good education will
enable them to ______ in the future.

. get onA . turn upB . turn awayC . get outD
Question 8: I've been waiting for hours. You ______ to tell me you would come late.

. needn't have phonedA . must have phonedB

. oughtn't to have phonedC . should have phonedD
Question 9: Drastic measures should be taken to tackle the problems ______ child abuse.

. are involvingA . to involveB . involvingC . involvedD
Question 10: You must not ______ any step in the process; otherwise, you would not be able to cook
the dish properly.

. leave A . quitB . skipC . hideD
Question 11: Only after he ______ the job as a computer programmer did he realise how much he
loved it.

. would leaveA . was leavingB . had leftC . has leftD
Question 12: Susan has achieved great ______ in her career thanks to her hard work.

. A successfully . B successful . C succeed . D success
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
Question 13: . charityA . agencyB . originC . disasterD
Question 14: . behaveA . enterB . allowC . relaxD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
Question 15: . fingerA s . attackB s . medalC s . concernD s
Question 16: . A m nea . B tr tea . C w rea . D dr mea
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.

Question 17: Two students are talking about the school curriculum.
- Ted: "Swimming should be made part of the school curriculum."
- Kate: "______. It is an essential life skill."

. Not at allA . You can make itB

. I can't agree with you moreC . Oh, that's a problemD



Question 18: Jane is talking to Mike, who has just helped her with her luggage.
- Jane: "______"
- Mike: "It's my pleasure."

. It's too heavy.A . It's not my duty.B . Welcome back.C . Thanks a lot, indeed.D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 19: People nationwide have acted without  to provide aids for the victims in thehesitation
disaster-stricken areas.

. awarenessA . uncertaintyB . reluctanceC . willingnessD

Question 20: Judy has just won a full scholarship to one of the most prestigious universities in the
country; she must be  now.on cloud nine

. obviously delightedA . extremely panickedB . incredibly optimisticC . desperately sadD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 21: The football final has been  until next Sunday due to the heavy snowstorm.postponed
. cancelledA . changedB . delayedC . continued   D

Question 22: The  chairman's  thought-provoking  question   a  lively  debate  among  theignited
participants in the workshop.

. definedA . hostedB . triggeredC . aroseD
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

 The costs of hosting the Olympics can ______
tens of billions of dollars, and it is commonplace for budgets to double or even triple. In addition to the
direct costs of hosting the Games (the opening and closing ceremonies, athletes' village, security, etc.),
cities often must build expensive new venues ______ 

While costs are the ______ concern for a host city, there are other factors to consider. For one,
an Olympic host city may receive substantial revenue from ticket sales, tourist spending, corporate
sponsorship, and television rights. Cities such as Los Angeles (1984) and Seoul (1988) actually made a
large profit from the Games they hosted. ______, hosting the Olympic Games confers prestige on a
host  city  and  country,  which  can  lead  to  increased  trade  and  tourism.  The  Olympics  are  also  an
opportunity  to  invest  in  projects  ______  improve  the  city's  quality  of  life,  such  as  new
transportation systems.

When hosting an Olympic Games, a country has to take account of several considerations, among
which the financial one is by far the most important. (23)

 (24) lesser-known sports. Once constructed, sports
venues often incur additional maintenance costs long after the Games have ended.

 (25)

(26)

(27)

(Adapted from  by Mike Boyle and Lindsay Warwick)"Skillful Reading & Writing 4"

:Question 23 . surmountA . outnumberB . overchargeC . exceedD
:Question 24 . onA . forB . atC . inD
:Question 25 . influentialA . primaryB . supplementaryC . instrumentalD
:Question 26 . OtherwiseA . HoweverB . For exampleC . In additionD
:Question 27 . whatA . whichB . whomC . whoD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

Another form of body language that is used differently, depending on the culture, is distance. In
North America people don't generally stand as close to each other as in South America. Two North
Americans who don't know each other well will keep a distance of four feet between them, whereas
South Americans in the same situation will stand two to three feet apart. North Americans will stand
closer than two feet apart only if they are having a confidential conversation or if there is 
between them.

Body language is a vital form of communication. In fact, it is believed that the various forms of
body language contribute about 70 percent to our comprehension. It is important to note, however,
that body language varies in different cultures. Take for example, eye movement. In the USA a child
is expected to look directly at  a parent or teacher who is scolding him/her.  In other cultures the
opposite is true. Looking directly at a teacher or parent in such a situation is considered a sign of
disrespect.

intimacy
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Gestures are often used to communicate. We point a finger, raise an eyebrow, wave an arm – or
move any other part of the body – to show what we want to say. However, this does not mean that
people all over the world use the same gestures to express the same meanings. Very often we find that
the same gestures can communicate different meanings, depending on the country. An example of a
gesture that could be  is sticking out the tongue. In many cultures it is a sign of making
a mistake, but in some places  communicates ridicule.

misinterpreted
it

The dangers of misunderstanding one another are great. Obviously, it is not enough to learn the language
of another culture. You must also learn its non-verbal signals if you want to communicate successfully.

(Adapted from by Judy Rapoport, Ronit Broder and Sarah Feingold)"Reading Academic English" 

:Question 28 What is the passage mainly about?
. Misunderstandings in communicationA
. B Interpretations of gestures in different cultures
. C The significance of non-verbal signals in America
. Non-verbal communication across culturesD

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, when scolded by his/her parent or teacher, an American child
is expected to ______.

. A stand close to the person . B raise his/her eyebrows

. C point a finger at the person . look directly at the personD
:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ______.intimacy

. enjoymentA . closenessB . strengthC . agreementD
:Question 31 "The word " in paragraph 3 is closest in meaning to ______.misinterpreted

. mispronouncedA . misbehavedB . misspelledC . misunderstoodD
:Question 32 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.it

. the countryA . an exampleB . C sticking out the tongue . making a mistakeD
:Question 33 As stated in the passage, in order to communicate successfully with people from another

culture, it is advisable for a person ______.
. to use the body language of the people from that cultureA
. to learn both the language and non-verbal signals of that cultureB
. to learn only non-verbal signals of that cultureC
. to travel to as many countries as possibleD

:Question 34 Which form of body language is NOT mentioned in the passage?
. distanceA . postureB . gestureC . eye movementD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

The green building movement, started in the 1970s as a way to reduce environmental destruction,
is changing the way buildings are constructed. In the early years, green builders were a small minority,
and their goals of reducing the environmental impact of buildings were considered unrealistic. Now,
however, the movement is growing, as builders have been able to take advantage of new technology.

Another solution is to reduce the amount of energy required in a building. It is possible to cut
electricity use noticeably by improving natural lighting and installing low-energy light bulbs. To reduce
the amount of fuel needed for heating or cooling, builders also add  to the walls so that the
building stays warmer in winter and cooler in summer.

One  example  of  this  advanced  design  is  the  Genzyme  Center  of  Cambridge,  the  most
environmentally responsible office building in America. Every aspect of the design and building had to
consider two things: the need for a safe and pleasant workplace for employees and the need to lessen
the negative environmental impact. 75 percent of the building materials were recycled materials, and
the energy use has been reduced by 43 percent and water use by 32 percent, compared with other
buildings of the same size.

Green builders try to make use of recycled materials, which means less waste in dumps. Also,
they reduce environmental impact by reducing the energy requirements of a building. One way is
to provide an alternative, non-polluting source of energy. First, with solar panels, it is possible to
produce electricity from the rays of the sun. Once installed, provide energy at no cost andthey
with no pollution.

insulation
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A larger project is  in China. The first phase of this project will include houses for 400
families built with solar power, non-polluting bricks, and recycled wall insulation. In a second phase,
entire neighborhoods in six cities will be built. If all goes well, the Chinese government plans to copy
these ideas in new neighborhoods across China.

Green  building  ideas,  on  a  small  or  large  scale,  are  spreading.  Individuals,  companies,  and
governments are beginning to see their benefits.  Not only are they environmentally friendly,  green
buildings improve living and working conditions and also save money in the long run.

In  other  parts  of  the  world,  several  large-scale  projects  have  recently  been  developed
according to green building principles. One of these is in Vauban, Germany, in an area that was
once  the  site  of  army  housing.  The  site  has  been  completely  rebuilt  with  houses  requiring  30
percent less energy than conventional ones. These houses, heated by special non-polluting systems,
are also equipped with solar panels.

under way

(Adapted from  by Beatrice S. Mikulecky and Linda Jeffries)"Advanced Reading Power"

:Question 35 Which of the following does the passage mainly discuss?

. New technologies applied to constructing office buildingsA

. Successful green building projects all over the worldB

. An environmentally friendly approach to constructing buildingsC

. Economic benefits of environmentally responsible buildingsD

:Question 36 According to paragraph 1, the environmental goals set by green builders were initially

considered unrealistic presumably because ______.

. there was an abundance of natural materials for the construction of conventional buildingsA

. there was a lack of green builders at the beginning of the 20th centuryB

. the problems of environment destruction were not prevalent at the timeC

. the potential applications of technology to constructing green buildings were not recognised thenD

:Question 37 The word " " in paragraph 2 refers to ______.they

. recycled materialsA . green buildersB . rays of the sunC . solar panelsD

:Question 38 The word " " in paragraph 3 mostly means ______.insulation

. systems that protect buildings from the sun's raysA

. materials that prevent heat loss and absorptionB

. panels that convert solar energy into electricityC

. devices that monitor changes in temperatureD

:Question 39 What is one common characteristic shared by the Genzyme Center of Cambridge and the

project in Vauban, Germany?

. A Both took advantage of new insulation technology, which cuts down on construction costs.

. B Both were built out of entirely recycled materials instead of conventional ones.

. C Both are housing complexes with special, non-polluting heating systems.

. D Both were built based on green building principles, which reduces energy use considerably.

:Question 40 The phrase " " in paragraph 6 mostly means ______.under way

. being notifiedA . being launchedB . being inspectedC . being certifiedD

:Question 41 Which of the following is NOT mentioned in paragraph 7 as a merit of green buildings?

. Improving living conditionsA . Proving more economical eventuallyB

. Being friendly to the environmentC . Increasing work productivityD

:Question 42 According to the passage, which of the following statements about green buildings is TRUE?

. They have only been built in technologically developed countries.A

. They are gaining in popularity in different parts of the world.B

. They are environmentally responsible constructions with gardens.C

. They are more economical and produce no pollution.D
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.
Question 43: His friends supported and encouraged him. He did really well in the competition.

.  Such  were  his  friends'  support  and  encouragement  that  he  couldn't  do  really  well  in  theA
competition.

. Had it not been for his friends' support and encouragement, he couldn't have done so well in theB
competition.

.  No matter  how much his  friends  supported  and  encouraged  him,  he  couldn't  do well  in  theC
competition.

. If his friends had given him support and encouragement, he could have done really well in theD
competition.

Question 44: Joe has finished his first-aid course. He proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.
. A Although Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker, he hasn't finished his first-aid course.
. B Having finished his first-aid course, Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.
. C Without finishing his first-aid course, Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.
. D However helpful Joe proves as a rescue worker, he hasn't finished his first-aid course.

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.
Question 45: "Don't forget to submit your assignments by Thursday," said the teacher to the students.

. The teacher allowed the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.A

. The teacher ordered the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.B

. The teacher reminded the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.C

. The teacher encouraged the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.D
Question 46: They expect that recent changes will bring about an overall improvement in the quality of
the country's education.

. It was expected that recent changes would result in an overall improvement in the quality of theA
country's education.

. It  is  expected that recent changes are caused by an overall improvement in the quality of theB
country's education.

. Recent changes are expected to lead to an overall improvement in the quality of the country'sC
education.

. The quality of the country's education is expected to be the consequence of recent changes.D
Question 47: She wasn't early enough to catch the bus.

. She didn't arrive late for the bus.A . She arrived too early for the bus.B

. She was too late to catch the bus.C . She wasn't late for the bus.D
Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 48: It is  that people  light bonfires and havethe night of 5  Novemberth in Britain
 A                                              B

fireworks as a  tradition.national
  C                   D

Question 49: They have carried out  research  the effects of smartphones onexhausting into
 A B

schoolchildren's  and their .behaviour academic performance
C D

Question 50: Most workers  to be happy  their  working .seems with new conditions
   A                           B             C                        D

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.
Question 1: The children ______ by social networks are likely to suffer from depression and other
health problems.

. A are obsessed . B obsessing . C obsessed . D who obsessed
Question 2: If our teacher were here now, he ______ us with this difficult exercise.

. will helpA . would helpB . helpsC . has helpedD
Question 3:  ______  to  fame  at  an  early  age  may  have  a  negative  influence  on  children's
psychological development.

. ApproachingA . RisingB . GoingC . ReachingD
Question 4: They were at the stadium with us last night, so they ______ at the theatre then.

. A should have been . B can't have been . C might have been . D needn't have been
Question 5: The  coastal  city  is  ______ extra  buses  during  the  summer  because  of  a  considerable
increase in the number of tourists.

. taking offA . turning outB . putting onC . making upD
Question 6: The boy denied ______ the cake even though there was some cream left on his chin.

. eatingA . to eat B . to eatingC . eatD
Question 7: Participating in teamwork activities helps students develop their ______ skills.

. socialA . socialiseB . sociallyC . societyD
Question 8: Although she had been told quite sternly to ______ herself together, she simply couldn't
stop the tears from flowing.

. bringA . pullB . force C . pushD
Question 9: Her parents rarely let her stay out late, ______?

. does sheA . don't theyB . do theyC . doesn't sheD
Question 10: In most countries, photocopying books without the publisher's permission is clearly a
copyright ______.

. inflictionA . interpretationB . infringementC . interferenceD
Question 11: Only after  the teacher ______ the procedure clearly  were the students allowed to go
ahead with the experiment.

. has explainedA . would explainB . had explainedC . was explainingD
Question 12: These volunteer programmes aim to provide education for children in ______ regions.

. far-flungA . far-fetchedB . far-reachingC . far-sightedD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
Question 13: . thr tA ea . b tB ea . m tC ea . s tD ea
Question 14: . A mountains . B problems . C wonders . D moments
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
Question 15: . presidentA . companionB . assistantC . opponentD
Question 16: . happenA . obtainB . performC . affectD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.
Question 17: Adam and Janet are at the school canteen.
- Adam: "______"
- Janet: "Yes, please."

. It's a bit hot in here, isn't it?A . Can you pass me the salt, please?B

. Do you mind if I sit here?C . Would you like a cup of coffee?D



Question 18: Jenny and Jimmy are talking about university education.
- Jenny: "I think having a university degree is the only way to succeed in life."
- Jimmy: "______. There are successful people without a degree."

. I don't quite agreeA . I can't agree moreB

. That's all rightC . That's lifeD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 19: Winning the first prize in the National Math Competition was the highest  heachievement
got when he was at school.

. successA . completionB . failureC . comprehensionD
Question 20: Despite  careful  preparation,  the  candidate   when  asked  a  challenginggot  cold  feet
question and gave an unsatisfactory answer.

. stayed confidentA . had a feverB . got nervousC . became aggressiveD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 21: It is high time more intensive campaigns were  to protect endangered species allinitiated
over the world.

. rebuiltA . adaptedB . improvedC . introducedD
Question 22: The team entered the competition with great confidence after getting  advice fromsound
their coach.

. sensibleA . audibleB . sensitiveC . tentativeD
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

Taking piano lessons and solving math puzzles on a computer significantly improve specific math
skills of elementary schoolchildren, according to a new study. The results, ______ were published(23)
in  the  journal  ,  are  the  latest  in  a  series  that  links  musical  training  to  theNeurological  Research
development of higher brain functions.

Researchers worked with 135 second-grade students at a school in Los Angeles after ______ a(24)
pilot study with 102 students. Children that were given four months of piano training as well as time
playing ______ newly designed computer software scored 27 percent higher on math and fraction(25)
tests than other children.

Piano instruction is thought to enhance the brain's "hard wiring" for spatial-temporal reasoning, or
the ability to visualise and transform objects in space and time, says Professor Gordon Shaw, who led
the study. At the same time, the computer game allows children to solve geometric and math puzzles

to ______ shapes in their mind.that boost their ability  (26)
The findings are significant ______ a grasp of proportional math and fractions is a prerequisite(27)

to math at higher levels, and children who do not master these areas of math cannot understand more
advanced math that is critical to high-tech fields.

(Adapted from  by Joyce S. Cain)"Eye on Editing 2"

:Question 23 . thatA . whichB . whoC . whoseD

:Question 24 . carryingA . concerningB . conductingC . composingD
:Question 25 . ofA . atB . forC . withD
:Question 26 . stimulateA . accumulateB . manipulateC . accommodateD
:Question 27 . unlessA . beforeB . althoughC . becauseD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

When we meet people for the first time, we often make decisions about them based entirely on
how they look. And of course, we too are being judged on our appearance. Undoubtedly, it's what's
inside that's important but sometimes we can send out the wrong signals and so get a negative reaction,
simply by wearing inappropriate clothing.

When selecting your clothes each day, it is therefore important to think about who you're likely to
meet, where you are going to be spending most of your time and what tasks you are likely to perform.
Clearly, on a practical level, some  will be more appropriate to different sorts of activity and thisoutfits
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will  dictate  your  choice  to  an  extent.  However,  there's  no  need  to  abandon  your  individual  taste
completely. After all, if you dress to please somebody else's idea of what looks good, you may end up
feeling uncomfortable and not quite yourself.

Some  colours  bring  your  natural  colouring  to  life  and   can  give  you  a  washed-out
appearance. Try out new ones by all means, but remember that dressing in bright colours when you
really like subtle neutral tones or vice versa will make you feel self-conscious and uncomfortable. You
know deep down where your own taste boundaries lie. It may be fun to cross these sometimes, but do
take care not to go too far all at once.

others

Reappraising your image isn't selfish because everyone who comes into contact with you will
benefit. You'll look better and you'll feel a better person all round. And if in doubt, you only need to
read Professor Albert Mehrabian's book , which showed that the impact we make onSilent Messages
each other depends 55 percent on how we look and behave, 38 percent on how we speak, and only
seven percent on what we actually say.

(Adapted from  by Jan Bell and Roger Gower)"Expert First"

:Question 28 Which could be the best title for the passage?
. A Choosing Appropriate Business Suits
. B Making Judgements about People's Appearance
. C Making Your Image Work for You
. D Creating a Professional Image

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, people can get a negative reaction from others by ______.
. A wearing inappropriate clothes . B talking about other people's behaviours
. C sending out right signals . D expressing too strong emotions

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 mostly means ______.outfits
. types of gesturesA . sets of equipmentB
. types of signalsC . sets of clothesD

:Question 31 Which of the following is NOT mentioned in paragraph 2 as a factor to be considered
when choosing clothes?

. A Other people's views on beauty . B Kinds of tasks you perform

. C Places you spend time in . D People you meet
:Question 32 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.others

. A neutral tones . taste boundariesB . C colours . meansD
:Question 33 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.Reappraising

. A reconsidering . recallingB . C reminding . D reapplying
:Question 34 According  to  Professor  Albert  Mehrabian,  the  impact  we  make  on  each  other

depends mainly on ______.
. A how we speak . B what we actually say
. C what we read . D how we look and behave

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

While watching sports on TV, the chances are children will  see professional  players  cheating,
having tantrums, fighting, or abusing officials. In addition, it's highly likely that children will be aware
of  well-known cases  of  sportspeople being caught  using drugs to  improve  their  performance.  The
danger of all this is that it could give children the idea that winning is all that counts and you should
win at all costs. Good behaviour and fair play aren't the message that comes across. Instead, it looks as
if cheating and bad behaviour are reasonable ways of getting what you want. This message is further

 by the fact that some of these sportspeople acquire enormous fame and wealth, making it
seem they are being handsomely rewarded either despite or because of their bad behaviour.

What can parents do about this? They can regard sport on television as an opportunity to discuss
attitudes and behaviour with their children. When watching sports together,  if  parents see a player
swearing at the referee, they can get the child's opinion on that behaviour and discuss whether a player's
skill is more important than their behaviour. Ask what the child thinks the player's contribution to the
team is. Point out that no player can win a team game on their own, so it's important for members to
work well together.

Another thing to focus on is what the commentators say. Do they frown on bad behaviour from
players, think it's amusing or even consider it's a good thing? What about the officials? If they let

bolstered
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players get away with a clear foul, parents can discuss with children whether this is right and what
effect it has on the game. Look too at the reactions of coaches and managers. Do they accept losing
with good grace or  scowl and show a bad attitude? Parents can use this to  talk about attitudes to
winning and losing and to remind children that both are part of sport.

However, what children learn from watching sports is by no means all negative and parents should
make sure they too. They should emphasise to children the high reputation
that well-behaved players have, not just with their teammates but also with spectators and the media.

can focus on the contribution made by such players during a game, discussing how valuable they
are in the team. In the interviews after a game, point out to a child that the well-behaved sportspeople
don't  gloat  when they win or  sulk when they lose.  And parents  can stress how well  these people
conduct themselves in their personal lives and the good work they do for others when not playing. In
other words, parents should get their children to focus on the positive role models, rather than the antics
of the badly behaved but often more publicised players.

accentuate the positives 

They

(Adapted from "New English File - Advanced" by Will Maddox)

:Question 35 Which of the following does the passage mainly discuss?
. A Different attitudes toward bad behaviour in sport . The importance of team spirit in sportB
. C The influence of model sportspeople on children . D Moral lessons for children from watching sports

:Question 36 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.bolstered
. representedA . inspiredB . energisedC . reinforcedD

:Question 37 According to paragraph 1, misconduct exhibited by players may lead children to think
that ______.

. it is disadvantageous to all concernedA . it brings about undesirable resultsB

. it is an acceptable way to win the gameC . it is necessary in almost any gameD
:Question 38 According to paragraph 2, what should parents teach their children through watching sports?

. A player's performance is of greater value than his behaviour.A

. Cheating is frowned upon by the majority of players.B

. A team with badly-behaved players will not win a game.C

. Collaboration is fundamental to any team's success.D
:Question 39 The word " " in paragraph 4 can be best replaced by  ______.accentuate

. emboldenA . actualiseB . consolidateC . highlightD
:Question 40 The word " " in paragraph 4 refers to ______.They

. childrenA . teammatesB . parentsC . spectatorsD
:Question 41 Which of the following about sport is NOT mentioned in the passage?

. Reactions of coaches and managers when their teams lose a game may be of educational value.A

. Misconduct from sportspeople may go unpunished despite the presence of officials.B

. A well-behaved player enjoys a good reputation among his teammates, spectators and the media.C

. Many sportspeople help others so as to project good images of themselves.D
:Question 42 Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?

. The well-behaved players in a game invariably display desirable conducts when not playing.A

. Well-mannered players sometimes display strong emotions after winning or losing a game.B

. C The media tend to turn the spotlight more on sportspeople's wrongdoings than on their good deeds.

. Players with good attitudes make a greater contribution to their teams' budgets than others.D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.
Question 43: She gave a great performance at the festival. We now know she has artistic talent.

.  A Although she  gave  a  great  performance  at  the  festival,  now we  still  don't  know she  has
artistic talent.

. Hardly had we known about her artistic talent when she gave a great performance at the festival.B

. Amazing as her artistic talent is, we don't know about her great performance at the festival.C

. But for her great performance at the festival, we wouldn't know about her artistic talent now.D
Question 44: He fulfilled his dream of travelling the world. He decided to get a job and settle down.

. A Although he had fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he decided not to get a job and settle down.

. B If he had fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he would have decided to get a job and settle down.

. As he decided to get a job and settle down, he didn't fulfil his dream of travelling the world.C

. Having fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he decided to get a job and settle down.D
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Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.
Question 45: Drawing on her own experience , the writer successfully in psychology portrayed

A    B
a volatile  with  of mood.character dramatic alternatives

C D

Question 46: It was  that Trang An Scenic Landscape Complex the year 2014 was made a
 A                                                                                       B       C

World Heritage Site  UNESCO.by
D

Question 47: My  friends  most  their free time  the homeless people in the community.close spends of helping
A                  B             C                           D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 48: "I'm sorry I haven't finished the assignment," Fiona said.
. Fiona denied having finished the assignment.A . Fiona refused to finish the assignment. B
. C Fiona apologised for not finishing the assignment. . D Fiona regretted having finished the assignment.

Question 49: It usually takes her an hour to drive to work.
. She never spends an hour driving to work.A . She doesn't usually drive to work in an hour.B
. She usually spends an hour driving to work.C . She used to drive to work in an hour.D

Question 50: Many people think that the new regulations will encourage people to use less energy.
. It is thought that the new regulations will encourage people to consume more energy.A
. Lower consumption of energy is thought to lead to the introduction of the new regulations.B
. The new regulations are thought to encourage lower consumption of energy.C
. It was thought that lower consumption of energy was stimulated by the new regulations.D

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.
Question 1: Laura is telling Bob about her exam results.
- Laura: "______"
- Bob: "That's great. Congratulations!"

. I hope I'll pass the exam tomorrow.A . I didn't do well in the exam.B

. I'll get the exam results tomorrow.C . I've passed the exam with an A.D
Question 2: Silas is talking to his roommate, Salah, about the Olympic Games.
- Silas: "Do you think our country can host the Olympic Games some day in the future?"
- Salah: "______. We can't afford such a big event."

. No, I don't think soA . I can't agree with you moreB

. Yes, you're rightC . You can say that againD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
Question 3: . decideA . installB . followC . intendD
Question 4: . sympathyA . povertyB . equipmentC . characterD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
Question 5: . A t mea . B m lea . C h dea . D b nea
Question 6: . beginA s . attractB s . delayC s . believeD s
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 7: Today the number of  start-ups in Vietnam is  as the government has createdmounting
favourable conditions for them to develop their business.

. peakingA . risingB . decreasingC . varyingD
Question 8: With price increases on most necessities, many people have to  for fear oftighten their belt
getting into financial difficulties.

. spend money freelyA . dress in loose clothesB

. save on daily expensesC . put on tighter beltsD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 9: Thanks  to  highly   technology,  scientists  have  made  many  importantsophisticated
discoveries in different fields.

. confusingA . advancedB . accessibleC . effectiveD
Question 10: It is firmly believed that books are a primary means for  knowledge and information.disseminating

. distributingA . adoptingB . classifyingC . inventingD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.
Question 11: The patients  ______  with  the  new drug  showed better  signs  of  recovery  than  those
receiving conventional medicine.

. having treatedA . who treatedB . treatedC . treatingD
Question 12: You shouldn't lose heart; success often comes to those who are not ______ by failures.

. turned onA . put offB . switched offC . left outD
Question 13: Candidates are advised to dress formally to make a good ______ on job interviewers.

. A impress . B impressive . C impressively . D impression



Question 14: Several measures have been proposed to ______ the problem of unemployment among
university graduates.

. admitA . poseB . addressC . createD
Question 15: It is advisable that the apprentice should be ______ to learn the ins and outs of the new job.

. acceptableA . noticeableB . observantC . permissiveD
Question 16: Only after she ______ from a severe illness did she realise the importance of good health.

. A has recovered . B was recovering . C would recover . D had recovered
Question 17: If Martin were here now, he ______ us to solve this difficult problem.

. will helpA . would helpB . has helpedC . helpsD
Question 18: The  presenter  started  his  speech  with  a  few  ______  jokes  to  build  rapport  with  the
audience.

. soft-heartedA . kind-heartedB . light-heartedC . whole-heartedD
Question 19: There is no excuse for your late submission! You ______ the report by last Friday.

. mightn't have finishedA . must have finishedB

. needn't have finishedC . should have finishedD
Question 20: Our father suggested ______ to Da Nang for this summer holiday.

. to goA . goingB . to goingC . goD
Question 21: Mary rarely uses social networks, ______?

. isn't sheA . does sheB . is sheC . doesn't sheD
Question 22: It ______ to reason that Jason passed the exam with flying colours on account of his
working hard during the term.

. getsA . laysB . comesC . standsD
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

Urban development is having a direct impact on the weather in many cities worldwide. It has been
noticed that the difference ______ temperature is usually greater at  night  and the phenomenon
occurs in both winter and summer. Experts agree that this is due to urban development, when open
green spaces are replaced with asphalt roads and tall brick or concrete buildings. These materials retain
heat generated by the Sun and release it through the night. In Atlanta, in the US, this has even led to
thunderstorms ______  occur in the morning rather than, as is more common, in the afternoon.

Large cities around the world are adopting strategies to combat this issue ______ it  is  not
uncommon to find plants growing on top of roofs or down the walls of large buildings. In Singapore,
the government has ______ to transform it into a "city within a garden" and, in 2006, they held an
international competition calling for entries to develop a master plan to help bring this about. One
outcome was the creation of 18 "Supertrees" – 

(23)

(24)
(25)

(26)

metal constructions resembling very tall trees. Each one
is a vertical freestanding garden and is ______ (27) to exotic plants and ferns. They also contain solar
panels used to light the trees at night and also containers to collect rainwater, making them truly self-sufficient.

(Adapted from   by Pauline Cullen, Amanda French and Vanessa Jakeman)"The Official Cambridge Guide to IELTS"

:Question 23 . A out . B on . C with . D in

:Question 24 . whatA . whereB . whichC . whenD

:Question 25 . butA . andB . orC . forD

:Question 26 . confessedA . requiredB . pledgedC . committedD

:Question 27 . houseA . landB . homeC . placeD
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

A letter of application is a sales letter in which you are both salesperson and product,  for the
purpose of an application is to attract an employer's attention and persuade him or her to grant you an
interview. To do this, the letter presents what you can offer the employer, rather than what you want
from the job.

Like a résumé, the letter of application is a sample of your work and an opportunity to demonstrate
your skills and personality. If  is written with flair and understanding and prepared with professional
care, it is likely to be very effective. While the résumé must be factual, objective, and brief, the letter is

it
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your chance to interpret and expand. It  should state  how your background relates to the
specific job, and it should emphasise your strongest and most relevant characteristics. The letter should
demonstrate that you know both yourself and the company.

The letter of application must communicate your ambition and enthusiasm. Yet it must be modest.
It should be neither aggressive nor compliant: neither pat yourself on the back nor ask for sympathy. It
should never express dissatisfaction with the present or former job or employer. And you should avoid
discussing your reasons for leaving your last job.

Finally, it is best that you not the subject on salary. Indeed, even if a job advertisement
requires that you mention your salary requirements, it is advisable simply to call them "negotiable."
However, when you go on an interview, you should be prepared to mention a salary range. For this
reason, you should investigate both your field and, if possible, the particular company. You don't want
to ask for less than you deserve or more than is reasonable. 

explicitly

broach

(Adapted from by Linda Lee and Erik Gundersen) "Select Readings - Intermediate" 

:Question 28 What is the passage mainly about?
. A Things to avoid during a job interview
. Differences between a résumé and a letter of applicationB
. Advice on how to find a good jobC
. Tips for writing an effective letter of applicationD

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, in a letter of application, the applicant tries to ______.
. get further information about the companyA
. present what he/she wants from the jobB
. C persuade the employer to grant him/her an interview
. D advertise a product to attract more customers

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 refers to ______.it
. the résuméA . an opportunityB
. your workC . the letter of applicationD

:Question 31 The word " " in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ______.explicitly
. shortlyA . slightlyB . quicklyC . clearlyD

:Question 32 According to the passage, which of the following is TRUE about a letter of application?
. It should refer to the applicant's reasons for leaving his/her previous job.A
. It should expand upon the information contained in the applicant's résumé.B
. It should express the applicant's dissatisfaction with his/her former employer.C
. D It should be written very briefly, but in a formal style.

:Question 33 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.broach
. understandA . avoidB . investigateC . introduceD

:Question 34 According to paragraph 4, in a job interview, the applicant should be ready to ______.
. talk about the company's budgetA . mention their expected salary rangeB
. accept any salary offeredC . negotiate working conditionsD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

Henry is the undisputed star of Dronfield School near Sheffield. Whatever the achievements of
other members of the comprehensive school, it is Henry, with his soulful eyes and glossy hair, who has
hogged  the  limelight,  appearing  on  television  in  Britain  and  abroad.  Yet  despite  all  the  public

, Henry stirs up no envy or resentment among the 2000 students – in fact, they all adore him.
The dog, who first arrived six months ago, is a super dog, who has improved students' behaviour and
encouraged more students to focus on their academic achievement.

It was Andrew's teacher, Wendy Brown and the school counsellor, Julie Smart, who first proposed
buying a school dog. "Julie and I were talking one day about how looking after dogs can positively
affect children's conduct," says Brown. "We did some research and discovered that the presence of pets

adulation

Andrew Wainwright, a student at Dronfield School, says there is something magical and calming
about being able to interact with Henry during his time at the school's catch-up classes, and that if he
falls behind, that opportunity will be denied. Even doubting staff have finally been won round. Perhaps
that is because Henry, who lies on the floor during staff meetings, has also had a calming effect on them.
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has been shown to be therapeutic. A number of studies have shown that animals improve recovery after
surgery or illness and have a calming influence on people in a lot of settings. Some of my kids can be 

and some of the children Julie counsels have terrible problems."
Could the school dog become a craze? Other schools such as the Mulberry Bush, a primary school

for children with behavioural problems, have stepped forward to point out they already have . Rosie
Johnston, a Mulberry staff member has been bringing her golden retriever, Muskoka, into school for
three years. Apart from being a calming influence, Muskoka even plays his part in literacy lessons.
Children at the school can be too shy to read to adults so they read to Muskoka. "Their anxiety about
mispronouncing something or getting the words in the wrong order is reduced when they read to him,"
says Johnston.

Psychologist  Dr  Deborah  Wells  from Queen's  University  Belfast  specialises  in  animal-human
interaction. She believes that the underlying key to the Henry effect is that dogs offer unconditional
love  and  that  cheers  up  adults  and  children  and  helps  with  self-esteem.  But  traditionalist  Chris
Woodhead,  the former  chief  inspector  of  schools  says,  "I  don't  see why a teacher  cannot create  a
positive learning environment through the subject they teach and their personality. Dogs strike me as a
bit of a publicity stunt. It's the kind of sentimental story journalists love." Despite this sentiment, Henry
remains as popular as ever.

a
handful

one

 (Adapted from  by Roy Norris and Amanda French with Miles Hordern)"Ready for Advanced"

:Question 35 Which of the following best serves as the title for the passage?
. Having School Dogs: Pros and ConsA . Henry – a Super Dog in Dronfield SchoolB
. Keeping School Dogs – a Prevalent TrendC . School Dogs: Useful Classroom AssistantsD

:Question 36 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.adulation
. unrealistic expectationA . B considerable controversy
. deserved attentionC . excessive admirationD

:Question 37 The phrase " " in paragraph 3 is probably descriptive of a child who is ______.a handful
. reluctant to exploreA . inclined to disagreeB
. impossible to understandC . difficult to controlD

:Question 38 Which of the following is mentioned in paragraph 3 as a potential impact of keeping a pet?
. Long-term changes in conductA . Better recovery from illnessB
. A stronger tendency to misbehaveC . A greater desire to influence othersD

:Question 39 The word " " in paragraph 4 refers to _______.one
. A a Mulberry staff member . a school dogB
. a crazeC . a primary schoolD

:Question 40 According to paragraph 4, which of the following is one of the roles played by Muskoka
at the Mulberry Bush?

. Encouraging a more proactive approach to teaching literacyA

. Relieving its teaching staff of unnecessary workloadB

. Helping its students to reduce their fear of making mistakesC

. Minimising the number of words mispronounced by its studentsD

:Question 41 Which of the following best summarises Chris Woodhead's viewpoint in paragraph 5?
. Dogs are capable of enlivening classroom atmosphere.A
. Students and dogs are inseparable companions in the classroom setting.B
. Teachers underestimate the role of dogs in literacy lessons.C
. Schools have dogs just to attract media attention.D

:Question 42 Which of the following is implied in the passage?
. Rosie Johnston is more experienced than Wendy Brown in working with animals.A
. Interaction with Henry is used to boost students' learning motivation at Dronfield School.B
. Administrators at Dronfield School are sceptical as to whether Henry's companion will benefitC

their students.
. Wendy Brown and Julie Smart are dedicated animal rights activists who wish to get their messageD

across to young people.
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Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 43: Teenagers  greatly influenced  not only their  but also their .is by parents peers
   A                               B                             C                              D

Question 44: It  many sociologists that inadequate  may lead to an increaseconcerns parents skills
A B

in the number of  of .incidents juvenile delinquency
C D

Question 45: It is  that  athletes have  to havethe ASEAN Para Games disabled an opportunity
  A                                B                                      C

their talents and efforts .                              recognised
D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 46: It is believed that modern farming methods have greatly improved farmers' lives.
. A People believe that there is little improvement in farmers' lives thanks to modern farming methods.
. Modern farming methods were believed to have greatly improved farmers' lives.B
. Modern farming methods are believed to have had negative effects on farmers' lives.C
. Farmers are believed to have enjoyed a much better life thanks to modern farming methods.D

Question 47: I find it useful to join the sports club.
. I used to join the sports club.A . It is useful for me to join the sports club.B
. I never like joining the sports club.C . Joining the sports club is not useful for me.D

Question 48: "Would you like to go to the show with me?" Anna said to Bella.
. Anna reminded Bella to go to the show with her.A . B Anna persuaded Bella to go to the show with her.
. Anna invited Bella to go to the show with her.C . D Anna encouraged Bella to go to the show with her.

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 49: Kate  completed  her  higher  education.  She  then  decided  to  travel  the  world  before
getting a job.

. A Kate had scarcely travelled the world before getting a job when she completed her higher education.

. Having completed her higher education, Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job.B

. C Given that Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job, she completed her higher education.

. Without completing her higher education, Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job.D

Question 50: Mary left home to start an independent life. She realised how much her family meant to her.
. A Only when Mary realised how much her family meant to her did she leave home to start an independent life.
. Not until Mary had left home to start an independent life did she realise how much her familyB

meant to her.
. C Mary left home to start an independent life with a view to realising how much her family meant to her.
. D To realise how much her family meant to her, Mary decided to leave home to start an independent life.

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.

Question 1: John and Mike are talking about Mike's new car.
- John: "______"
- Mike: "Thanks. I'm glad to hear that."

. What a nice car!A . My car is very expensive.B

. Your car is new, isn't it?C . Where did you buy your car?D

Question 2: Nancy and James are talking about their school days.
- Nancy: "I think school days are the best time of our lives."
- James: "______. We had sweet memories together then."

. I'm afraid soA . I doubt itB . That's nonsenseC . AbsolutelyD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.

Question 3: . discussA . borrowB . involveC . explainD

Question 4: . argumentA . apartmentB . benefitC . vacancyD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.

Question 5: . A suggests . B destroys . C reminds . D improves

Question 6: . ch pA ea . m nB ea . gr tC ea . cl nD ea
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 7: Heavily  with wastes from nearby factories,  the water in this river is  notcontaminated
suitable for daily use.

. pureA . cleanedB . pollutedC . deadlyD

Question 8: There is an increase in the  of electronic books as more people are turning toprevalence
digitalised reading materials.

. A popularity . B scarcity . C intensity . D deficiency
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 9: Despite the traffic hold-ups, we were able to arrive at the airport  justin the nick of time
before the check-in counter closed.

. with all our luggageA . at the very last momentB

. in a terrible conditionC . with much time to spareD

Question 10: The research findings were reliable since modern technology was used to increase the
 of the sampling procedure.precision

. insecurityA . exactnessB . inaccuracyC . flexibilityD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.

Question 11: Parents often advise their children to study hard in the hope that they will ______ success
in the future.

. collectA . gatherB . achieve C . masterD

Question 12: We know that we are at fault for our third consecutive defeat, so there is no need to
______ salt into the wound.

. rubA . spreadB . applyC . putD



Question 13: It is believed that travelling is a good way to expand our ______ of the world.
. knowA . knowledgeably B . knowledgeableC . knowledgeD

Question 14: The students' plan for a musical show to raise money for charity received ______ support
from the school administrators.

. big-heartedA . warm-heartedB . whole-heartedC . light-heartedD

Question 15: Adrian got surprisingly high grades in the final exam. He ______ his lessons very carefully.
. can't have revisedA . would have revisedB . needn't have revisedC . must have revisedD

Question 16: Sue rarely misses a chance to do voluntary work, ______?
. is sheA . does sheB . isn't sheC . doesn't sheD

Question 17: If he didn't have to work today, he ______ his children to the zoo.
. would takeA . will takeB . has takenC . takesD

Question 18: Maria decided ______ her education after a gap year.
. continuingA . continueB . to continuingC . to continueD

Question 19: The school drama club is ______ a play for the school's anniversary, which is due to take
place next month.

. making off A . bringing downB . putting onC . turning upD

Question 20: Many people head for the countryside where the flat ______ of fields helps them escape
from the hectic city life.

. extension A . expansionB . expanseC . extentD

Question 21: Only after the bus ______ for a few miles did Jane realise she was on the wrong route.
. A was running . B has run . C runs . D had run

Question 22: Despacito,  ______ over  four  billion times on YouTube,  is  one of  the most  favourite
songs among teenagers worldwide.

. A is viewed . B viewing . C viewed . D which viewed
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

The knock-on effect of volunteering on the lives of individuals can be profound. Voluntary work
helps foster independence and imparts the ability to deal with different situations, often simultaneously,
thus teaching people how to ______ their way through different systems. It therefore brings people
into touch with the real world; and, hence, equips them for the future.

Initially, young adults in their late teens might not seem to have the expertise or knowledge to
impart to others that say a teacher or an agriculturalist or a nurse would have, ______ they do have
many  skills  that  can  help  others.  And  in  the  absence  of  any  particular  talent,  their  energy  and
enthusiasm can be harnessed for the benefit ______ their  fellow human beings,  and ultimately
themselves. From all this, the gain to any community no matter how many volunteers are involved is

______.
Employers will generally look favorably on people ______ have shown an ability to work as

part  of  a  team. It  demonstrates  a  willingness  to  learn  and  an independent  spirit,  which would  be
desirable qualities in any employee.

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)
(27)

(Adapted from by Sam McCarter)"IELTS Testbuilder 2" 

:Question 23 . workA . putB . takeC . giveD

:Question 24 . soA . orB . butC . forD

:Question 25 . ofA . underB . onC . outD

:Question 26 . immeasurableA . impassableB . unattainableC . undetectableD

:Question 27 . whichA . whatB . whoC . whoseD
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

There are many African tribes but, for many people, the Masai are the most well-known. They
are  famous  for  their  bright  red  clothing  and  their  ceremonies  with  lots  of  music  and  dancing.
Probably, one of the most colorful ceremonies is the festival of "Eunoto," when the teenage boys of
the Masai become men.
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Eunoto lasts for many days and Masai people travel across the region to get to a special place near
the border between Kenya and Tanzania. The teenage boys who travel with them are called " ."
This is a traditional name from the past when young men fought with other tribes.

At the beginning of the ceremony, the teenagers paint their bodies while their mothers start to build
a place called the "Osingira," a sacred room in the middle of the celebrations. Later, the senior elders
from different tribes will sit inside this place and, at different times, the boys go inside to meet .
Later in the day, the boys run around the Osingira, going faster and faster each time.

The teenagers also have to  their appearance at Eunoto. Masai boys' hair is very long before
the ritual but they have to cut it off. In Masai culture, hair is an important symbol. For example, when a
baby grows into an infant, the mother cuts the child's hair and gives the child a name. At a Masai
wedding, the hair of the bride is also cut off as she becomes a woman. And so, at Eunoto, the teenage
boy's mother cuts his hair off at sunrise.

On the final day, the teenagers meet the senior elders one more time. They get this advice: "Now
you are men, use your heads and knowledge." Then, people start to travel back to their homes and
lands. The teenagers are no longer warriors. They are adult men and now they will get married and
have children. Later in life, they will be the leaders of their communities.

warriors

them

alter

(Adapted from "Life" by John Hughes, Helen Stephenson and Paul Dummett)

:Question 28 What is the passage mainly about?
. A The ceremony that marks the beginning of Masai boys' adulthood
. The importance of Eunoto in African people's livesB
. The journey by Masai teenage boys to the festival of EunotoC
. The reasons for the Masai's popularity over other African tribesD

:Question 29 The word " " in paragraph 2 mostly means ______.warriors
. fightersA . travellersB . dancersC . musiciansD

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.them
. their mothersA . different tribesB . the senior eldersC . the boysD

:Question 31 According to paragraph 3, the Osingira is built by ______.
. Masai menA . Masai teenagersB
. C the Masai teenage boys' mothers . the Masai senior eldersD

:Question 32 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.alter
. A distinguish . B differ . maintainC . changeD

:Question 33 According to the passage, what do the teenage boys do at Eunoto?
. Painting their bodiesA . Receiving new namesB
. Fighting with other tribesC . Changing their clothesD

:Question 34 According to the passage, which of the following is TRUE?
. The Masai teenage boys will become adults and get married after attending Eunoto.A
. Eunoto lasts for a day across the region between Kenya and Tanzania.B
. Eunoto is the ceremony for both Masai teenage boys and girls.C
. The Masai teenage boys are given advice from senior elders before attending Eunoto.D

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

In  this  modern  world  where  closed-circuit  television  (CCTV)  cameras  are  everywhere  and
smartphones in every pocket, the routine filming of everyday life is becoming pervasive. A number of
countries are rolling out body cams for police officers; other public-facing agencies such as schools,
councils and hospitals are also experimenting with cameras for their employees. Private citizens are
getting in on the act too: cyclists increasingly wear headcams as a deterrent to aggressive drivers. As
camera technology gets smaller and cheaper, it isn't hard to  a future where we're all filming
everything all the time, in every direction.

Would that be a good thing? There are some obvious potential upsides. If people know they are on
camera, especially when at work or using public services, they are surely less likely to misbehave. The
available evidence suggests that it discourages behaviours such as vandalism. Another upside is that it
would be harder to get away with crimes or to evade blame for accidents.

But a world on camera could have subtle negative effects. The deluge of data we pour into the
hands of Google, Facebook and others has already proved . Those companies would

envisage

a mixed blessing
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no doubt be willing to upload and curate our body-cam data for free, but at what cost to privacy and
freedom of choice?

Of course, there's always the argument that if you're not doing anything wrong, you have nothing
to fear. But most people have done something embarrassing, or even illegal, that they regret and would
prefer they hadn't been caught on film. People already censor their social media feeds – or avoid doing
anything incriminating in public – for fear of damaging their reputation. Would ubiquitous body cams
have a further chilling effect on our freedom?

The always-on-camera world could even threaten some of the attributes that make us human. We
are natural gossips and backbiters, and while those might not be desirable behaviours, they oil the
wheels of our social interactions. Once people assume  are being filmed, they are likely to clam up.

Body-cam data could also create a legal minefield. Disputes over the veracity and interpretation of
police footage have already surfaced. Eventually, events not caught on camera could be treated as if they
didn't happen. Alternatively, footage could be faked or doctored to dodge blame or incriminate others.

they
The argument in relation to body-cam ownership is a bit like that for guns: once you go past a

critical threshold, almost everyone will feel they need one as an insurance policy. We are nowhere near
that point yet – but we should think hard about whether we really want to say "lights, body cam, action."

(Adapted from )https://www.newscientist.com

:Question 35 What does the passage mainly discuss?
. The ubiquity of cameras and ensuing problemsA
. Legal disputes fuelled by body-cam dataB
. Data overload experienced by social network usersC
. The current public obsession with modern technologyD

:Question 36 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.envisage
. fantasiseA . embraceB . rejectC . visualiseD

:Question 37 As mentioned in paragraph 2, misbehaviour can be discouraged if potential offenders ______.
. are aware of being filmed at the timeA . know that they may be subjected to criticismB
. realise that they may be publicly punishedC . are employed in the public sectorD

:Question 38 The phrase " " in paragraph 3 probably means ______.a mixed blessing
. something either negative or positive in natureA
. something that is neither good nor badB
. something that produces unexpected resultsC
. something that has both advantages and disadvantagesD

:Question 39 What does the author imply in paragraph 3?
. A Google  and  similar  enterprises  tend  to  refrain  from harvesting  their  customers'  data  for

illicit purposes.
. Body-cam ownership could eventually give rise to information overload, which, in turn, raisesB

public concern.
. Companies like Facebook may have their own intentions behind their willingness to take care ofC

their users' body-cam data.
. Social networks provide their users with greater freedom of choice while depriving them of theirD

privacy and anonymity.

:Question 40 It is stated in paragraph 4 that unrecorded events ______.
. A could be manipulated to charge innocent people
. could provoke legal disputes among media companiesB
. should be kept open to interpretationC
. D ymay go unnoticed or be ignored completel

:Question 41 According to paragraph 5, why do social media users already act more carefully online?
. Because they disapprove of uncensored social media feeds.A
. Because they regret doing something illegal.B
. Because they want to avoid being recognised in public.C
. Because they wish to protect their image.D

:Question 42 The word " " in paragraph 6 refers to ______.they
. social interactionsA . wheelsB
. peopleC . desirable behavioursD
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 43: "You should take better care of your health," said Tom's mother.
. Tom's mother required him to take better care of his health.A
. Tom's mother promised to take better care of his health.B
. Tom's mother ordered him to take better care of his health.C
. Tom's mother advised him to take better care of his health.D

Question 44: They report that soil pollution has seriously threatened the livelihood of many local farmers.
. It has been reported that soil pollution has actually put many local farmers' lives at risk.A
. The livelihood of many local farmers was reported to be seriously endangered by soil pollution.B
. Soil pollution is reported to have posed a serious threat to the livelihood of many local farmers.C
. It is reported that the livelihood of many local farmers has led to serious soil pollution.D

Question 45: My friend has stopped eating fast food.
. My friend no longer eats fast food.A . My friend doesn't like eating fast food.B
. My friend sometimes eats fast food.C . My friend has never eaten fast food.D

Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 46: It was  that Vietnam  the Southeast Asian Games (SEA Games)the year 2003 hosted
 A                                   B

 the first .for time
 C                  D
Question 47: The keynote speaker started with some  about the complementary remarks organisers
                                     A B C
of the conference, and then  with her speech.proceeded
                                                   D
Question 48:  classmates  going on  trip to Cuc Phuong National Park .My is a this weekend

A B C D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 49: Lucy paid a visit to the local orphanage. She then decided to donate part of her savings to
the children there.

. A It was only when Lucy had decided to donate part of her savings to the children that she paid a visit to the
local orphanage.

. Lucy had hardly decided to donate part of her savings to the children when she paid a visit to theB
local orphanage.

. C Before she paid a visit to the local orphanage, Lucy had decided to donate part of her savings to the
children there.

. D Having paid a visit to the local orphanage, Lucy decided to donate part of her savings to the children there.

Question 50: Laura practised playing the instrument a lot. She could hardly improve her performance.
. Had Laura practised playing the instrument a lot, she could have performed much better.A
. Hardly had Laura practised playing the instrument a lot when she could improve her performance.B
. As soon as Laura practised playing the instrument a lot, she could perform much better.C
. However much Laura practised playing the instrument, she could hardly perform any better.D

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.
Question 1: Mary rarely uses social networks, ______?

. doesn't sheA . isn't sheB . is sheC . does sheD
Question 2: It  ______ to reason that  Jason passed the exam with flying colours on account of his
working hard during the term.

. laysA . standsB . getsC . comesD
Question 3: Only after she ______ from a severe illness did she realise the importance of good health.

. A would recover . B has recovered . C was recovering . D had recovered
Question 4: Several measures have been proposed to ______ the problem of unemployment among
university graduates.

. poseA . createB . admitC . addressD
Question 5: The presenter started his speech with a few ______ jokes to build rapport with the audience.

. whole-heartedA . light-heartedB . soft-heartedC . kind-heartedD
Question 6: You shouldn't lose heart; success often comes to those who are not ______ by failures.

. turned onA . put offB . switched offC . left outD
Question 7: There is no excuse for your late submission! You ______ the report by last Friday.

. must have finishedA . should have finishedB

. needn't have finishedC . mightn't have finishedD
Question 8: The  patients  ______  with  the  new  drug  showed  better  signs  of  recovery  than  those
receiving conventional medicine.

. having treatedA . who treatedB . treatingC . treatedD
Question 9: Candidates are advised to dress formally to make a good ______ on job interviewers.

. A impressively . B impression . C impress . D impressive
Question 10: It is advisable that the apprentice should be ______ to learn the ins and outs of the new job.

. noticeableA . permissiveB . observantC . acceptableD
Question 11: If Martin were here now, he ______ us to solve this difficult problem.

. has helpedA . will helpB . would helpC . helpsD
Question 12: Our father suggested ______ to Da Nang for this summer holiday.

. goingA . to goingB . goC . to goD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 13: Thanks  to  highly   technology,  scientists  have  made  many  importantsophisticated
discoveries in different fields.

. advancedA . accessibleB . effectiveC . confusingD
Question 14: It is firmly believed that books are a primary means for  knowledge and information.disseminating

. distributingA . classifyingB . adoptingC . inventingD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 15: Today the number of start-ups in Vietnam is  as the government has createdmounting
favourable conditions for them to develop their business.

. varyingA . decreasingB . risingC . peakingD
Question 16: With price increases on most necessities, many people have to  for feartighten their belt
of getting into financial difficulties.

. spend money freelyA . put on tighter beltsB

. save on daily expensesC . dress in loose clothesD



Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
Question 17: . intendA . decideB . installC . followD
Question 18: . povertyA . equipmentB . characterC . sympathyD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
Question 19: . believeA s . delayB s . attractC s . beginD s
Question 20: . A h dea . B b nea . C t mea . D m lea
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.
Question 21: Laura is telling Bob about her exam results.
- Laura: "______"
- Bob: "That's great. Congratulations!"

. I'll get the exam results tomorrow.A . I've passed the exam with an A.B

. I didn't do well in the exam.C . I hope I'll pass the exam tomorrow.D
Question 22: Silas is talking to his roommate, Salah, about the Olympic Games.
- Silas: "Do you think our country can host the Olympic Games some day in the future?"
- Salah: "______. We can't afford such a big event."

. I can't agree with you moreA . Yes, you're rightB

. You can say that againC . No, I don't think soD
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

Urban development is having a direct impact on the weather in many cities worldwide. It has been
noticed that the difference ______ temperature is usually greater at  night  and the phenomenon
occurs in both winter and summer. Experts agree that this is due to urban development, when open
green spaces are replaced with asphalt roads and tall brick or concrete buildings. These materials retain
heat generated by the Sun and release it through the night. In Atlanta, in the US, this has even led to
thunderstorms ______  occur in the morning rather than, as is more common, in the afternoon.

Large cities around the world are adopting strategies to combat this issue ______ it  is  not
uncommon to find plants growing on top of roofs or down the walls of large buildings. In Singapore,
the government has ______ to transform it into a "city within a garden" and, in 2006, they held an
international competition calling for entries to develop a master plan to help bring this about. One
outcome was the creation of 18 "Supertrees" – 

(23)

(24)
(25)

(26)

metal constructions resembling very tall trees. Each one
is a vertical freestanding garden and is ______ (27) to exotic plants and ferns. They also contain solar
panels used to light the trees at night and also containers to collect rainwater, making them truly self-sufficient.

(Adapted from   by Pauline Cullen, Amanda French and Vanessa Jakeman)"The Official Cambridge Guide to IELTS"

:Question 23 . A with . B in . C out . D on
:Question 24 . whatA . whenB . whereC . whichD
:Question 25 . forA . andB . orC . butD
:Question 26 . requiredA . committedB . pledgedC . confessedD
:Question 27 . homeA . landB . placeC . houseD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

A letter of application is a sales letter in which you are both salesperson and product,  for the
purpose of an application is to attract an employer's attention and persuade him or her to grant you an
interview. To do this, the letter presents what you can offer the employer, rather than what you want
from the job.

Like a résumé, the letter of application is a sample of your work and an opportunity to demonstrate
your skills and personality. If  is written with flair and understanding and prepared with professional
care, it is likely to be very effective. While the résumé must be factual, objective, and brief, the letter is
your chance to interpret and expand. It  should state  how your background relates to the
specific job, and it should emphasise your strongest and most relevant characteristics. The letter should
demonstrate that you know both yourself and the company.

it

explicitly
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The letter of application must communicate your ambition and enthusiasm. Yet it must be modest.
It should be neither aggressive nor compliant: neither pat yourself on the back nor ask for sympathy. It
should never express dissatisfaction with the present or former job or employer. And you should avoid
discussing your reasons for leaving your last job.

Finally, it is best that you not the subject on salary. Indeed, even if a job advertisement
requires that you mention your salary requirements, it is advisable simply to call them "negotiable."
However, when you go on an interview, you should be prepared to mention a salary range. For this
reason, you should investigate both your field and, if possible, the particular company. You don't want
to ask for less than you deserve or more than is reasonable. 

broach

(Adapted from by Linda Lee and Erik Gundersen) "Select Readings - Intermediate" 

:Question 28 What is the passage mainly about?
. Tips for writing an effective letter of applicationA
. Advice on how to find a good jobB
. Differences between a résumé and a letter of applicationC
. D Things to avoid during a job interview

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, in a letter of application, the applicant tries to ______.
. present what he/she wants from the jobA
. B advertise a product to attract more customers
. C persuade the employer to grant him/her an interview
. get further information about the companyD

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 refers to ______.it
. an opportunityA . the letter of applicationB
. your workC . the résuméD

:Question 31 The word " " in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ______.explicitly
. quicklyA . slightlyB . clearlyC . shortlyD

:Question 32 According to the passage, which of the following is TRUE about a letter of application?
. It should refer to the applicant's reasons for leaving his/her previous job.A
. It should express the applicant's dissatisfaction with his/her former employer.B
. It should expand upon the information contained in the applicant's résumé.C
. D It should be written very briefly, but in a formal style.

:Question 33 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.broach
. understandA . avoidB . investigateC . introduceD

:Question 34 According to paragraph 4, in a job interview, the applicant should be ready to ______.
. accept any salary offeredA . negotiate working conditionsB
. mention their expected salary rangeC . talk about the company's budgetD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

Henry is the undisputed star of Dronfield School near Sheffield. Whatever the achievements of
other members of the comprehensive school, it is Henry, with his soulful eyes and glossy hair, who has
hogged  the  limelight,  appearing  on  television  in  Britain  and  abroad.  Yet  despite  all  the  public

, Henry stirs up no envy or resentment among the 2000 students – in fact, they all adore him.
The dog, who first arrived six months ago, is a super dog, who has improved students' behaviour and
encouraged more students to focus on their academic achievement.

It was Andrew's teacher, Wendy Brown and the school counsellor, Julie Smart, who first proposed
buying a school dog. "Julie and I were talking one day about how looking after dogs can positively
affect children's conduct," says Brown. "We did some research and discovered that the presence of pets
has been shown to be therapeutic. A number of studies have shown that animals improve recovery after
surgery or illness and have a calming influence on people in a lot of settings. Some of my kids can be 

and some of the children Julie counsels have terrible problems."
Could the school dog become a craze? Other schools such as the Mulberry Bush, a primary school

for children with behavioural problems, have stepped forward to point out they already have . Rosie

adulation

Andrew Wainwright, a student at Dronfield School, says there is something magical and calming
about being able to interact with Henry during his time at the school's catch-up classes, and that if he
falls behind, that opportunity will be denied. Even doubting staff have finally been won round. Perhaps
that is because Henry, who lies on the floor during staff meetings, has also had a calming effect on them.

a
handful

one
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Johnston, a Mulberry staff member has been bringing her golden retriever, Muskoka, into school for
three years. Apart from being a calming influence, Muskoka even plays his part in literacy lessons.
Children at the school can be too shy to read to adults so they read to Muskoka. "Their anxiety about
mispronouncing something or getting the words in the wrong order is reduced when they read to him,"
says Johnston.

Psychologist  Dr  Deborah  Wells  from Queen's  University  Belfast  specialises  in  animal-human
interaction. She believes that the underlying key to the Henry effect is that dogs offer unconditional
love  and  that  cheers  up  adults  and  children  and  helps  with  self-esteem.  But  traditionalist  Chris
Woodhead,  the former  chief  inspector  of  schools  says,  "I  don't  see why a teacher  cannot create  a
positive learning environment through the subject they teach and their personality. Dogs strike me as a
bit of a publicity stunt. It's the kind of sentimental story journalists love." Despite this sentiment, Henry
remains as popular as ever.

 (Adapted from  by Roy Norris and Amanda French with Miles Hordern)"Ready for Advanced"

:Question 35 Which of the following best serves as the title for the passage?
. Keeping School Dogs – a Prevalent TrendA . Having School Dogs: Pros and ConsB
. School Dogs: Useful Classroom AssistantsC . Henry – a Super Dog in Dronfield SchoolD

:Question 36 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.adulation
. deserved attentionA . B considerable controversy
. excessive admirationC . unrealistic expectationD

:Question 37 The phrase " " in paragraph 3 is probably descriptive of a child who is ______.a handful
. difficult to controlA . impossible to understandB
. inclined to disagreeC . reluctant to exploreD

:Question 38 Which of the following is mentioned in paragraph 3 as a potential impact of keeping a pet?
. A stronger tendency to misbehaveA . Long-term changes in conductB
. A greater desire to influence othersC . Better recovery from illnessD

:Question 39 The word " " in paragraph 4 refers to _______.one
. a crazeA . a primary schoolB
. C a Mulberry staff member . a school dogD

:Question 40 According to paragraph 4, which of the following is one of the roles played by Muskoka
at the Mulberry Bush?

. Encouraging a more proactive approach to teaching literacyA

. Minimising the number of words mispronounced by its studentsB

. Helping its students to reduce their fear of making mistakesC

. Relieving its teaching staff of unnecessary workloadD

:Question 41 Which of the following best summarises Chris Woodhead's viewpoint in paragraph 5?
. Dogs are capable of enlivening classroom atmosphere.A
. Students and dogs are inseparable companions in the classroom setting.B
. Schools have dogs just to attract media attention.C
. Teachers underestimate the role of dogs in literacy lessons.D

:Question 42 Which of the following is implied in the passage?
. Administrators at Dronfield School are sceptical as to whether Henry's companion will benefitA

their students.
. Rosie Johnston is more experienced than Wendy Brown in working with animals.B
. Interaction with Henry is used to boost students' learning motivation at Dronfield School.C
. Wendy Brown and Julie Smart are dedicated animal rights activists who wish to get their messageD

across to young people.
Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 43: It  many sociologists that inadequate  may lead to an increaseconcerns parents skills
A B

in the number of  of .incidents juvenile delinquency
C D
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Question 44: Teenagers  greatly influenced  not only their  but also their .is by parents peers
   A                               B                             C                              D

Question 45: It is  that  athletes have  to havethe ASEAN Para Games disabled an opportunity
  A                                B                                      C

their talents and efforts .                              recognised
D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 46: "Would you like to go to the show with me?" Anna said to Bella.
. Anna reminded Bella to go to the show with her.A . B Anna encouraged Bella to go to the show with her.
. C Anna persuaded Bella to go to the show with her. . Anna invited Bella to go to the show with her.D

Question 47: It is believed that modern farming methods have greatly improved farmers' lives.
. Modern farming methods are believed to have had negative effects on farmers' lives.A
. Modern farming methods were believed to have greatly improved farmers' lives.B
. Farmers are believed to have enjoyed a much better life thanks to modern farming methods.C
. D People believe that there is little improvement in farmers' lives thanks to modern farming methods.

Question 48: I find it useful to join the sports club.
. I used to join the sports club.A . Joining the sports club is not useful for me.B
. I never like joining the sports club.C . It is useful for me to join the sports club.D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 49: Mary left home to start an independent life. She realised how much her family meant to her.
. A To realise how much her family meant to her, Mary decided to leave home to start an independent life.
. B Only when Mary realised how much her family meant to her did she leave home to start an independent life.
. C Mary left home to start an independent life with a view to realising how much her family meant to her.
. Not until Mary had left home to start an independent life did she realise how much her familyD

meant to her.

Question 50: Kate  completed  her  higher  education.  She  then  decided  to  travel  the  world  before
getting a job.

. A Given that Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job, she completed her higher education.

. B Kate had scarcely travelled the world before getting a job when she completed her higher education.

. Without completing her higher education, Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job.C

. Having completed her higher education, Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job.D

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
Question 1: . A reminds . B improves . C destroys . D suggests
Question 2: . gr tA ea . cl nB ea . ch pC ea . m nD ea
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
Question 3: . benefitA . apartmentB . argumentC . vacancyD
Question 4: . explainA . involveB . borrowC . discussD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.
Question 5: Nancy and James are talking about their school days.
- Nancy: "I think school days are the best time of our lives."
- James: "______. We had sweet memories together then."

. I doubt itA . I'm afraid soB . That's nonsenseC . AbsolutelyD
Question 6: John and Mike are talking about Mike's new car.
- John: "______"
- Mike: "Thanks. I'm glad to hear that."

. My car is very expensive.A . Where did you buy your car?B

. Your car is new, isn't it?C . What a nice car!D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 7: Heavily  with wastes from nearby factories,  the water in this river is  notcontaminated
suitable for daily use.

. deadlyA . pollutedB . cleanedC . pureD
Question 8: There is an increase in the  of electronic books as more people are turning toprevalence
digitalised reading materials.

. A deficiency . B intensity . C scarcity . D popularity
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 9: The research findings were reliable since modern technology was used to increase the

 of the sampling procedure.precision
. exactnessA . flexibilityB . inaccuracyC . insecurityD

Question 10: Despite the traffic hold-ups, we were able to arrive at the airport  justin the nick of time
before the check-in counter closed.

. with much time to spareA . at the very last momentB

. with all our luggageC . in a terrible conditionD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.

Question 11: Only after the bus ______ for a few miles did Jane realise she was on the wrong route.
. A runs . B had run . C was running . D has run

Question 12: It is believed that travelling is a good way to expand our ______ of the world.
. knowA . knowledgeB . knowledgeably C . knowledgeableD

Question 13: The school drama club is ______ a play for the school's anniversary, which is due to take
place next month.

. putting onA . turning upB . bringing downC . making off D



Question 14: Many people head for the countryside where the flat ______ of fields helps them escape
from the hectic city life.

. extension A . expansionB . expanseC . extentD

Question 15: Sue rarely misses a chance to do voluntary work, ______?
. is sheA . isn't sheB . does sheC . doesn't sheD

Question 16: We know that we are at fault for our third consecutive defeat, so there is no need to
______ salt into the wound.

. rubA . applyB . spreadC . putD

Question 17: Parents often advise their children to study hard in the hope that they will ______ success
in the future.

. masterA . collectB . gatherC . achieve D

Question 18: The students' plan for a musical show to raise money for charity received ______ support
from the school administrators.

. whole-heartedA . light-heartedB . warm-heartedC . big-heartedD

Question 19: Despacito,  ______ over  four  billion times on YouTube,  is  one of  the most  favourite
songs among teenagers worldwide.

. A is viewed . B viewed . C which viewed . D viewing

Question 20: Maria decided ______ her education after a gap year.
. continueA . to continuingB . to continueC . continuingD

Question 21: Adrian got surprisingly high grades in the final exam. He ______ his lessons very carefully.
. needn't have revisedA . must have revisedB . would have revisedC . can't have revisedD

Question 22: If he didn't have to work today, he ______ his children to the zoo.
. takesA . will takeB . would takeC . has takenD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

The knock-on effect of volunteering on the lives of individuals can be profound. Voluntary work
helps foster independence and imparts the ability to deal with different situations, often simultaneously,
thus teaching people how to ______ their way through different systems. It therefore brings people
into touch with the real world; and, hence, equips them for the future.

Initially, young adults in their late teens might not seem to have the expertise or knowledge to
impart to others that say a teacher or an agriculturalist or a nurse would have, ______ they do have
many  skills  that  can  help  others.  And  in  the  absence  of  any  particular  talent,  their  energy  and
enthusiasm can be harnessed for the benefit ______ their  fellow human beings,  and ultimately
themselves. From all this, the gain to any community no matter how many volunteers are involved is

______.
Employers will generally look favorably on people ______ have shown an ability to work as

part  of  a  team. It  demonstrates  a  willingness  to  learn  and  an independent  spirit,  which would  be
desirable qualities in any employee.

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)
(27)

(Adapted from by Sam McCarter)"IELTS Testbuilder 2" 

:Question 23 . giveA . takeB . putC . workD
:Question 24 . butA . soB . forC . orD
:Question 25 . underA . ofB . outC . onD
:Question 26 . impassableA . immeasurableB . undetectableC . unattainableD
:Question 27 . whatA . whichB . whoseC . whoD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

Eunoto lasts for many days and Masai people travel across the region to get to a special place near
the border between Kenya and Tanzania. The teenage boys who travel with them are called " ."
This is a traditional name from the past when young men fought with other tribes.

There are many African tribes but, for many people, the Masai are the most well-known. They
are  famous  for  their  bright  red  clothing  and  their  ceremonies  with  lots  of  music  and  dancing.
Probably, one of the most colorful ceremonies is the festival of "Eunoto," when the teenage boys of
the Masai become men.

warriors
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At the beginning of the ceremony, the teenagers paint their bodies while their mothers start to build
a place called the "Osingira," a sacred room in the middle of the celebrations. Later, the senior elders
from different tribes will sit inside this place and, at different times, the boys go inside to meet .
Later in the day, the boys run around the Osingira, going faster and faster each time.

The teenagers also have to  their appearance at Eunoto. Masai boys' hair is very long before
the ritual but they have to cut it off. In Masai culture, hair is an important symbol. For example, when a
baby grows into an infant, the mother cuts the child's hair and gives the child a name. At a Masai
wedding, the hair of the bride is also cut off as she becomes a woman. And so, at Eunoto, the teenage
boy's mother cuts his hair off at sunrise.

On the final day, the teenagers meet the senior elders one more time. They get this advice: "Now
you are men, use your heads and knowledge." Then, people start to travel back to their homes and
lands. The teenagers are no longer warriors. They are adult men and now they will get married and
have children. Later in life, they will be the leaders of their communities.

them

alter

(Adapted from "Life" by John Hughes, Helen Stephenson and Paul Dummett)

:Question 28 What is the passage mainly about?
. The journey by Masai teenage boys to the festival of EunotoA
. B The ceremony that marks the beginning of Masai boys' adulthood
. The reasons for the Masai's popularity over other African tribesC
. The importance of Eunoto in African people's livesD

:Question 29 The word " " in paragraph 2 mostly means ______.warriors
. musiciansA . travellersB . fightersC . dancersD

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.them
. the boysA . different tribesB . the senior eldersC . their mothersD

:Question 31 According to paragraph 3, the Osingira is built by ______.
. Masai menA . Masai teenagersB
. the Masai senior eldersC . D the Masai teenage boys' mothers

:Question 32 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.alter
. maintainA . B distinguish . C differ . changeD

:Question 33 According to the passage, what do the teenage boys do at Eunoto?
. Painting their bodiesA . Receiving new namesB
. Fighting with other tribesC . Changing their clothesD

:Question 34 According to the passage, which of the following is TRUE?
. Eunoto is the ceremony for both Masai teenage boys and girls.A
. The Masai teenage boys will become adults and get married after attending Eunoto.B
. The Masai teenage boys are given advice from senior elders before attending Eunoto.C
. Eunoto lasts for a day across the region between Kenya and Tanzania.D

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

In  this  modern  world  where  closed-circuit  television  (CCTV)  cameras  are  everywhere  and
smartphones in every pocket, the routine filming of everyday life is becoming pervasive. A number of
countries are rolling out body cams for police officers; other public-facing agencies such as schools,
councils and hospitals are also experimenting with cameras for their employees. Private citizens are
getting in on the act too: cyclists increasingly wear headcams as a deterrent to aggressive drivers. As
camera technology gets smaller and cheaper, it isn't hard to  a future where we're all filming
everything all the time, in every direction.

Would that be a good thing? There are some obvious potential upsides. If people know they are on
camera, especially when at work or using public services, they are surely less likely to misbehave. The
available evidence suggests that it discourages behaviours such as vandalism. Another upside is that it
would be harder to get away with crimes or to evade blame for accidents.

But a world on camera could have subtle negative effects. The deluge of data we pour into the
hands of Google, Facebook and others has already proved . Those companies would
no doubt be willing to upload and curate our body-cam data for free, but at what cost to privacy and
freedom of choice?

envisage

a mixed blessing
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Of course, there's always the argument that if you're not doing anything wrong, you have nothing
to fear. But most people have done something embarrassing, or even illegal, that they regret and would
prefer they hadn't been caught on film. People already censor their social media feeds – or avoid doing
anything incriminating in public – for fear of damaging their reputation. Would ubiquitous body cams
have a further chilling effect on our freedom?

The always-on-camera world could even threaten some of the attributes that make us human. We
are natural gossips and backbiters, and while those might not be desirable behaviours, they oil the
wheels of our social interactions. Once people assume  are being filmed, they are likely to clam up.

Body-cam data could also create a legal minefield. Disputes over the veracity and interpretation of
police footage have already surfaced. Eventually, events not caught on camera could be treated as if they
didn't happen. Alternatively, footage could be faked or doctored to dodge blame or incriminate others.

they
The argument in relation to body-cam ownership is a bit like that for guns: once you go past a

critical threshold, almost everyone will feel they need one as an insurance policy. We are nowhere near
that point yet – but we should think hard about whether we really want to say "lights, body cam, action."

(Adapted from )https://www.newscientist.com

:Question 35 What does the passage mainly discuss?
. Legal disputes fuelled by body-cam dataA
. Data overload experienced by social network usersB
. The ubiquity of cameras and ensuing problemsC
. The current public obsession with modern technologyD

:Question 36 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.envisage
. visualiseA . embraceB . fantasiseC . rejectD

:Question 37 As mentioned in paragraph 2, misbehaviour can be discouraged if potential offenders ______.
. are aware of being filmed at the timeA . know that they may be subjected to criticismB
. realise that they may be publicly punishedC . are employed in the public sectorD

:Question 38 The phrase " " in paragraph 3 probably means ______.a mixed blessing
. something that produces unexpected resultsA
. something either negative or positive in natureB
. something that is neither good nor badC
. something that has both advantages and disadvantagesD

:Question 39 What does the author imply in paragraph 3?
. Social networks provide their users with greater freedom of choice while depriving them of theirA

privacy and anonymity.
. Body-cam ownership could eventually give rise to information overload, which, in turn, raisesB

public concern.
. Companies like Facebook may have their own intentions behind their willingness to take care ofC

their users' body-cam data.
. D Google  and  similar  enterprises  tend  to  refrain  from harvesting  their  customers'  data  for

illicit purposes.

:Question 40 It is stated in paragraph 4 that unrecorded events ______.
. A ymay go unnoticed or be ignored completel
. B could be manipulated to charge innocent people
. could provoke legal disputes among media companiesC
. should be kept open to interpretationD

:Question 41 According to paragraph 5, why do social media users already act more carefully online?
. Because they disapprove of uncensored social media feeds.A
. Because they regret doing something illegal.B
. Because they wish to protect their image.C
. Because they want to avoid being recognised in public.D

:Question 42 The word " " in paragraph 6 refers to ______.they
. peopleA . wheelsB
. desirable behavioursC . social interactionsD
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Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 43: The keynote speaker started with some  about the complementary remarks organisers
                                     A B C
of the conference, and then  with her speech.proceeded
                                                   D
Question 44: It was  that Vietnam  the Southeast Asian Games (SEA Games)the year 2003 hosted

 A                                   B
 the first .for time

 C                  D
Question 45:  classmates  going on  trip to Cuc Phuong National Park .My is a this weekend

A B C D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 46: They report that soil pollution has seriously threatened the livelihood of many local farmers.
. It has been reported that soil pollution has actually put many local farmers' lives at risk.A
. The livelihood of many local farmers was reported to be seriously endangered by soil pollution.B
. Soil pollution is reported to have posed a serious threat to the livelihood of many local farmers.C
. It is reported that the livelihood of many local farmers has led to serious soil pollution.D

Question 47: "You should take better care of your health," said Tom's mother.
. Tom's mother advised him to take better care of his health.A
. Tom's mother promised to take better care of his health.B
. Tom's mother required him to take better care of his health.C
. Tom's mother ordered him to take better care of his health.D

Question 48: My friend has stopped eating fast food.
. My friend sometimes eats fast food.A . My friend has never eaten fast food.B
. My friend doesn't like eating fast food.C . My friend no longer eats fast food.D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 49: Laura practised playing the instrument a lot. She could hardly improve her performance.
. However much Laura practised playing the instrument, she could hardly perform any better.A
. Had Laura practised playing the instrument a lot, she could have performed much better.B
. Hardly had Laura practised playing the instrument a lot when she could improve her performance.C
. As soon as Laura practised playing the instrument a lot, she could perform much better.D

Question 50: Lucy paid a visit to the local orphanage. She then decided to donate part of her savings to
the children there.

. A Before she paid a visit to the local orphanage, Lucy had decided to donate part of her savings to the
children there.

. Lucy had hardly decided to donate part of her savings to the children when she paid a visit to theB
local orphanage.

. C Having paid a visit to the local orphanage, Lucy decided to donate part of her savings to the children there.

. D It was only when Lucy had decided to donate part of her savings to the children that she paid a visit to the
local orphanage.

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.

Question 1: Two students are talking about the school curriculum.
- Ted: "Swimming should be made part of the school curriculum."
- Kate: "______. It is an essential life skill."

. Oh, that's a problemA . I can't agree with you moreB

. You can make itC . Not at allD

Question 2: Jane is talking to Mike, who has just helped her with her luggage.
- Jane: "______"
- Mike: "It's my pleasure."

. Thanks a lot, indeed.A . It's too heavy.B . It's not my duty.C . Welcome back.D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 3: The football final has been  until next Sunday due to the heavy snowstorm.postponed
. delayedA . changedB . cancelledC . continued   D

Question 4: The chairman's thought-provoking question  a lively debate among the participantsignited
in the workshop.

. triggeredA . definedB . hostedC . aroseD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 5: Judy has just  won a full  scholarship to one of the most  prestigious universities in the
country; she must be  now.on cloud nine

. incredibly optimisticA . obviously delightedB . extremely panickedC . desperately sadD

Question 6: People nationwide have acted without  to provide aids for the victims in thehesitation
disaster-stricken areas.

. willingnessA . reluctanceB . uncertaintyC . awarenessD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.

Question 7: The ______ prices of property in big cities may deter people on low incomes from owning
a house there.

. inflatableA . forbiddingB . competitiveC . prohibitiveD

Question 8: After  a  momentary ______ of  concentration,  Simon managed  to  regain  his  focus and
completed the test.

. failureA . lapseB . errorC . faultD

Question 9: He promised ______ his daughter a new bicycle as a birthday present.
. to buyingA . buyB . to buyC . buyingD

Question 10: The operation of the newly constructed plants is likely to lead to ______ environmental
consequences.

. far-offA . far-goneB . far-reachingC . far-flungD

Question 11: Susan has achieved great ______ in her career thanks to her hard work.
. A success . B succeed . C successful . D successfully

Question 12: Only after he ______ the job as a computer programmer did he realise how much he
loved it.

. would leaveA . had leftB . was leavingC . has leftD



Question 13: Drastic measures should be taken to tackle the problems ______ child abuse.
. involvingA . to involveB . involvedC . are involvingD

Question 14: Michael rarely returns to his hometown, ______?
. hasn't heA . has heB . does heC . doesn't heD

Question 15: Many parents tend to make their children study hard in the belief that good education
will enable them to ______ in the future.

. turn upA . get outB . get onC . turn awayD

Question 16: If you didn't have to leave today, I ______ you around the city.
. would showA . have shownB . showedC . will showD

Question 17: You must not ______ any step in the process; otherwise, you would not be able to cook
the dish properly.

. hideA . skipB . quitC . leave D

Question 18: I've been waiting for hours. You ______ to tell me you would come late.
. oughtn't to have phonedA . should have phonedB
. needn't have phonedC . must have phonedD

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.

Question 19: . enterA . allowB . behaveC . relaxD

Question 20: . disasterA . originB . agencyC . charityD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.

Question 21: . concernA s . medalB s . fingerC s . attackD s

Question 22: . A m nea . B w rea . C dr mea . D tr tea
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

 The costs of hosting the Olympics can ______
tens of billions of dollars, and it is commonplace for budgets to double or even triple. In addition to the
direct costs of hosting the Games (the opening and closing ceremonies, athletes' village, security, etc.),
cities often must build expensive new venues ______ 

While costs are the ______ concern for a host city, there are other factors to consider. For one,
an Olympic host city may receive substantial revenue from ticket sales, tourist spending, corporate
sponsorship, and television rights. Cities such as Los Angeles (1984) and Seoul (1988) actually made a
large profit from the Games they hosted. ______, hosting the Olympic Games confers prestige on a
host  city  and  country,  which  can  lead  to  increased  trade  and  tourism.  The  Olympics  are  also  an
opportunity  to  invest  in  projects  ______  improve  the  city's  quality  of  life,  such  as  new
transportation systems.

When hosting an Olympic Games, a country has to take account of several considerations, among
which the financial one is by far the most important. (23)

 (24) lesser-known sports. Once constructed, sports
venues often incur additional maintenance costs long after the Games have ended.

 (25)

(26)

(27)

(Adapted from  by Mike Boyle and Lindsay Warwick)"Skillful Reading & Writing 4"

:Question 23 . surmountA . overchargeB . exceedC . outnumberD
:Question 24 . onA . forB . inC . atD
:Question 25 . supplementaryA . influentialB . instrumentalC . primaryD
:Question 26 . In additionA . HoweverB . For exampleC . OtherwiseD
:Question 27 . whoA . whichB . whatC . whomD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

Body language is a vital form of communication. In fact, it is believed that the various forms of
body language contribute about 70 percent to our comprehension. It is important to note, however,
that body language varies in different cultures. Take for example, eye movement. In the USA a child
is expected to look directly at  a parent or teacher who is scolding him/her.  In other cultures the
opposite is true. Looking directly at a teacher or parent in such a situation is considered a sign of
disrespect.
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Another form of body language that is used differently, depending on the culture, is distance. In
North America people don't generally stand as close to each other as in South America. Two North
Americans who don't know each other well will keep a distance of four feet between them, whereas
South Americans in the same situation will stand two to three feet apart. North Americans will stand
closer than two feet apart only if they are having a confidential conversation or if there is 
between them.

Gestures are often used to communicate. We point a finger, raise an eyebrow, wave an arm – or
move any other part of the body – to show what we want to say. However, this does not mean that
people all over the world use the same gestures to express the same meanings. Very often we find that
the same gestures can communicate different meanings, depending on the country. An example of a
gesture that could be  is sticking out the tongue. In many cultures it is a sign of making
a mistake, but in some places  communicates ridicule.

intimacy

misinterpreted
it

The dangers of misunderstanding one another are great. Obviously, it is not enough to learn the language
of another culture. You must also learn its non-verbal signals if you want to communicate successfully.

(Adapted from by Judy Rapoport, Ronit Broder and Sarah Feingold)"Reading Academic English" 

:Question 28 What is the passage mainly about?
. A The significance of non-verbal signals in America
. Non-verbal communication across culturesB
. C Interpretations of gestures in different cultures
. Misunderstandings in communicationD

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, when scolded by his/her parent or teacher, an American child
is expected to ______.

. look directly at the personA . B raise his/her eyebrows

. C point a finger at the person . D stand close to the person

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ______.intimacy
. strengthA . agreementB . closenessC . enjoymentD

:Question 31 "The word " in paragraph 3 is closest in meaning to ______.misinterpreted
. mispronouncedA . misspelledB . misbehavedC . misunderstoodD

:Question 32 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.it
. making a mistakeA . B sticking out the tongue . the countryC . an exampleD

:Question 33 As stated in the passage, in order to communicate successfully with people from another
culture, it is advisable for a person ______.

. to learn only non-verbal signals of that cultureA

. to travel to as many countries as possibleB

. to use the body language of the people from that cultureC

. to learn both the language and non-verbal signals of that cultureD

:Question 34 Which form of body language is NOT mentioned in the passage?
. eye movementA . postureB . gestureC . distanceD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

The green building movement, started in the 1970s as a way to reduce environmental destruction,
is changing the way buildings are constructed. In the early years, green builders were a small minority,
and their goals of reducing the environmental impact of buildings were considered unrealistic. Now,
however, the movement is growing, as builders have been able to take advantage of new technology.

Another solution is to reduce the amount of energy required in a building. It is possible to cut
electricity use noticeably by improving natural lighting and installing low-energy light bulbs. To reduce
the amount of fuel needed for heating or cooling, builders also add  to the walls so that the
building stays warmer in winter and cooler in summer.

Green builders try to make use of recycled materials, which means less waste in dumps. Also,
they reduce environmental impact by reducing the energy requirements of a building. One way is
to provide an alternative, non-polluting source of energy. First, with solar panels, it is possible to
produce electricity from the rays of the sun. Once installed, provide energy at no cost andthey
with no pollution.

insulation
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One  example  of  this  advanced  design  is  the  Genzyme  Center  of  Cambridge,  the  most
environmentally responsible office building in America. Every aspect of the design and building had to
consider two things: the need for a safe and pleasant workplace for employees and the need to lessen
the negative environmental impact. 75 percent of the building materials were recycled materials, and
the energy use has been reduced by 43 percent and water use by 32 percent, compared with other
buildings of the same size.

A larger project is  in China. The first phase of this project will include houses for 400
families built with solar power, non-polluting bricks, and recycled wall insulation. In a second phase,
entire neighborhoods in six cities will be built. If all goes well, the Chinese government plans to copy
these ideas in new neighborhoods across China.

Green  building  ideas,  on  a  small  or  large  scale,  are  spreading.  Individuals,  companies,  and
governments are beginning to see their benefits.  Not only are they environmentally friendly,  green
buildings improve living and working conditions and also save money in the long run.

In  other  parts  of  the  world,  several  large-scale  projects  have  recently  been  developed
according to green building principles. One of these is in Vauban, Germany, in an area that was
once  the  site  of  army  housing.  The  site  has  been  completely  rebuilt  with  houses  requiring  30
percent less energy than conventional ones. These houses, heated by special non-polluting systems,
are also equipped with solar panels.

under way

(Adapted from  by Beatrice S. Mikulecky and Linda Jeffries)"Advanced Reading Power"

:Question 35 Which of the following does the passage mainly discuss?
. New technologies applied to constructing office buildingsA
. Economic benefits of environmentally responsible buildingsB
. Successful green building projects all over the worldC
. An environmentally friendly approach to constructing buildingsD

:Question 36 According to paragraph 1, the environmental goals set by green builders were initially
considered unrealistic presumably because ______.

. the problems of environment destruction were not prevalent at the timeA

. there was an abundance of natural materials for the construction of conventional buildingsB

. the potential applications of technology to constructing green buildings were not recognised thenC

. there was a lack of green builders at the beginning of the 20th centuryD

:Question 37 The word " " in paragraph 2 refers to ______.they
. rays of the sunA . green buildersB . solar panelsC . recycled materialsD

:Question 38 The word " " in paragraph 3 mostly means ______.insulation
. systems that protect buildings from the sun's raysA
. panels that convert solar energy into electricityB
. materials that prevent heat loss and absorptionC
. devices that monitor changes in temperatureD

:Question 39 What is one common characteristic shared by the Genzyme Center of Cambridge and the
project in Vauban, Germany?

. A Both took advantage of new insulation technology, which cuts down on construction costs.

. B Both were built out of entirely recycled materials instead of conventional ones.

. C Both are housing complexes with special, non-polluting heating systems.

. D Both were built based on green building principles, which reduces energy use considerably.

:Question 40 The phrase " " in paragraph 6 mostly means ______.under way
. being inspectedA . being certifiedB . being notifiedC . being launchedD

:Question 41 Which of the following is NOT mentioned in paragraph 7 as a merit of green buildings?
. Being friendly to the environmentA . Proving more economical eventuallyB
. Increasing work productivityC . Improving living conditionsD

:Question 42 According to the passage, which of the following statements about green buildings is TRUE?
. They are more economical and produce no pollution.A
. They are environmentally responsible constructions with gardens.B
. They are gaining in popularity in different parts of the world.C
. They have only been built in technologically developed countries.D
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 43: His friends supported and encouraged him. He did really well in the competition.
.  Such  were  his  friends'  support  and  encouragement  that  he  couldn't  do  really  well  in  theA

competition.
. If his friends had given him support and encouragement, he could have done really well in theB

competition.
. Had it not been for his friends' support and encouragement, he couldn't have done so well in theC

competition.
.  No matter  how much his  friends  supported  and  encouraged  him,  he  couldn't  do well  in  theD

competition.

Question 44: Joe has finished his first-aid course. He proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.
. A Without finishing his first-aid course, Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.
. B However helpful Joe proves as a rescue worker, he hasn't finished his first-aid course.
. C Although Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker, he hasn't finished his first-aid course.
. D Having finished his first-aid course, Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.

Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 45: It is  that people  light bonfires and havethe night of 5  Novemberth in Britain
 A                                              B

fireworks as a  tradition.national
  C                   D

Question 46: Most workers  to be happy  their  working .seems with new conditions
   A                           B             C                        D

Question 47: They have carried out  research  the effects of smartphones onexhausting into
 A B

schoolchildren's  and their .behaviour academic performance
C D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 48: She wasn't early enough to catch the bus.
. She didn't arrive late for the bus.A . She arrived too early for the bus.B
. She was too late to catch the bus.C . She wasn't late for the bus.D

Question 49: "Don't forget to submit your assignments by Thursday," said the teacher to the students.
. The teacher encouraged the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.A
. The teacher allowed the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.B
. The teacher reminded the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.C
. The teacher ordered the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.D

Question 50: They expect that recent changes will bring about an overall improvement in the quality of
the country's education.

. It  is expected that recent changes are caused by an overall improvement in the quality of theA
country's education.

. The quality of the country's education is expected to be the consequence of recent changes.B

. It was expected that recent changes would result in an overall improvement in the quality of theC
country's education.

. Recent changes are expected to lead to an overall improvement in the quality of the country'sD
education.

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.

Question 1: These volunteer programmes aim to provide education for children in ______ regions.
. far-fetchedA . far-reachingB . far-flungC . far-sightedD

Question 2: They were at the stadium with us last night, so they ______ at the theatre then.
. A should have been . B might have been . C needn't have been . D can't have been

Question 3: Her parents rarely let her stay out late, ______?
. do theyA . don't theyB . does sheC . doesn't sheD

Question 4:  ______  to  fame  at  an  early  age  may  have  a  negative  influence  on  children's
psychological development.

. RisingA . ApproachingB . GoingC . ReachingD

Question 5: In  most  countries,  photocopying books  without  the  publisher's  permission  is  clearly  a
copyright ______.

. interferenceA . infringementB . interpretationC . inflictionD

Question 6: The children ______ by social networks are likely to suffer from depression and other
health problems.

. A who obsessed . B obsessed . C obsessing . D are obsessed

Question 7: Although she had been told quite sternly to ______ herself together, she simply couldn't
stop the tears from flowing.

. pushA . bringB . pullC . force D

Question 8: If our teacher were here now, he ______ us with this difficult exercise.
. helpsA . has helpedB . would helpC . will helpD

Question 9: Only after the teacher ______ the procedure clearly were the students allowed to go ahead
with the experiment.

. had explainedA . was explainingB . has explainedC . would explainD

Question 10: The coastal  city is  ______ extra  buses during the summer because of a considerable
increase in the number of tourists.

. putting onA . making upB . taking offC . turning outD

Question 11: The boy denied ______ the cake even though there was some cream left on his chin.
. to eat A . eatingB . eatC . to eatingD

Question 12: Participating in teamwork activities helps students develop their ______ skills.
. socialiseA . socialB . societyC . sociallyD

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 13: Winning the first prize in the National Math Competition was the highest  heachievement
got when he was at school.

. failureA . comprehensionB . successC . completionD

Question 14: Despite  careful  preparation,  the  candidate   when  asked  a  challenginggot  cold  feet
question and gave an unsatisfactory answer.

. stayed confidentA . had a feverB . got nervousC . became aggressiveD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 15: It is high time more intensive campaigns were  to protect endangered species allinitiated
over the world.

. rebuiltA . adaptedB . introducedC . improvedD



Question 16: The team entered the competition with great confidence after getting  advice fromsound
their coach.

. tentativeA . audibleB . sensitiveC . sensibleD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.

Question 17: . affectA . performB . obtainC . happenD

Question 18: . opponentA . companionB . assistantC . presidentD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.

Question 19: . b tA ea . m tB ea . thr tC ea . s tD ea

Question 20: . A mountains . B problems . C moments . D wonders
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.

Question 21: Adam and Janet are at the school canteen.
- Adam: "______"
- Janet: "Yes, please."

. It's a bit hot in here, isn't it?A . Do you mind if I sit here?B

. Would you like a cup of coffee?C . Can you pass me the salt, please?D

Question 22: Jenny and Jimmy are talking about university education.
- Jenny: "I think having a university degree is the only way to succeed in life."
- Jimmy: "______. There are successful people without a degree."

. That's lifeA . That's all rightB

. I can't agree moreC . I don't quite agreeD
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

Taking piano lessons and solving math puzzles on a computer significantly improve specific math
skills of elementary schoolchildren, according to a new study. The results, ______ were published(23)
in  the  journal  ,  are  the  latest  in  a  series  that  links  musical  training  to  theNeurological  Research
development of higher brain functions.

Researchers worked with 135 second-grade students at a school in Los Angeles after ______ a(24)
pilot study with 102 students. Children that were given four months of piano training as well as time
playing ______ newly designed computer software scored 27 percent higher on math and fraction(25)
tests than other children.

Piano instruction is thought to enhance the brain's "hard wiring" for spatial-temporal reasoning, or
the ability to visualise and transform objects in space and time, says Professor Gordon Shaw, who led
the study. At the same time, the computer game allows children to solve geometric and math puzzles

to ______ shapes in their mind.that boost their ability  (26)
The findings are significant ______ a grasp of proportional math and fractions is a prerequisite(27)

to math at higher levels, and children who do not master these areas of math cannot understand more
advanced math that is critical to high-tech fields.

(Adapted from  by Joyce S. Cain)"Eye on Editing 2"

:Question 23 . whichA . whoseB . thatC . whoD
:Question 24 . carryingA . concerningB . conductingC . composingD
:Question 25 . atA . forB . withC . ofD
:Question 26 . stimulateA . accommodateB . accumulateC . manipulateD
:Question 27 . becauseA . althoughB . beforeC . unlessD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

When we meet people for the first time, we often make decisions about them based entirely on
how they look. And of course, we too are being judged on our appearance. Undoubtedly, it's what's
inside that's important but sometimes we can send out the wrong signals and so get a negative reaction,
simply by wearing inappropriate clothing.
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When selecting your clothes each day, it is therefore important to think about who you're likely to
meet, where you are going to be spending most of your time and what tasks you are likely to perform.
Clearly, on a practical level, some  will be more appropriate to different sorts of activity and this
will  dictate  your  choice  to  an  extent.  However,  there's  no  need  to  abandon  your  individual  taste
completely. After all, if you dress to please somebody else's idea of what looks good, you may end up
feeling uncomfortable and not quite yourself.

Some  colours  bring  your  natural  colouring  to  life  and   can  give  you  a  washed-out
appearance. Try out new ones by all means, but remember that dressing in bright colours when you
really like subtle neutral tones or vice versa will make you feel self-conscious and uncomfortable. You
know deep down where your own taste boundaries lie. It may be fun to cross these sometimes, but do
take care not to go too far all at once.

outfits

others

Reappraising your image isn't selfish because everyone who comes into contact with you will
benefit. You'll look better and you'll feel a better person all round. And if in doubt, you only need to
read Professor Albert Mehrabian's book , which showed that the impact we make onSilent Messages
each other depends 55 percent on how we look and behave, 38 percent on how we speak, and only
seven percent on what we actually say.

(Adapted from  by Jan Bell and Roger Gower)"Expert First"

:Question 28 Which could be the best title for the passage?
. A Making Your Image Work for You
. B Creating a Professional Image
. C Making Judgements about People's Appearance
. D Choosing Appropriate Business Suits

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, people can get a negative reaction from others by ______.
. A wearing inappropriate clothes . B expressing too strong emotions
. C talking about other people's behaviours . D sending out right signals

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 mostly means ______.outfits
. sets of equipmentA . types of gesturesB
. sets of clothesC . types of signalsD

:Question 31 Which of the following is NOT mentioned in paragraph 2 as a factor to be considered
when choosing clothes?

. A Places you spend time in . B People you meet

. C Kinds of tasks you perform . D Other people's views on beauty

:Question 32 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.others
. meansA . taste boundariesB . C colours . D neutral tones

:Question 33 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.Reappraising
. A reminding . B reapplying . C reconsidering . recallingD

:Question 34 According  to  Professor  Albert  Mehrabian,  the  impact  we  make  on  each  other
depends mainly on ______.

. A how we look and behave . B what we actually say

. C how we speak . D what we read
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

While watching sports on TV, the chances are children will  see professional  players  cheating,
having tantrums, fighting, or abusing officials. In addition, it's highly likely that children will be aware
of  well-known cases  of  sportspeople being caught  using drugs to  improve  their  performance.  The
danger of all this is that it could give children the idea that winning is all that counts and you should
win at all costs. Good behaviour and fair play aren't the message that comes across. Instead, it looks as
if cheating and bad behaviour are reasonable ways of getting what you want. This message is further

 by the fact that some of these sportspeople acquire enormous fame and wealth, making it
seem they are being handsomely rewarded either despite or because of their bad behaviour.

What can parents do about this? They can regard sport on television as an opportunity to discuss
attitudes and behaviour with their children. When watching sports together,  if  parents see a player
swearing at the referee, they can get the child's opinion on that behaviour and discuss whether a player's

bolstered
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skill is more important than their behaviour. Ask what the child thinks the player's contribution to the
team is. Point out that no player can win a team game on their own, so it's important for members to
work well together.

Another thing to focus on is what the commentators say. Do they frown on bad behaviour from
players, think it's amusing or even consider it's a good thing? What about the officials? If they let
players get away with a clear foul, parents can discuss with children whether this is right and what
effect it has on the game. Look too at the reactions of coaches and managers. Do they accept losing
with good grace or  scowl and show a bad attitude? Parents can use this to  talk about attitudes to
winning and losing and to remind children that both are part of sport.

However, what children learn from watching sports is by no means all negative and parents should
make sure they too. They should emphasise to children the high reputation
that well-behaved players have, not just with their teammates but also with spectators and the media.

can focus on the contribution made by such players during a game, discussing how valuable they
are in the team. In the interviews after a game, point out to a child that the well-behaved sportspeople
don't  gloat  when they win or  sulk when they lose.  And parents  can stress how well  these people
conduct themselves in their personal lives and the good work they do for others when not playing. In
other words, parents should get their children to focus on the positive role models, rather than the antics
of the badly behaved but often more publicised players.

accentuate the positives 

They

(Adapted from "New English File - Advanced" by Will Maddox)

:Question 35 Which of the following does the passage mainly discuss?
. A Different attitudes toward bad behaviour in sport . B The influence of model sportspeople on children
. The importance of team spirit in sportC . D Moral lessons for children from watching sports

:Question 36 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.bolstered
. reinforcedA . inspiredB . representedC . energisedD

:Question 37 According to paragraph 1, misconduct exhibited by players may lead children to think
that ______.

. it brings about undesirable resultsA . it is necessary in almost any gameB

. it is disadvantageous to all concernedC . it is an acceptable way to win the gameD
:Question 38 According to paragraph 2, what should parents teach their children through watching sports?

. A team with badly-behaved players will not win a game.A

. Cheating is frowned upon by the majority of players.B

. A player's performance is of greater value than his behaviour.C

. Collaboration is fundamental to any team's success.D
:Question 39 The word " " in paragraph 4 can be best replaced by  ______.accentuate

. highlightA . consolidateB . actualiseC . emboldenD
:Question 40 The word " " in paragraph 4 refers to ______.They

. parentsA . spectatorsB . childrenC . teammatesD
:Question 41 Which of the following about sport is NOT mentioned in the passage?

. Reactions of coaches and managers when their teams lose a game may be of educational value.A

. Misconduct from sportspeople may go unpunished despite the presence of officials.B

. Many sportspeople help others so as to project good images of themselves.C

. A well-behaved player enjoys a good reputation among his teammates, spectators and the media.D
:Question 42 Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?

. Well-mannered players sometimes display strong emotions after winning or losing a game.A

. Players with good attitudes make a greater contribution to their teams' budgets than others.B

. The well-behaved players in a game invariably display desirable conducts when not playing.C

. D The media tend to turn the spotlight more on sportspeople's wrongdoings than on their good deeds.
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.
Question 43: He fulfilled his dream of travelling the world. He decided to get a job and settle down.

. A Although he had fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he decided not to get a job and settle down.

. B If he had fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he would have decided to get a job and settle down.

. Having fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he decided to get a job and settle down.C

. As he decided to get a job and settle down, he didn't fulfil his dream of travelling the world.D
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Question 44: She gave a great performance at the festival. We now know she has artistic talent.
. Amazing as her artistic talent is, we don't know about her great performance at the festival.A
.  B Although  she  gave  a  great  performance  at  the  festival,  now we still  don't  know she  has

artistic talent.
. But for her great performance at the festival, we wouldn't know about her artistic talent now.C
. Hardly had we known about her artistic talent when she gave a great performance at the festival.D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 45: "I'm sorry I haven't finished the assignment," Fiona said.
. A Fiona regretted having finished the assignment. . Fiona refused to finish the assignment. B
. Fiona denied having finished the assignment.C . D Fiona apologised for not finishing the assignment.

Question 46: It usually takes her an hour to drive to work.
. She never spends an hour driving to work.A . She used to drive to work in an hour.B
. She doesn't usually drive to work in an hour.C . She usually spends an hour driving to work.D

Question 47: Many people think that the new regulations will encourage people to use less energy.
. It was thought that lower consumption of energy was stimulated by the new regulations.A
. Lower consumption of energy is thought to lead to the introduction of the new regulations.B
. It is thought that the new regulations will encourage people to consume more energy.C
. The new regulations are thought to encourage lower consumption of energy.D

Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 48: My  friends  most  their free time  the homeless people in the community.close spends of helping
A                  B             C                           D

Question 49: It was  that Trang An Scenic Landscape Complex the year 2014 was made a
 A                                                                                       B       C

World Heritage Site  UNESCO.by
D

Question 50: Drawing on her own experience , the writer successfully in psychology portrayed
A    B

a volatile  with  of mood.character dramatic alternatives
C D

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
Question 1: . disasterA . charityB . originC . agencyD
Question 2: . enterA . relaxB . allowC . behaveD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
Question 3: . attackA s . concernB s . medalC s . fingerD s
Question 4: . A tr tea . B m nea . C w rea . D dr mea
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.
Question 5: Many parents tend to make their children study hard in the belief that good education will
enable them to ______ in the future.

. turn upA . turn awayB . get onC . get outD
Question 6: Susan has achieved great ______ in her career thanks to her hard work.

. A succeed . B successful . C success . D successfully
Question 7: The operation of the newly constructed plants is likely to lead to ______ environmental
consequences.

. far-flungA . far-offB . far-goneC . far-reachingD
Question 8: He promised ______ his daughter a new bicycle as a birthday present.

. to buyA . buyB . buyingC . to buyingD
Question 9: The ______ prices of property in big cities may deter people on low incomes from owning
a house there.

. prohibitiveA . competitiveB . forbiddingC . inflatableD
Question 10: I've been waiting for hours. You ______ to tell me you would come late.

. must have phonedA . should have phonedB

. needn't have phonedC . oughtn't to have phonedD
Question 11: If you didn't have to leave today, I ______ you around the city.

. showedA . will showB . would showC . have shownD
Question 12: You must not ______ any step in the process; otherwise, you would not be able to cook
the dish properly.

. skipA . leave B . quitC . hideD
Question 13: Drastic measures should be taken to tackle the problems ______ child abuse.

. involvingA . to involveB . are involvingC . involvedD
Question 14: After a momentary ______ of concentration, Simon managed to regain his focus and
completed the test.

. lapseA . errorB . faultC . failureD
Question 15: Michael rarely returns to his hometown, ______?

. has heA . doesn't heB . does heC . hasn't heD
Question 16: Only after he ______ the job as a computer programmer did he realise how much he
loved it.

. had leftA . has leftB . would leaveC . was leavingD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.

Question 17: Jane is talking to Mike, who has just helped her with her luggage.
- Jane: "______"
- Mike: "It's my pleasure."

. It's too heavy.A . Thanks a lot, indeed.B . It's not my duty.C . Welcome back.D



Question 18: Two students are talking about the school curriculum.
- Ted: "Swimming should be made part of the school curriculum."
- Kate: "______. It is an essential life skill."

. You can make itA . Oh, that's a problemB

. I can't agree with you moreC . Not at allD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 19: Judy has just won a full scholarship to one of the most prestigious universities in the
country; she must be  now.on cloud nine

. extremely panickedA . desperately sadB . obviously delightedC . incredibly optimisticD
Question 20: People nationwide have acted without  to provide aids for the victims in thehesitation
disaster-stricken areas.

. awarenessA . uncertaintyB . willingnessC . reluctanceD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 21: The football final has been  until next Sunday due to the heavy snowstorm.postponed

. cancelledA . continued   B . changedC . delayedD
Question 22: The  chairman's  thought-provoking  question   a  lively  debate  among  theignited
participants in the workshop.

. triggeredA . definedB . aroseC . hostedD
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

 The costs of hosting the Olympics can ______
tens of billions of dollars, and it is commonplace for budgets to double or even triple. In addition to the
direct costs of hosting the Games (the opening and closing ceremonies, athletes' village, security, etc.),
cities often must build expensive new venues ______ 

While costs are the ______ concern for a host city, there are other factors to consider. For one,
an Olympic host city may receive substantial revenue from ticket sales, tourist spending, corporate
sponsorship, and television rights. Cities such as Los Angeles (1984) and Seoul (1988) actually made a
large profit from the Games they hosted. ______, hosting the Olympic Games confers prestige on a
host  city  and  country,  which  can  lead  to  increased  trade  and  tourism.  The  Olympics  are  also  an
opportunity  to  invest  in  projects  ______  improve  the  city's  quality  of  life,  such  as  new
transportation systems.

When hosting an Olympic Games, a country has to take account of several considerations, among
which the financial one is by far the most important. (23)

 (24) lesser-known sports. Once constructed, sports
venues often incur additional maintenance costs long after the Games have ended.

 (25)

(26)

(27)

(Adapted from  by Mike Boyle and Lindsay Warwick)"Skillful Reading & Writing 4"

:Question 23 . surmountA . outnumberB . overchargeC . exceedD
:Question 24 . onA . atB . inC . forD
:Question 25 . supplementaryA . instrumentalB . primaryC . influentialD
:Question 26 . For exampleA . HoweverB . OtherwiseC . In additionD
:Question 27 . whoA . whichB . whomC . whatD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

Another form of body language that is used differently, depending on the culture, is distance. In
North America people don't generally stand as close to each other as in South America. Two North
Americans who don't know each other well will keep a distance of four feet between them, whereas
South Americans in the same situation will stand two to three feet apart. North Americans will stand
closer than two feet apart only if they are having a confidential conversation or if there is 
between them.

Body language is a vital form of communication. In fact, it is believed that the various forms of
body language contribute about 70 percent to our comprehension. It is important to note, however,
that body language varies in different cultures. Take for example, eye movement. In the USA a child
is expected to look directly at  a parent or teacher who is scolding him/her.  In other cultures the
opposite is true. Looking directly at a teacher or parent in such a situation is considered a sign of
disrespect.

intimacy
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Gestures are often used to communicate. We point a finger, raise an eyebrow, wave an arm – or
move any other part of the body – to show what we want to say. However, this does not mean that
people all over the world use the same gestures to express the same meanings. Very often we find that
the same gestures can communicate different meanings, depending on the country. An example of a
gesture that could be  is sticking out the tongue. In many cultures it is a sign of making
a mistake, but in some places  communicates ridicule.

misinterpreted
it

The dangers of misunderstanding one another are great. Obviously, it is not enough to learn the language
of another culture. You must also learn its non-verbal signals if you want to communicate successfully.

(Adapted from by Judy Rapoport, Ronit Broder and Sarah Feingold)"Reading Academic English" 

:Question 28 What is the passage mainly about?
. Misunderstandings in communicationA
. B Interpretations of gestures in different cultures
. C The significance of non-verbal signals in America
. Non-verbal communication across culturesD

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, when scolded by his/her parent or teacher, an American child
is expected to ______.

. A raise his/her eyebrows . look directly at the personB

. C point a finger at the person . D stand close to the person

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ______.intimacy
. strengthA . agreementB . enjoymentC . closenessD

:Question 31 "The word " in paragraph 3 is closest in meaning to ______.misinterpreted
. misspelledA . misunderstoodB . mispronouncedC . misbehavedD

:Question 32 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.it
. the countryA . an exampleB . C sticking out the tongue . making a mistakeD

:Question 33 As stated in the passage, in order to communicate successfully with people from another
culture, it is advisable for a person ______.

. to travel to as many countries as possibleA

. to use the body language of the people from that cultureB

. to learn only non-verbal signals of that cultureC

. to learn both the language and non-verbal signals of that cultureD

:Question 34 Which form of body language is NOT mentioned in the passage?
. eye movementA . gestureB . distanceC . postureD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

The green building movement, started in the 1970s as a way to reduce environmental destruction,
is changing the way buildings are constructed. In the early years, green builders were a small minority,
and their goals of reducing the environmental impact of buildings were considered unrealistic. Now,
however, the movement is growing, as builders have been able to take advantage of new technology.

Another solution is to reduce the amount of energy required in a building. It is possible to cut
electricity use noticeably by improving natural lighting and installing low-energy light bulbs. To reduce
the amount of fuel needed for heating or cooling, builders also add  to the walls so that the
building stays warmer in winter and cooler in summer.

One  example  of  this  advanced  design  is  the  Genzyme  Center  of  Cambridge,  the  most
environmentally responsible office building in America. Every aspect of the design and building had to
consider two things: the need for a safe and pleasant workplace for employees and the need to lessen
the negative environmental impact. 75 percent of the building materials were recycled materials, and
the energy use has been reduced by 43 percent and water use by 32 percent, compared with other
buildings of the same size.

Green builders try to make use of recycled materials, which means less waste in dumps. Also,
they reduce environmental impact by reducing the energy requirements of a building. One way is
to provide an alternative, non-polluting source of energy. First, with solar panels, it is possible to
produce electricity from the rays of the sun. Once installed, provide energy at no cost andthey
with no pollution.

insulation
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A larger project is  in China. The first phase of this project will include houses for 400
families built with solar power, non-polluting bricks, and recycled wall insulation. In a second phase,
entire neighborhoods in six cities will be built. If all goes well, the Chinese government plans to copy
these ideas in new neighborhoods across China.

Green  building  ideas,  on  a  small  or  large  scale,  are  spreading.  Individuals,  companies,  and
governments are beginning to see their benefits.  Not only are they environmentally friendly,  green
buildings improve living and working conditions and also save money in the long run.

In  other  parts  of  the  world,  several  large-scale  projects  have  recently  been  developed
according to green building principles. One of these is in Vauban, Germany, in an area that was
once  the  site  of  army  housing.  The  site  has  been  completely  rebuilt  with  houses  requiring  30
percent less energy than conventional ones. These houses, heated by special non-polluting systems,
are also equipped with solar panels.

under way

(Adapted from  by Beatrice S. Mikulecky and Linda Jeffries)"Advanced Reading Power"

:Question 35 Which of the following does the passage mainly discuss?
. Successful green building projects all over the worldA
. New technologies applied to constructing office buildingsB
. An environmentally friendly approach to constructing buildingsC
. Economic benefits of environmentally responsible buildingsD

:Question 36 According to paragraph 1, the environmental goals set by green builders were initially
considered unrealistic presumably because ______.

. there was an abundance of natural materials for the construction of conventional buildingsA

. there was a lack of green builders at the beginning of the 20th centuryB

. the problems of environment destruction were not prevalent at the timeC

. the potential applications of technology to constructing green buildings were not recognised thenD
:Question 37 The word " " in paragraph 2 refers to ______.they

. green buildersA . recycled materialsB . solar panelsC . rays of the sunD
:Question 38 The word " " in paragraph 3 mostly means ______.insulation

. devices that monitor changes in temperatureA

. materials that prevent heat loss and absorptionB

. systems that protect buildings from the sun's raysC

. panels that convert solar energy into electricityD
:Question 39 What is one common characteristic shared by the Genzyme Center of Cambridge and the

project in Vauban, Germany?
. A Both were built out of entirely recycled materials instead of conventional ones.
. B Both were built based on green building principles, which reduces energy use considerably.
. C Both took advantage of new insulation technology, which cuts down on construction costs.
. D Both are housing complexes with special, non-polluting heating systems.

:Question 40 The phrase " " in paragraph 6 mostly means ______.under way
. being inspectedA . being certifiedB . being notifiedC . being launchedD

:Question 41 Which of the following is NOT mentioned in paragraph 7 as a merit of green buildings?
. Proving more economical eventuallyA . Increasing work productivityB
. Being friendly to the environmentC . Improving living conditionsD

:Question 42 According to the passage, which of the following statements about green buildings is TRUE?
. They are more economical and produce no pollution.A
. They are gaining in popularity in different parts of the world.B
. They have only been built in technologically developed countries.C
. They are environmentally responsible constructions with gardens.D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 43: Joe has finished his first-aid course. He proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.
. A Although Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker, he hasn't finished his first-aid course.
. B Without finishing his first-aid course, Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.
. C However helpful Joe proves as a rescue worker, he hasn't finished his first-aid course.
. D Having finished his first-aid course, Joe proves extremely helpful as a rescue worker.
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Question 44: His friends supported and encouraged him. He did really well in the competition.
.  Such  were  his  friends'  support  and  encouragement  that  he  couldn't  do  really  well  in  theA

competition.
. Had it not been for his friends' support and encouragement, he couldn't have done so well in theB

competition.
. If his friends had given him support and encouragement, he could have done really well in theC

competition.
.  No matter  how much his  friends  supported  and  encouraged  him,  he  couldn't  do well  in  theD

competition.
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 45: They expect that recent changes will bring about an overall improvement in the quality of
the country's education.

. It  is expected that recent changes are caused by an overall improvement in the quality of theA
country's education.

. Recent changes are expected to lead to an overall improvement in the quality of the country'sB
education.

. It was expected that recent changes would result in an overall improvement in the quality of theC
country's education.

. The quality of the country's education is expected to be the consequence of recent changes.D

Question 46: She wasn't early enough to catch the bus.
. She didn't arrive late for the bus.A . She arrived too early for the bus.B
. She wasn't late for the bus.C . She was too late to catch the bus.D

Question 47: "Don't forget to submit your assignments by Thursday," said the teacher to the students.
. The teacher ordered the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.A
. The teacher reminded the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.B
. The teacher allowed the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.C
. The teacher encouraged the students to submit their assignments by Thursday.D

Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 48: Most workers  to be happy  their  working .seems with new conditions
   A                           B             C                        D

Question 49: It is  that people  light bonfires and havethe night of 5  Novemberth in Britain
 A                                              B

fireworks as a  tradition.national
  C                   D

Question 50: They have carried out  research  the effects of smartphones onexhausting into
 A B

schoolchildren's  and their .behaviour academic performance
C D

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.

Question 1: The  coastal  city  is  ______ extra  buses  during  the  summer  because  of  a  considerable
increase in the number of tourists.

. turning outA . making upB . taking offC . putting onD

Question 2: Although she had been told quite sternly to ______ herself together, she simply couldn't
stop the tears from flowing.

. bringA . force B . pullC . pushD

Question 3: If our teacher were here now, he ______ us with this difficult exercise.
. will helpA . would helpB . has helpedC . helpsD

Question 4: They were at the stadium with us last night, so they ______ at the theatre then.
. A needn't have been . B might have been . C should have been . D can't have been

Question 5:  ______  to  fame  at  an  early  age  may  have  a  negative  influence  on  children's
psychological development.

. ApproachingA . RisingB . GoingC . ReachingD

Question 6: Her parents rarely let her stay out late, ______?
. doesn't sheA . don't theyB . does sheC . do theyD

Question 7: Participating in teamwork activities helps students develop their ______ skills.
. sociallyA . socialiseB . socialC . societyD

Question 8: The boy denied ______ the cake even though there was some cream left on his chin.
. to eatingA . eatingB . to eat C . eatD

Question 9: In  most  countries,  photocopying books  without  the  publisher's  permission  is  clearly  a
copyright ______.

. inflictionA . infringementB . interferenceC . interpretationD

Question 10: These volunteer programmes aim to provide education for children in ______ regions.
. far-sightedA . far-fetchedB . far-reachingC . far-flungD

Question 11: The children ______ by social networks are likely to suffer from depression and other
health problems.

. A obsessing . B obsessed . C who obsessed . D are obsessed

Question 12: Only after  the teacher ______ the procedure clearly were the students allowed to go
ahead with the experiment.

. was explainingA . would explainB . had explainedC . has explainedD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 13: Despite  careful  preparation,  the  candidate   when  asked  a  challenginggot  cold  feet
question and gave an unsatisfactory answer.

. got nervousA . became aggressiveB . stayed confidentC . had a feverD

Question 14: Winning the first prize in the National Math Competition was the highest  heachievement
got when he was at school.

. comprehensionA . successB . failureC . completionD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 15: The team entered the competition with great confidence after getting  advice fromsound
their coach.

. sensibleA . tentativeB . audibleC . sensitiveD



Question 16: It is high time more intensive campaigns were  to protect endangered species allinitiated
over the world.

. adaptedA . improvedB . rebuiltC . introducedD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.

Question 17: Jenny and Jimmy are talking about university education.
- Jenny: "I think having a university degree is the only way to succeed in life."
- Jimmy: "______. There are successful people without a degree."

. That's all rightA . I don't quite agreeB

. I can't agree moreC . That's lifeD

Question 18: Adam and Janet are at the school canteen.
- Adam: "______"
- Janet: "Yes, please."

. It's a bit hot in here, isn't it?A . Do you mind if I sit here?B

. Can you pass me the salt, please?C . Would you like a cup of coffee?D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.

Question 19: . affectA . happenB . performC . obtainD

Question 20: . assistantA . presidentB . companionC . opponentD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.

Question 21: . A mountains . B problems . C moments . D wonders

Question 22: . thr tA ea . s tB ea . m tC ea . b tD ea
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

Taking piano lessons and solving math puzzles on a computer significantly improve specific math
skills of elementary schoolchildren, according to a new study. The results, ______ were published(23)
in  the  journal  ,  are  the  latest  in  a  series  that  links  musical  training  to  theNeurological  Research
development of higher brain functions.

Researchers worked with 135 second-grade students at a school in Los Angeles after ______ a(24)
pilot study with 102 students. Children that were given four months of piano training as well as time
playing ______ newly designed computer software scored 27 percent higher on math and fraction(25)
tests than other children.

Piano instruction is thought to enhance the brain's "hard wiring" for spatial-temporal reasoning, or
the ability to visualise and transform objects in space and time, says Professor Gordon Shaw, who led
the study. At the same time, the computer game allows children to solve geometric and math puzzles

to ______ shapes in their mind.that boost their ability  (26)
The findings are significant ______ a grasp of proportional math and fractions is a prerequisite(27)

to math at higher levels, and children who do not master these areas of math cannot understand more
advanced math that is critical to high-tech fields.

(Adapted from  by Joyce S. Cain)"Eye on Editing 2"

:Question 23 . whichA . whoseB . whoC . thatD
:Question 24 . composingA . concerningB . conductingC . carryingD
:Question 25 . atA . forB . withC . ofD
:Question 26 . manipulateA . accumulateB . accommodateC . stimulateD
:Question 27 . becauseA . unlessB . beforeC . althoughD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

When we meet people for the first time, we often make decisions about them based entirely on
how they look. And of course, we too are being judged on our appearance. Undoubtedly, it's what's
inside that's important but sometimes we can send out the wrong signals and so get a negative reaction,
simply by wearing inappropriate clothing.
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When selecting your clothes each day, it is therefore important to think about who you're likely to
meet, where you are going to be spending most of your time and what tasks you are likely to perform.
Clearly, on a practical level, some  will be more appropriate to different sorts of activity and this
will  dictate  your  choice  to  an  extent.  However,  there's  no  need  to  abandon  your  individual  taste
completely. After all, if you dress to please somebody else's idea of what looks good, you may end up
feeling uncomfortable and not quite yourself.

Some  colours  bring  your  natural  colouring  to  life  and   can  give  you  a  washed-out
appearance. Try out new ones by all means, but remember that dressing in bright colours when you
really like subtle neutral tones or vice versa will make you feel self-conscious and uncomfortable. You
know deep down where your own taste boundaries lie. It may be fun to cross these sometimes, but do
take care not to go too far all at once.

outfits

others

Reappraising your image isn't selfish because everyone who comes into contact with you will
benefit. You'll look better and you'll feel a better person all round. And if in doubt, you only need to
read Professor Albert Mehrabian's book , which showed that the impact we make onSilent Messages
each other depends 55 percent on how we look and behave, 38 percent on how we speak, and only
seven percent on what we actually say.

(Adapted from  by Jan Bell and Roger Gower)"Expert First"

:Question 28 Which could be the best title for the passage?
. A Choosing Appropriate Business Suits
. B Making Judgements about People's Appearance
. C Making Your Image Work for You
. D Creating a Professional Image

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, people can get a negative reaction from others by ______.
. A talking about other people's behaviours . B sending out right signals
. C wearing inappropriate clothes . D expressing too strong emotions

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 mostly means ______.outfits
. sets of clothesA . types of signalsB
. types of gesturesC . sets of equipmentD

:Question 31 Which of the following is NOT mentioned in paragraph 2 as a factor to be considered
when choosing clothes?

. A Places you spend time in . B Other people's views on beauty

. C Kinds of tasks you perform . D People you meet

:Question 32 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.others
. A neutral tones . taste boundariesB . C colours . meansD

:Question 33 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.Reappraising
. A reapplying . B reconsidering . C reminding . recallingD

:Question 34 According  to  Professor  Albert  Mehrabian,  the  impact  we  make  on  each  other
depends mainly on ______.

. A how we speak . B how we look and behave

. C what we read . D what we actually say
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

While watching sports on TV, the chances are children will  see professional  players  cheating,
having tantrums, fighting, or abusing officials. In addition, it's highly likely that children will be aware
of  well-known cases  of  sportspeople being caught  using drugs to  improve  their  performance.  The
danger of all this is that it could give children the idea that winning is all that counts and you should
win at all costs. Good behaviour and fair play aren't the message that comes across. Instead, it looks as
if cheating and bad behaviour are reasonable ways of getting what you want. This message is further

 by the fact that some of these sportspeople acquire enormous fame and wealth, making it
seem they are being handsomely rewarded either despite or because of their bad behaviour.

What can parents do about this? They can regard sport on television as an opportunity to discuss
attitudes and behaviour with their children. When watching sports together,  if  parents see a player
swearing at the referee, they can get the child's opinion on that behaviour and discuss whether a player's

bolstered
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skill is more important than their behaviour. Ask what the child thinks the player's contribution to the
team is. Point out that no player can win a team game on their own, so it's important for members to
work well together.

Another thing to focus on is what the commentators say. Do they frown on bad behaviour from
players, think it's amusing or even consider it's a good thing? What about the officials? If they let
players get away with a clear foul, parents can discuss with children whether this is right and what
effect it has on the game. Look too at the reactions of coaches and managers. Do they accept losing
with good grace or  scowl and show a bad attitude? Parents can use this to  talk about attitudes to
winning and losing and to remind children that both are part of sport.

However, what children learn from watching sports is by no means all negative and parents should
make sure they too. They should emphasise to children the high reputation
that well-behaved players have, not just with their teammates but also with spectators and the media.

can focus on the contribution made by such players during a game, discussing how valuable they
are in the team. In the interviews after a game, point out to a child that the well-behaved sportspeople
don't  gloat  when they win or  sulk when they lose.  And parents  can stress how well  these people
conduct themselves in their personal lives and the good work they do for others when not playing. In
other words, parents should get their children to focus on the positive role models, rather than the antics
of the badly behaved but often more publicised players.

accentuate the positives 

They

(Adapted from "New English File - Advanced" by Will Maddox)

:Question 35 Which of the following does the passage mainly discuss?
. The importance of team spirit in sportA . B The influence of model sportspeople on children
. C Moral lessons for children from watching sports . D Different attitudes toward bad behaviour in sport

:Question 36 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.bolstered
. inspiredA . representedB . energisedC . reinforcedD

:Question 37 According to paragraph 1, misconduct exhibited by players may lead children to think
that ______.

. it is an acceptable way to win the gameA . it is necessary in almost any gameB

. it brings about undesirable resultsC . it is disadvantageous to all concernedD

:Question 38 According to paragraph 2, what should parents teach their children through watching sports?
. Cheating is frowned upon by the majority of players.A
. A team with badly-behaved players will not win a game.B
. A player's performance is of greater value than his behaviour.C
. Collaboration is fundamental to any team's success.D

:Question 39 The word " " in paragraph 4 can be best replaced by  ______.accentuate
. highlightA . emboldenB . consolidateC . actualiseD

:Question 40 The word " " in paragraph 4 refers to ______.They
. childrenA . spectatorsB . teammatesC . parentsD

:Question 41 Which of the following about sport is NOT mentioned in the passage?
. Misconduct from sportspeople may go unpunished despite the presence of officials.A
. A well-behaved player enjoys a good reputation among his teammates, spectators and the media.B
. Reactions of coaches and managers when their teams lose a game may be of educational value.C
. Many sportspeople help others so as to project good images of themselves.D

:Question 42 Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?
. A The media tend to turn the spotlight more on sportspeople's wrongdoings than on their good deeds.
. The well-behaved players in a game invariably display desirable conducts when not playing.B
. Players with good attitudes make a greater contribution to their teams' budgets than others.C
. Well-mannered players sometimes display strong emotions after winning or losing a game.D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 43: "I'm sorry I haven't finished the assignment," Fiona said.
. A Fiona apologised for not finishing the assignment. . B Fiona regretted having finished the assignment.
. Fiona refused to finish the assignment. C . Fiona denied having finished the assignment.D
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Question 44: Many people think that the new regulations will encourage people to use less energy.
. The new regulations are thought to encourage lower consumption of energy.A
. It is thought that the new regulations will encourage people to consume more energy.B
. It was thought that lower consumption of energy was stimulated by the new regulations.C
. Lower consumption of energy is thought to lead to the introduction of the new regulations.D

Question 45: It usually takes her an hour to drive to work.
. She never spends an hour driving to work.A . She used to drive to work in an hour.B
. She doesn't usually drive to work in an hour.C . She usually spends an hour driving to work.D

Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 46: Drawing on her own experience , the writer successfully in psychology portrayed
A    B

a volatile  with  of mood.character dramatic alternatives
C D

Question 47: It was  that Trang An Scenic Landscape Complex the year 2014 was made a
 A                                                                                       B       C

World Heritage Site  UNESCO.by
D

Question 48: My  friends  most  their free time  the homeless people in the community.close spends of helping
A                  B             C                           D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 49: He fulfilled his dream of travelling the world. He decided to get a job and settle down.
. Having fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he decided to get a job and settle down.A
. B Although he had fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he decided not to get a job and settle down.
. C If he had fulfilled his dream of travelling the world, he would have decided to get a job and settle down.
. As he decided to get a job and settle down, he didn't fulfil his dream of travelling the world.D

Question 50: She gave a great performance at the festival. We now know she has artistic talent.
. Hardly had we known about her artistic talent when she gave a great performance at the festival.A
.  B Although  she  gave  a  great  performance  at  the  festival,  now we still  don't  know she  has

artistic talent.
. Amazing as her artistic talent is, we don't know about her great performance at the festival.C
. But for her great performance at the festival, we wouldn't know about her artistic talent now.D

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
Question 1: . A m lea . B b nea . C h dea . D t mea
Question 2: . attractA s . delayB s . believeC s . beginD s
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
Question 3: . intendA . followB . decideC . installD
Question 4: . equipmentA . sympathyB . povertyC . characterD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 5: Today the number of  start-ups in Vietnam is  as the government has createdmounting
favourable conditions for them to develop their business.

. peakingA . decreasingB . varyingC . risingD
Question 6: With price increases on most necessities, many people have to  for fear oftighten their belt
getting into financial difficulties.

. spend money freelyA . save on daily expensesB

. dress in loose clothesC . put on tighter beltsD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
Question 7: Thanks  to  highly   technology,  scientists  have  made  many  importantsophisticated
discoveries in different fields.

. confusingA . accessibleB . effectiveC . advancedD
Question 8: It is firmly believed that books are a primary means for  knowledge and information.disseminating

. inventingA . distributingB . classifyingC . adoptingD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.
Question 9: The  patients  ______  with  the  new  drug  showed  better  signs  of  recovery  than  those
receiving conventional medicine.

. treatingA . having treatedB . who treatedC . treatedD
Question 10: It ______ to reason that Jason passed the exam with flying colours on account of his
working hard during the term.

. laysA . comesB . getsC . standsD
Question 11: Candidates are advised to dress formally to make a good ______ on job interviewers.

. A impressive . B impression . C impress . D impressively
Question 12: You shouldn't lose heart; success often comes to those who are not ______ by failures.

. put offA . turned onB . left outC . switched offD
Question 13: Mary rarely uses social networks, ______?

. isn't sheA . does sheB . doesn't sheC . is sheD
Question 14: The  presenter  started  his  speech  with  a  few  ______  jokes  to  build  rapport  with  the
audience.

. kind-heartedA . soft-heartedB . light-heartedC . whole-heartedD
Question 15: If Martin were here now, he ______ us to solve this difficult problem.

. would helpA . will helpB . has helpedC . helpsD
Question 16: There is no excuse for your late submission! You ______ the report by last Friday.

. must have finishedA . needn't have finishedB

. should have finishedC . mightn't have finishedD
Question 17: Only after she ______ from a severe illness did she realise the importance of good health.

. A would recover . B had recovered . C has recovered . D was recovering



Question 18: Our father suggested ______ to Da Nang for this summer holiday.
. goA . goingB . to goingC . to goD

Question 19: Several measures have been proposed to ______ the problem of unemployment among
university graduates.

. createA . addressB . poseC . admitD
Question 20: It is advisable that the apprentice should be ______ to learn the ins and outs of the new job.

. observantA . acceptableB . noticeableC . permissiveD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.
Question 21: Silas is talking to his roommate, Salah, about the Olympic Games.
- Silas: "Do you think our country can host the Olympic Games some day in the future?"
- Salah: "______. We can't afford such a big event."

. No, I don't think soA . You can say that againB

. I can't agree with you moreC . Yes, you're rightD
Question 22: Laura is telling Bob about her exam results.
- Laura: "______"
- Bob: "That's great. Congratulations!"

. I've passed the exam with an A.A . I'll get the exam results tomorrow.B

. I hope I'll pass the exam tomorrow.C . I didn't do well in the exam.D
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 23 to 27.

Urban development is having a direct impact on the weather in many cities worldwide. It has been
noticed that the difference ______ temperature is usually greater at  night  and the phenomenon
occurs in both winter and summer. Experts agree that this is due to urban development, when open
green spaces are replaced with asphalt roads and tall brick or concrete buildings. These materials retain
heat generated by the Sun and release it through the night. In Atlanta, in the US, this has even led to
thunderstorms ______  occur in the morning rather than, as is more common, in the afternoon.

Large cities around the world are adopting strategies to combat this issue ______ it  is  not
uncommon to find plants growing on top of roofs or down the walls of large buildings. In Singapore,
the government has ______ to transform it into a "city within a garden" and, in 2006, they held an
international competition calling for entries to develop a master plan to help bring this about. One
outcome was the creation of 18 "Supertrees" – 

(23)

(24)
(25)

(26)

metal constructions resembling very tall trees. Each one
is a vertical freestanding garden and is ______ (27) to exotic plants and ferns. They also contain solar
panels used to light the trees at night and also containers to collect rainwater, making them truly self-sufficient.

(Adapted from   by Pauline Cullen, Amanda French and Vanessa Jakeman)"The Official Cambridge Guide to IELTS"

:Question 23 . A with . B in . C on . D out

:Question 24 . whereA . whichB . whatC . whenD
:Question 25 . butA . forB . orC . andD
:Question 26 . committedA . pledgedB . confessedC . requiredD
:Question 27 . landA . houseB . placeC . homeD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 28 to 34.

A letter of application is a sales letter in which you are both salesperson and product,  for the
purpose of an application is to attract an employer's attention and persuade him or her to grant you an
interview. To do this, the letter presents what you can offer the employer, rather than what you want
from the job.

Like a résumé, the letter of application is a sample of your work and an opportunity to demonstrate
your skills and personality. If  is written with flair and understanding and prepared with professional
care, it is likely to be very effective. While the résumé must be factual, objective, and brief, the letter is
your chance to interpret and expand. It  should state  how your background relates to the
specific job, and it should emphasise your strongest and most relevant characteristics. The letter should
demonstrate that you know both yourself and the company.

it

explicitly
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The letter of application must communicate your ambition and enthusiasm. Yet it must be modest.
It should be neither aggressive nor compliant: neither pat yourself on the back nor ask for sympathy. It
should never express dissatisfaction with the present or former job or employer. And you should avoid
discussing your reasons for leaving your last job.

Finally, it is best that you not the subject on salary. Indeed, even if a job advertisement
requires that you mention your salary requirements, it is advisable simply to call them "negotiable."
However, when you go on an interview, you should be prepared to mention a salary range. For this
reason, you should investigate both your field and, if possible, the particular company. You don't want
to ask for less than you deserve or more than is reasonable. 

broach

(Adapted from by Linda Lee and Erik Gundersen) "Select Readings - Intermediate" 

:Question 28 What is the passage mainly about?
. A Things to avoid during a job interview
. Advice on how to find a good jobB
. Tips for writing an effective letter of applicationC
. Differences between a résumé and a letter of applicationD

:Question 29 According to paragraph 1, in a letter of application, the applicant tries to ______.
. A advertise a product to attract more customers
. present what he/she wants from the jobB
. C persuade the employer to grant him/her an interview
. get further information about the companyD

:Question 30 The word " " in paragraph 2 refers to ______.it
. the résuméA . an opportunityB
. the letter of applicationC . your workD

:Question 31 The word " " in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ______.explicitly
. clearlyA . slightlyB . quicklyC . shortlyD

:Question 32 According to the passage, which of the following is TRUE about a letter of application?
. A It should be written very briefly, but in a formal style.
. It should refer to the applicant's reasons for leaving his/her previous job.B
. It should expand upon the information contained in the applicant's résumé.C
. It should express the applicant's dissatisfaction with his/her former employer.D

:Question 33 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.broach
. investigateA . understandB . introduceC . avoidD

:Question 34 According to paragraph 4, in a job interview, the applicant should be ready to ______.
. mention their expected salary rangeA . talk about the company's budgetB
. negotiate working conditionsC . accept any salary offeredD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 42.

Henry is the undisputed star of Dronfield School near Sheffield. Whatever the achievements of
other members of the comprehensive school, it is Henry, with his soulful eyes and glossy hair, who has
hogged  the  limelight,  appearing  on  television  in  Britain  and  abroad.  Yet  despite  all  the  public

, Henry stirs up no envy or resentment among the 2000 students – in fact, they all adore him.
The dog, who first arrived six months ago, is a super dog, who has improved students' behaviour and
encouraged more students to focus on their academic achievement.

It was Andrew's teacher, Wendy Brown and the school counsellor, Julie Smart, who first proposed
buying a school dog. "Julie and I were talking one day about how looking after dogs can positively
affect children's conduct," says Brown. "We did some research and discovered that the presence of pets
has been shown to be therapeutic. A number of studies have shown that animals improve recovery after
surgery or illness and have a calming influence on people in a lot of settings. Some of my kids can be 

and some of the children Julie counsels have terrible problems."

adulation

Andrew Wainwright, a student at Dronfield School, says there is something magical and calming
about being able to interact with Henry during his time at the school's catch-up classes, and that if he
falls behind, that opportunity will be denied. Even doubting staff have finally been won round. Perhaps
that is because Henry, who lies on the floor during staff meetings, has also had a calming effect on them.

a
handful
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Could the school dog become a craze? Other schools such as the Mulberry Bush, a primary school
for children with behavioural problems, have stepped forward to point out they already have . Rosie
Johnston, a Mulberry staff member has been bringing her golden retriever, Muskoka, into school for
three years. Apart from being a calming influence, Muskoka even plays his part in literacy lessons.
Children at the school can be too shy to read to adults so they read to Muskoka. "Their anxiety about
mispronouncing something or getting the words in the wrong order is reduced when they read to him,"
says Johnston.

Psychologist  Dr  Deborah  Wells  from Queen's  University  Belfast  specialises  in  animal-human
interaction. She believes that the underlying key to the Henry effect is that dogs offer unconditional
love  and  that  cheers  up  adults  and  children  and  helps  with  self-esteem.  But  traditionalist  Chris
Woodhead,  the former  chief  inspector  of  schools  says,  "I  don't  see why a teacher  cannot create  a
positive learning environment through the subject they teach and their personality. Dogs strike me as a
bit of a publicity stunt. It's the kind of sentimental story journalists love." Despite this sentiment, Henry
remains as popular as ever.

one

 (Adapted from  by Roy Norris and Amanda French with Miles Hordern)"Ready for Advanced"

:Question 35 Which of the following best serves as the title for the passage?
. School Dogs: Useful Classroom AssistantsA . Having School Dogs: Pros and ConsB
. Henry – a Super Dog in Dronfield SchoolC . Keeping School Dogs – a Prevalent TrendD

:Question 36 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.adulation
. unrealistic expectationA . deserved attentionB
. C considerable controversy . excessive admirationD

:Question 37 The phrase " " in paragraph 3 is probably descriptive of a child who is ______.a handful
. difficult to controlA . inclined to disagreeB
. reluctant to exploreC . impossible to understandD

:Question 38 Which of the following is mentioned in paragraph 3 as a potential impact of keeping a pet?
. A stronger tendency to misbehaveA . A greater desire to influence othersB
. Long-term changes in conductC . Better recovery from illnessD

:Question 39 The word " " in paragraph 4 refers to _______.one
. a crazeA . B a Mulberry staff member
. a primary schoolC . a school dogD

:Question 40 According to paragraph 4, which of the following is one of the roles played by Muskoka
at the Mulberry Bush?

. Encouraging a more proactive approach to teaching literacyA

. Minimising the number of words mispronounced by its studentsB

. Relieving its teaching staff of unnecessary workloadC

. Helping its students to reduce their fear of making mistakesD

:Question 41 Which of the following best summarises Chris Woodhead's viewpoint in paragraph 5?
. Teachers underestimate the role of dogs in literacy lessons.A
. Students and dogs are inseparable companions in the classroom setting.B
. Schools have dogs just to attract media attention.C
. Dogs are capable of enlivening classroom atmosphere.D

:Question 42 Which of the following is implied in the passage?
. Rosie Johnston is more experienced than Wendy Brown in working with animals.A
. Wendy Brown and Julie Smart are dedicated animal rights activists who wish to get their messageB

across to young people.
. Interaction with Henry is used to boost students' learning motivation at Dronfield School.C
. Administrators at Dronfield School are sceptical as to whether Henry's companion will benefitD

their students.
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 43: "Would you like to go to the show with me?" Anna said to Bella.
. Anna reminded Bella to go to the show with her.A . B Anna persuaded Bella to go to the show with her.
. Anna invited Bella to go to the show with her.C . D Anna encouraged Bella to go to the show with her.
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Question 44: I find it useful to join the sports club.
. I never like joining the sports club.A . I used to join the sports club.B
. Joining the sports club is not useful for me.C . It is useful for me to join the sports club.D

Question 45: It is believed that modern farming methods have greatly improved farmers' lives.
. A People believe that there is little improvement in farmers' lives thanks to modern farming methods.
. Modern farming methods were believed to have greatly improved farmers' lives.B
. Modern farming methods are believed to have had negative effects on farmers' lives.C
. Farmers are believed to have enjoyed a much better life thanks to modern farming methods.D

Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 46: It is  that  athletes have  to havethe ASEAN Para Games disabled an opportunity
  A                                B                                      C

their talents and efforts .                              recognised
D

Question 47: It  many sociologists that inadequate  may lead to an increaseconcerns parents skills
A B

in the number of  of .incidents juvenile delinquency
C D

Question 48: Teenagers  greatly influenced  not only their  but also their .is by parents peers
   A                               B                             C                              D

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 49: Kate  completed  her  higher  education.  She  then  decided  to  travel  the  world  before
getting a job.

. A Kate had scarcely travelled the world before getting a job when she completed her higher education.

. Without completing her higher education, Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job.B

. Having completed her higher education, Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job.C

. D Given that Kate decided to travel the world before getting a job, she completed her higher education.

Question 50: Mary left home to start an independent life. She realised how much her family meant to her.
. A Mary left home to start an independent life with a view to realising how much her family meant to her.
. B To realise how much her family meant to her, Mary decided to leave home to start an independent life.
. Not until Mary had left home to start an independent life did she realise how much her familyC

meant to her.
. D Only when Mary realised how much her family meant to her did she leave home to start an independent life.

------------------------ HẾT ------------------------
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes each
of the following exchanges.
Question 1: Nancy and James are talking about their school days.
- Nancy: "I think school days are the best time of our lives."
- James: "______. We had sweet memories together then."

. AbsolutelyA . That's nonsenseB . I'm afraid soC . I doubt itD
Question 2: John and Mike are talking about Mike's new car.
- John: "______"
- Mike: "Thanks. I'm glad to hear that."

. What a nice car!A . Your car is new, isn't it?B

. Where did you buy your car?C . My car is very expensive.D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 3: There is an increase in the  of electronic books as more people are turning toprevalence
digitalised reading materials.

. A deficiency . B intensity . C popularity . D scarcity

Question 4: Heavily  with wastes from nearby factories,  the water in this river is  notcontaminated
suitable for daily use.

. pollutedA . cleanedB . pureC . deadlyD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.

Question 5: Despite the traffic hold-ups, we were able to arrive at the airport  justin the nick of time
before the check-in counter closed.

. in a terrible conditionA . with all our luggageB

. at the very last momentC . with much time to spareD

Question 6: The research findings were reliable since modern technology was used to increase the
 of the sampling procedure.precision

. inaccuracyA . exactnessB . insecurityC . flexibilityD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the
following questions.

Question 7: The school drama club is ______ a play for the school's anniversary, which is due to take
place next month.

. turning upA . bringing downB . putting onC . making off D

Question 8: If he didn't have to work today, he ______ his children to the zoo.
. will takeA . would takeB . has takenC . takesD

Question 9: Despacito, ______ over four billion times on YouTube, is one of the most favourite songs
among teenagers worldwide.

. A which viewed . B viewed . C viewing . D is viewed

Question 10: Sue rarely misses a chance to do voluntary work, ______?
. doesn't sheA . isn't sheB . does sheC . is sheD

Question 11: It is believed that travelling is a good way to expand our ______ of the world.
. knowA . knowledgeB . knowledgeably C . knowledgeableD

Question 12: Many people head for the countryside where the flat ______ of fields helps them escape
from the hectic city life.

. extentA . expanseB . extension C . expansionD



Question 13: We know that we are at fault for our third consecutive defeat, so there is no need to
______ salt into the wound.

. putA . spreadB . applyC . rubD

Question 14: The students' plan for a musical show to raise money for charity received ______ support
from the school administrators.

. warm-heartedA . light-heartedB . whole-heartedC . big-heartedD

Question 15: Maria decided ______ her education after a gap year.
. continuingA . continueB . to continuingC . to continueD

Question 16: Parents often advise their children to study hard in the hope that they will ______ success
in the future.

. masterA . collectB . achieve C . gatherD

Question 17: Only after the bus ______ for a few miles did Jane realise she was on the wrong route.
. A was running . B runs . C has run . D had run

Question 18: Adrian got surprisingly high grades in the final exam. He ______ his lessons very carefully.
. must have revisedA . can't have revisedB . would have revisedC . needn't have revisedD

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.

Question 19: . explainA . discussB . involveC . borrowD

Question 20: . argumentA . apartmentB . vacancyC . benefitD
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.

Question 21: . m nA ea . ch pB ea . gr tC ea . cl nD ea

Question 22: . A reminds . B destroys . C suggests . D improves
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each
pair of sentences in the following questions.

Question 23: Laura practised playing the instrument a lot. She could hardly improve her performance.
. However much Laura practised playing the instrument, she could hardly perform any better.A
. As soon as Laura practised playing the instrument a lot, she could perform much better.B
. Had Laura practised playing the instrument a lot, she could have performed much better.C
. Hardly had Laura practised playing the instrument a lot when she could improve her performance.D

Question 24: Lucy paid a visit to the local orphanage. She then decided to donate part of her savings to
the children there.

. Lucy had hardly decided to donate part of her savings to the children when she paid a visit to theA
local orphanage.

. B It was only when Lucy had decided to donate part of her savings to the children that she paid a visit to the
local orphanage.

. C Having paid a visit to the local orphanage, Lucy decided to donate part of her savings to the children there.

. D Before she paid a visit to the local orphanage, Lucy had decided to donate part of her savings to the
children there.

Mark the  letter  A,  B,  C,  or  D on your answer sheet  to  indicate  the underlined part  that  needs
correction in each of the following questions.

Question 25: The keynote speaker started with some  about the complementary remarks organisers
                                     A B C
of the conference, and then  with her speech.proceeded
                                                   D

Question 26: It was  that Vietnam  the Southeast Asian Games (SEA Games)the year 2003 hosted
 A                                   B

 the first .for time
 C                  D

Question 27:  classmates  going on  trip to Cuc Phuong National Park .My is a this weekend
A B C D
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning
to each of the following questions.

Question 28: My friend has stopped eating fast food.
. My friend no longer eats fast food.A . My friend doesn't like eating fast food.B
. My friend has never eaten fast food.C . My friend sometimes eats fast food.D

Question 29: "You should take better care of your health," said Tom's mother.
. Tom's mother advised him to take better care of his health.A
. Tom's mother promised to take better care of his health.B
. Tom's mother required him to take better care of his health.C
. Tom's mother ordered him to take better care of his health.D

Question 30: They report that soil pollution has seriously threatened the livelihood of many local farmers.
. Soil pollution is reported to have posed a serious threat to the livelihood of many local farmers.A
. The livelihood of many local farmers was reported to be seriously endangered by soil pollution.B
. It is reported that the livelihood of many local farmers has led to serious soil pollution.C
. It has been reported that soil pollution has actually put many local farmers' lives at risk.D

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 31 to 35.

The knock-on effect of volunteering on the lives of individuals can be profound. Voluntary work
helps foster independence and imparts the ability to deal with different situations, often simultaneously,
thus teaching people how to ______ their way through different systems. It therefore brings people
into touch with the real world; and, hence, equips them for the future.

Initially, young adults in their late teens might not seem to have the expertise or knowledge to
impart to others that say a teacher or an agriculturalist or a nurse would have, ______ they do have
many  skills  that  can  help  others.  And  in  the  absence  of  any  particular  talent,  their  energy  and
enthusiasm can be harnessed for the benefit ______ their  fellow human beings,  and ultimately
themselves. From all this, the gain to any community no matter how many volunteers are involved is

______.
Employers will generally look favorably on people ______ have shown an ability to work as

part  of  a  team. It  demonstrates  a  willingness  to  learn  and  an independent  spirit,  which would  be
desirable qualities in any employee.

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)
(35)

(Adapted from by Sam McCarter)"IELTS Testbuilder 2" 

:Question 31 . giveA . workB . putC . takeD
:Question 32 . soA . butB . orC . forD
:Question 33 . outA . underB . ofC . onD
:Question 34 . unattainableA . immeasurableB . undetectableC . impassableD
:Question 35 . whichA . whoseB . whoC . whatD

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 36 to 42.

Eunoto lasts for many days and Masai people travel across the region to get to a special place near
the border between Kenya and Tanzania. The teenage boys who travel with them are called " ."
This is a traditional name from the past when young men fought with other tribes.

At the beginning of the ceremony, the teenagers paint their bodies while their mothers start to build
a place called the "Osingira," a sacred room in the middle of the celebrations. Later, the senior elders
from different tribes will sit inside this place and, at different times, the boys go inside to meet .
Later in the day, the boys run around the Osingira, going faster and faster each time.

The teenagers also have to  their appearance at Eunoto. Masai boys' hair is very long before
the ritual but they have to cut it off. In Masai culture, hair is an important symbol. For example, when a
baby grows into an infant, the mother cuts the child's hair and gives the child a name. At a Masai
wedding, the hair of the bride is also cut off as she becomes a woman. And so, at Eunoto, the teenage
boy's mother cuts his hair off at sunrise.

There are many African tribes but, for many people, the Masai are the most well-known. They
are  famous  for  their  bright  red  clothing  and  their  ceremonies  with  lots  of  music  and  dancing.
Probably, one of the most colorful ceremonies is the festival of "Eunoto," when the teenage boys of
the Masai become men.

warriors

them

alter
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On the final day, the teenagers meet the senior elders one more time. They get this advice: "Now
you are men, use your heads and knowledge." Then, people start to travel back to their homes and
lands. The teenagers are no longer warriors. They are adult men and now they will get married and
have children. Later in life, they will be the leaders of their communities.

(Adapted from "Life" by John Hughes, Helen Stephenson and Paul Dummett)

:Question 36 What is the passage mainly about?
. A The ceremony that marks the beginning of Masai boys' adulthood
. The reasons for the Masai's popularity over other African tribesB
. The journey by Masai teenage boys to the festival of EunotoC
. The importance of Eunoto in African people's livesD

:Question 37 The word " " in paragraph 2 mostly means ______.warriors
. fightersA . travellersB . dancersC . musiciansD

:Question 38 The word " " in paragraph 3 refers to ______.them
. the senior eldersA . their mothersB . different tribesC . the boysD

:Question 39 According to paragraph 3, the Osingira is built by ______.
. the Masai senior eldersA . B the Masai teenage boys' mothers
. Masai teenagersC . Masai menD

:Question 40 The word " " in paragraph 4 is closest in meaning to ______.alter
. maintainA . changeB . C distinguish . D differ

:Question 41 According to the passage, what do the teenage boys do at Eunoto?
. Fighting with other tribesA . Changing their clothesB
. Painting their bodiesC . Receiving new namesD

:Question 42 According to the passage, which of the following is TRUE?
. The Masai teenage boys are given advice from senior elders before attending Eunoto.A
. The Masai teenage boys will become adults and get married after attending Eunoto.B
. Eunoto is the ceremony for both Masai teenage boys and girls.C
. Eunoto lasts for a day across the region between Kenya and Tanzania.D

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the
correct answer to each of the questions from 43 to 50.

In  this  modern  world  where  closed-circuit  television  (CCTV)  cameras  are  everywhere  and
smartphones in every pocket, the routine filming of everyday life is becoming pervasive. A number of
countries are rolling out body cams for police officers; other public-facing agencies such as schools,
councils and hospitals are also experimenting with cameras for their employees. Private citizens are
getting in on the act too: cyclists increasingly wear headcams as a deterrent to aggressive drivers. As
camera technology gets smaller and cheaper, it isn't hard to  a future where we're all filming
everything all the time, in every direction.

Would that be a good thing? There are some obvious potential upsides. If people know they are on
camera, especially when at work or using public services, they are surely less likely to misbehave. The
available evidence suggests that it discourages behaviours such as vandalism. Another upside is that it
would be harder to get away with crimes or to evade blame for accidents.

But a world on camera could have subtle negative effects. The deluge of data we pour into the
hands of Google, Facebook and others has already proved . Those companies would
no doubt be willing to upload and curate our body-cam data for free, but at what cost to privacy and
freedom of choice?

Of course, there's always the argument that if you're not doing anything wrong, you have nothing
to fear. But most people have done something embarrassing, or even illegal, that they regret and would
prefer they hadn't been caught on film. People already censor their social media feeds – or avoid doing
anything incriminating in public – for fear of damaging their reputation. Would ubiquitous body cams
have a further chilling effect on our freedom?

The always-on-camera world could even threaten some of the attributes that make us human. We
are natural gossips and backbiters, and while those might not be desirable behaviours, they oil the
wheels of our social interactions. Once people assume  are being filmed, they are likely to clam up.

envisage

a mixed blessing

Body-cam data could also create a legal minefield. Disputes over the veracity and interpretation of
police footage have already surfaced. Eventually, events not caught on camera could be treated as if they
didn't happen. Alternatively, footage could be faked or doctored to dodge blame or incriminate others.

they
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The argument in relation to body-cam ownership is a bit like that for guns: once you go past a
critical threshold, almost everyone will feel they need one as an insurance policy. We are nowhere near
that point yet – but we should think hard about whether we really want to say "lights, body cam, action."

(Adapted from )https://www.newscientist.com

:Question 43 What does the passage mainly discuss?
. Legal disputes fuelled by body-cam dataA
. Data overload experienced by social network usersB
. The ubiquity of cameras and ensuing problemsC
. The current public obsession with modern technologyD

:Question 44 The word " " in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to ______.envisage
. rejectA . visualiseB . fantasiseC . embraceD

:Question 45 As mentioned in paragraph 2, misbehaviour can be discouraged if potential offenders ______.
. are aware of being filmed at the timeA . realise that they may be publicly punishedB
. are employed in the public sectorC . know that they may be subjected to criticismD

:Question 46 The phrase " " in paragraph 3 probably means ______.a mixed blessing
. something either negative or positive in natureA
. something that is neither good nor badB
. something that has both advantages and disadvantagesC
. something that produces unexpected resultsD

:Question 47 What does the author imply in paragraph 3?
. Body-cam ownership could eventually give rise to information overload, which, in turn, raisesA

public concern.
. B Google  and  similar  enterprises  tend  to  refrain  from harvesting  their  customers'  data  for

illicit purposes.
. Companies like Facebook may have their own intentions behind their willingness to take care ofC

their users' body-cam data.
. Social networks provide their users with greater freedom of choice while depriving them of theirD

privacy and anonymity.

:Question 48 It is stated in paragraph 4 that unrecorded events ______.
. A ymay go unnoticed or be ignored completel
. could provoke legal disputes among media companiesB
. C could be manipulated to charge innocent people
. should be kept open to interpretationD

:Question 49 According to paragraph 5, why do social media users already act more carefully online?
. Because they disapprove of uncensored social media feeds.A
. Because they wish to protect their image.B
. Because they regret doing something illegal.C
. Because they want to avoid being recognised in public.D

:Question 50 The word " " in paragraph 6 refers to ______.they
. peopleA . wheelsB
. social interactionsC . desirable behavioursD
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